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Introduction: COVID-19 and Asia

Anoma Phichai VAN DER VEERE, Florian SCHNEIDER, and Catherine Yuk-ping LO
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In late 2019, the world watched closely as cases of an unknown virus causing pneumonia started spreading through Wuhan province in the People's Republic of China (PRC). Gradually, more cases were being reported, and on Saturday 11 January 2020 Chinese state media announced the first fatality (Qin and Hernández 2020). While the virus, now more commonly known as COVID-19, spread across the globe with unprecedented ease, it would take the World Health Organization (WHO) until 30 January to declare the outbreak a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC).1 By this time, there had been 7834 confirmed cases and 170 people had lost their lives to the virus (WHO 2020a).

With the benefit of hindsight, we can now see that the virus has wreaked havoc on the world. By 30 January 2021, a year after the PHEIC announcement, almost every country and region had been hit (WHO 2021a). Over 100 million people had been infected, resulting in more than two million deaths. The interconnectedness of our modern transport systems carried people from Wuhan to ports on every continent before any viable measures were put in place, spreading the virus everywhere. As the outbreak developed, it was those nations that are geographically close to China, in East Asia and Southeast Asia, that especially struggled to cope with its scale. Different

---

1 A PHEIC is defined as ‘an extraordinary event which is determined to constitute a public health risk to other states through the international spread of disease and to potentially require a coordinated international response’. This definition implies a situation that: 1) is serious, sudden, unusual or unexpected; 2) carries implications for public health beyond the affected state’s national border; and 3) may require immediate international action (WHO 2008, 19).
conditions have led to different results in these countries. South Korea and Vietnam, for instance, had previously experienced the dangers of public health crises during the SARS epidemic in the early 2000s, and as a result they were well-equipped to deal with the virus (see in this volume: Le & Nicolaisen, and Nguyen for Vietnam; Howe, and Kim & Song for South Korea). Similarly, Taiwan (ROC) was able to quickly respond to the outbreak (see Lo, and Liu), despite its connections to the PRC. However, countries like Indonesia and Japan were less prepared (see Yazid, Shibata, and Van der Veere). Meanwhile, Malaysia was suffering an acrimonious political shift that resulted in a delayed response to the developing public health threat (see Kamaruddin & Idris).

These examples show that talking about Asia is challenging. It is the largest region on the planet, containing dozens of political systems, thousands of languages and cultures, and billions of people. Moreover, as area studies scholars have repeatedly pointed out, any attempt at defining it has political implications, making it a difficult concept to work with (see for example the contributions in Wesley-Smith and Goss 2010). Despite this theoretical ambiguity, however, the term ‘Asia’ has real-world uses. When we visit the websites of some of the world’s largest media outlets, news from the region is frequently sorted under the banner ‘Asia’. Our understanding is therefore partly formed by our consumption of the concept of ‘Asia’, ambiguous as it may be. This ambiguity offers some disadvantages, especially in a scholarly work such as this one. However, it offers one benefit. The main reason that we have chosen to use Asia in the title of the book is because of the diversity of the region. Leaning into the ambiguities that come with attempts to define the region allows us to offer contrasting and comparative perspectives that might enable a better understanding of how dynamic a region like Asia is, and why public health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic develop in different ways even within such a region.

This book reflects this diversity by including chapters that respectively focus on different countries, regions, governments, and institutions. It offers local perspectives, local knowledge, and new information in an accessible and informative way. One of the main motivations for creating this volume has been to provide policy makers and health specialists with a better picture of the different strategies that have been employed in Asia

---

during the COVID-19 pandemic. It does this using thoroughly researched and informed case-studies that are presented in an accessible format. Although every country has its own context, and every institution operates in its own place and time, hopefully this volume will deepen our shared understanding of how interconnected people and institutions interact during times of crisis.

The Importance of Understanding COVID-19 and Asia

In 2019, the Nuclear Threat Initiative and the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security published a report titled the ‘Global Health Security Index’ (2019). In its conclusions, the report judged countries like the United States, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Brazil as being ‘Most Prepared’. This was ostensibly for their ability to rapidly respond to the spread of an epidemic. The only two Asian countries deemed ‘Most Prepared’ were South Korea and Thailand. This was only a few months before the COVID-19 pandemic would devastate the global economy and throw international mobility into disarray. The COVID-19 pandemic, which is currently far from over, has already cost millions of lives and has shown that the list in this report was shockingly off the mark.

The supposed preparedness of different countries presented in this report is jarring considering the disorienting conditions into which the world was plunged as the pandemic spread. The constantly changing nature of the pandemic has left most observers guessing what was working well, and what was not. This has led to a wave of erroneous, often hastily constructed interpretations that have found their way into daily lived experiences. Japan is an excellent case in point. The country’s government was slow to act when it was forced to deal with a cruise ship full of infected tourists in February and March 2020, early on in the pandemic. Through its ineffective handling of the situation, the government inadvertently created a cruise ship-sized COVID-19 petri-dish on the shore of Yokohama, near one of the world’s most densely populated metropolitan areas. It was widely lambasted for this failure to act in the media and by other governments and institutions (Ratcliffe and Fonbuena 2020). Only two months later, however, with the number of infections stabilizing in the country but exploding abroad, the Director-General of the WHO praised Japan’s approach, hailing it as a great success (Kyodo News 2020). This cycle of ascribing either failure or success, depending on the circumstances of the moment, has continued ever since.
There has been a tendency in media reports to arrive at hasty conclusions based on circumstantial evidence. This has in turn resulted in a high level of mixed messaging. However, it would be irresponsible to lay the blame solely with the media. Government officials, policy makers, and global actors have taken part in the same game. As a consequence, such inaccuracies have also found their way into official policymaking.

One example is an international comparative country review produced by the Dutch Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Sports. This report was written to inform the Dutch government about varying approaches to maintaining public health during the COVID-19 pandemic. The two health policy specialists who authored the report found it helpful for their understanding of Asia to include South Korea as a case-study. They employed the Hofstede model of national culture to frame their understanding of South Korea and indirectly the ‘Asian approach’. Despite the wide-spread criticisms of the Hofstede model, it continues to be used as if it reliably represents factual and objective scientific analysis. It is beyond the scope of this volume to delve into the many problems with the model, but it is helpful to quote a particular section from the aforementioned report in order to illustrate how this model is used to make problematic arguments about the success of the South Korean public health model:

A large difference becomes clear from the observation that South Korean society is a lot more collectivist. [...] Moreover, as South Korean society is primarily feminine this leads to most people realizing that everyone is part of a group or that their role is to protect vulnerable people. [...]. To conclude, South Koreans are less abundant than Dutch people. This makes it easier for them to follow measures that restrict freedom for longer periods of time (Hagenaars and Jeurissen 2020, 12).

3 The Hofstede model is by and large a collection of statistical information based on fallacious assumptions, yet it has remained popular as a measure for ‘national cultures’. We agree here with Brendan McSweeney’s description of the model as methodologically flawed and ‘a restrictor not an enhancer of understanding particularities’ (2002, 112). McSweeney also states that ‘the identification claims are fundamentally flawed and the attribution of national level actions/institutions to national cultures is an easy but impoverishing move’.

4 The part left out of the quotation above reads: ‘And where the Netherlands is slightly risk averse and pragmatic, South Korea is very risk averse and extremely pragmatic. Both of these issues contribute to a culture that is able to change gears quickly and powerfully when necessary in the face of an emerging infectious disease.’

5 Author translation. For readers wondering if a translation of the complete section will add relevant context that will lead to the salvation of the report’s conclusions, I can assure you none exists.
All of the above statements can be disproven point by point. More importantly, the authors have chosen to eschew a thorough analysis that critically analyses domestic measures in the context of a more successful approach. Instead, they present their findings in a way that serves to justify their own set of (ineffective) public health measures – and even the hesitancy to implement such measures – in the context of the Netherlands. The conclusion ignores any political factors that may have caused Dutch people to be more hesitant towards public health measures. It also does not address the possible causes of civil compliance among South Koreans, such as previous experience with public health crises, national interests, or the evolution of transnational political discourses on public health. Instead, the population is deemed collectivist, feminine, and less abundant.

Interestingly, an early survey study showed that in countries including the Netherlands ‘public belief in the effectiveness and the actual implementation of certain protective measures during the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 was high’ (Meier, et al. 2020). The decline in social compliance of Dutch people in the later months of the pandemic can therefore be better attributed to a set of obviated domestic circumstances that the authors of this report fail to address. Given this missed opportunity, or possibly in spite of it, the authors attempt to explain away public resistance in the Netherlands through naturalistic comparisons with the South Korean population. Their report is an excellent example of how actors outside of Asia frequently misunderstand, or even wilfully misrepresent, the politics and cultures of the region. Such actors use the regrettably widespread public ignorance regarding Asia to dismiss governance approaches that clash with entrenched habits and ideologies.

Of course, not all policy-makers dismiss Asia as callously as the authors of this Dutch policy report; many are aware that there are lessons to be learned. There is then a serious need for informed case studies that highlight the most important issues in an accessible, concise manner. This book seeks to do this. For example, it covers the South Korean case in two chapters. The first of these details and contextualizes the South Korean government’s national interests within a framework of global health governance (Howe). The second chapter then explains how official and public sentiments have affected South Korea’s relations with the WHO (Kim & Song). These and other case studies in this volume offer a wealth of in-depth information about how different governments, organizations, and political actors across the Asian region have handled COVID-19.
Global Health Governance and Asia

Under the strain of our world’s ever increasing interconnectedness, the global system of health governance currently in place has come under increasing pressure. As the largest health institution in the world, the WHO’s role in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic has been widely criticized for being slow and inefficient, and even for ostensibly appeasing China, where the virus originated. While governments were scrambling to respond to the emerging threat of COVID-19, the pandemic became increasingly politicized. Over the course of the pandemic, the line between public health concerns and political contestation has been blurred and the effects of already existing international political tensions have been magnified. An example of this was China’s so-called ‘mask diplomacy’, where it sought to win the favour of other countries through the supply of masks and medical equipment (see Satoh). Another example is the high-profile political debates about the exact origins of the virus that have occurred in several different countries, particularly in the US.

The health-politics nexus is further demonstrated in the case of the WHO’s declaration of a PHEIC. The WHO has had the responsibility for determining when an outbreak is a global public-health emergency since 2005. However, it has only done this five times prior to the COVID-19 pandemic: during the swine-flu pandemic in 2009; the Ebola outbreaks in West Africa in 2014 and in Congo in 2019; the emergence of polio in war zones in 2014; and the Zika epidemic in 2016. The amount of time it has taken for the WHO to declare a particular situation a PHEIC has nevertheless been a focal point of criticism. For instance, during the 2009 H1N1 outbreak, it took the WHO 38 days to declare a PHEIC after laboratories isolated H1N1 on 18 March 2009. In sharp contrast to the speed of global action regarding H1N1, a PHEIC was not declared until 138 days after the first detected case of Ebola in West Africa on 22 March 2014 (Hoffman and Silverberg 2018, 330).

The reason why the WHO declares, or does not declare, a particular situation as a PHEIC has been another point of criticism. Critics have argued that the WHO’s decision is based on the economic conditions of the affected countries. The Ebola outbreak in 2014 is a case in point. A leaked document shows that the WHO intentionally delayed declaring a PHEIC for the sake of avoiding catastrophic economic consequences for Guinea and other afflicted

---

6 The H1N1 outbreak began on 15 March 2009, was detected on 18 March 2009, and was declared a PHEIC on 25 April 2009. The West African Ebola outbreak began on 26 December 2013, was detected on 22 March 2014, and was declared a PHEIC on 8 August 2014.
countries (Boseley 2015). A study conducted by Hoffman and Silverberg (2018, 331) indicates that the direct impact of infectious diseases on the US is also a necessary condition for a global health emergency pronouncement. A PHEIC was declared ten days after the first US citizen was detected with the H1N1 infection. Meanwhile, Ebola was declared a PHEIC just six days after infected health care providers arrived in the US for treatment on 2 August 2014.

When COVID-19 hit at the start of 2020, the WHO was blamed for serving the interests of the Chinese government. Social media users have mocked the WHO as ‘Winnie the Pooh Health Organization’, referencing the common practice among Chinese Internet users of comparing Chinese President Xi to Winnie the Pooh (McDonnell 2017). Others have referred to the WHO as CHO (Chinese Health Organization) to express their anger about the way that the WHO is supposedly managing the pandemic in line with Chinese interests (see Van der Veere). The US and countries in Europe have condemned the WHO for being vulnerable to Chinese influence. This susceptibility is exemplified in the eyes of critics by the fact that Taiwan, also called the Republic of China (ROC), has not been invited to attend the World Health Assembly (WHA), the highest decision-making body within the WHO, since 2017 (see Lo).

In the process, the legitimacy of the WHO has gradually been eroded. Although we can attribute a certain degree of this erosion to global perceptions of its response, we also need to understand the current state of the organization and the way it functions. Established in 1948 as a specialized agency of the United Nations (UN), the WHO is currently the most comprehensive global health organization, tasked with preventing the global spread of diseases and promoting better health around the world. The WHO has a decentralized structure, operating from its Geneva headquarters and six regional offices. The Secretariat, headed by the Director-General, is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the health agency in collaboration with the regional and country offices. The Director-General is appointed by and responsible to the World Health Assembly (WHA) that sets the agenda and approves the budget of the WHO during the annual meeting held in Geneva, Switzerland.

The WHO’s budget operates on a two-year cycle, and in 2018-2019, it received US$4.4 billion. To place this number in perspective, this is less than that of a typical major hospital system in the US (McKeever 2020). The organization receives its funding from two main sources. The first of these is assessed contributions, payable by its 194 Member States. The

7 The amount of the assessed contributions each Member State must pay is calculated relative to the country’s wealth and population (See WHO 2021).
second source is voluntary contributions made by Member States (in addition to their assessed contributions), by other UN organizations, as well as by intergovernmental organizations, philanthropic foundations, and the private sector.

The size of assessed contributions, which are a key source of WHO financing, declined following the 2008/09 global financial crisis. To date, about 80% of the WHO’s funding comes from voluntary contributions (WHO 2021a). It is important to note that 96.1% of all voluntary donations should be spent either according to the contributors’ priorities, or are tied to specific programme areas and/or geographical locations and must be spent within a specified timeframe (WHO 2021a). In other words, the WHO only has full discretion over approximately 3.9% of all voluntary contributions. This therefore means that the WHO has limited financial autonomy to initiate new programmes for advancing overall global health.

The WHO seemed set to encounter a budget crisis at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. As the biggest single donor, accounting for 15% of the WHO’s biennial budget in 2018-2019 (McKeever 2020), the US suspended its funding in April 2020. Under the administration of former US president Donald Trump, the US withdrew from the WHO in July 2020, accusing the organization of being too slow to respond to the outbreak in China and being too deferential to the Chinese government (Alpert 2020). The Biden administration has since halted the US withdrawal from the WHO. However, it is widely believed that funding for the WHO still needs to be diversified to pre-empt future budget crises triggered by the withdrawal of key contributors. The availability of sufficient funding is crucial for the WHO to facilitate timely responses in emergency situations, including global infectious disease outbreaks.

In addition to budgetary constraints, the WHO functions under a specific set of rules: the International Health Regulations (IHR). This is a legal-binding global agreement for addressing the risks of the international spread of infectious diseases and is also geared to avoiding unnecessary interference with international travel and trade (WHO 2008). The first version of the legal framework, the International Sanitary Regulations (ISR), was issued in 1951, and there have been a number of revisions since then. Following the eradication of smallpox in 1980, the WHO revised the IHR in 1981 to focus

---

8 The voluntary contributions are further categorized based on the degree of flexibility the WHO has in deciding how to spend these funds. These are fully flexible core voluntary contributions (3.9%), partially flexible thematic and strategic engagement funds (6%), and non-flexible specified voluntary contributions (90.1%; WHO 2021).
solely on three diseases: cholera, yellow fever, and plague. After the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, the organization again revised the IHR in 2005, with these revisions entering into effect in 2007.

This current version of the IHR, also referred to as IHR (2005), has a much broader scope of application than earlier versions, covering ‘all events potentially constituting a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC)’ (WHO 2008, 19). The current IHR took into account the reluctance of the Chinese government to share information during the early stages of the outbreak of SARS in 2013. As a result, the current IHR was revised to guarantee that event-related information provided by the country that is notifying the organization about a disease outbreak is not shared with other countries before the WHO has announced that there is a PHEIC. This mechanism aims to ‘protect affected countries from any unjustified overreaction by other countries’ (WHO 2008, 19). Following an official PHEIC announcement, the WHO is allowed to share information concerning an outbreak with member states.

In addition to enabling information sharing, the declaration of an outbreak as a PHEIC also allows the WHO to activate its funding channels to grapple with global health emergencies in a short period of time. The first WHO funding channel is the Contingency Fund for Emergencies (CFE). Established in 2015, the CFE aims to remedy the WHO’s chronic budget deficit and the overdependence on voluntary contributions, allowing the organization the flexibility to scale up operations during disease outbreaks and health emergencies. Funding from this mechanism can be released in less than 24 hours and utilized for financing immediate response activities. One month after declaring COVID-19 a PHEIC, the CFE had provided US$8.9 million for COVID-19 when no other funding was available (WHO 2021b). The WHO then called for US$675 million in the Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan (SPRP), another WHO funding channel, after the PHEIC declaration was made (WHO 2020a). The WHO has reached the target, having received US$677 million from its member states by 1 April 2020 (WHO 2020a). The COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund is the third funding channel through which individuals, philanthropists, and businesses are able to contribute to WHO-led efforts in responding to public health crises. This Solidarity Response Fund received more than US$108 million in donations from over 203,000 individuals and organizations in the first two weeks after the WHO officially declared COVID-19 to be a PHEIC (WHO 2020b).

While this PHEIC-induced global financial mobilization has been quite successful in the case of COVID-19, overall compliance of member states with the IHR has been questionable. For example, the IHR (2005) requires
member states to strengthen or re-establish the public health infrastructures designed to facilitate early recognition of, and rapid response to, emerging diseases. As part of their commitment to the IHR, participating countries agreed to comply with these rules by 2012. However, only about one-third of participating countries (64 countries) reported fully achieving the core capacities by 2014 (Gostin and Katz 2016, 276). Based on these figures, it is not surprising to see that many countries were not ready to deal with COVID-19. It remains to be seen whether countries’ approaches to compliance with the IHR have changed as a result of the pandemic.

Apart from the limitations of voluntary compliance with the IHR, we have seen an erosion of member states’ trust in the WHO. As globalization has pushed the integration of national economies to the point of interdependence, transportation systems have developed along the same lines. This means that a country cannot physically isolate itself from the rest of the world without inflicting economic damage on itself. As the pandemic hit, an urgent concern for national governments was therefore controlling the in- and outflow of people, especially tourists and migrants. When COVID-19 was declared a PHEIC, the WHO simultaneously advised states to keep borders open on the basis of the IHR. However, almost every country ignored the WHO’s advice, and many countries even closed their borders to all nations (Mallapaty 2020), leading to an unprecedented crisis for migrant workers in a number of Asian countries (See Part IV of this book).

In this sense, the complete lockdown of Wuhan in China set an example (see Lo). However, other countries and regions also took measures that affected how human beings could move across space. Foreign workers were barred from entering or leaving Japan, often stranding them abroad away from their jobs, homes, and families. Meanwhile Taiwan’s exclusionary guest worker policy made it practically impossible to include all migrants in public health strategies dealing with the pandemic (see Liu). In the case of Indonesia, a country that sends more workers abroad than it receives, a wave of returning migrant workers exerted sudden pressure on the country’s healthcare system (see Yazid). The mobility of foreign workers is intricately

9 According to the IHR (2005), member states of the WHO are required to submit a self-evaluation of their core capacities for emergency preparedness and responses. The designated thirteen core capacities include: (1) Legislation and financing; (2) IHR Coordination and National Focal Point Functions; (3) Zoonotic events and the Human-Animal Health Interface; (4) Food safety; (5) Laboratory; (6) Surveillance; (7) Human resources; (8) National Health Emergency Framework; (9) Health Service Provision; (10) Risk communication; (11) Points of entry; (12) Chemical events; and (13) Radiation emergencies.
linked with global health governance and any strategy to contain a pandemic has to account for the inherently transnational nature of public health crises.

As the case-studies in this volume also show, these developments can have devastating long-term effects for the future of global health governance. This is especially as public trust in governments during health crises has previously proven to be reliant on cooperation with the WHO (see Ishikawa & Kohara). To regain public trust, some WHO member states called for a more in-depth investigation into the origin of the virus during the WHO's annual decision-making meeting, the World Health Assembly (WHA) in May 2021. This was after an international mission to China earlier the same year proved inconclusive (Larson 2021).

The WHO's investigation and report have also faced criticism for failing to include all essential data, as well as for not fully evaluating theories that COVID-19 was the result of a leak from a laboratory located in the Wuhan area (Miller, Nebehay, and Farge 2021). Critics allege that the WHO has been too deferential to China in its handling of the COVID-19 pandemic and its sharing of data concerning viral origins. They argue that a drastic reform of the WHO is needed to avoid future COVID-like crises. Among the recommendations for the organization's reform are measures to boost the WHO's independence, to give it the power to investigate serious health threats in countries concerned, and to allow it to sound the alarm about risks without waiting for the green light from the countries that have notified it about disease outbreaks (Larson 2021). In the absence of a meaningful reform, it cannot be assumed that the WHO will have an appropriate response to future global health crises. Neither can it be assumed that national governments will listen to the WHO's advice.

Overview of the Volume

This volume is organized around four themes: health policy in Asia and the global community; the future of global health governance in Asia; domestic responses to COVID-19 in a globalized Asia; and migrant workers and the global economy during COVID-19.

Part I of the book is devoted to an assessment of health policy in Asia and the interactions between the agencies at national, regional, and global levels in times of infectious disease outbreaks. Satoh, for example, highlights the inherent deficiency of the UN system, showing that differences between political values among member states and the principle of upholding state sovereignty make joint actions difficult. This has been demonstrated during the COVID-19 pandemic. The WHO has been unable to make China
accountable for their poor track record of transparency, issuing guidelines that member states can easily ignore. Moreover, the WHO has been vulnerable to great power competition between the US and China, undermining coordinated disease responses at both regional and global levels. Satoh argues that US action (or inaction) has been by far the most consequential in undermining the confidence of the global community towards the WHO.

In contrast, Koga argues that the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the key regional organization in Asia, has made a successful effort to build its own capacity to tackle emerging infectious diseases (EIDs). Koga demonstrates how ASEAN’s mechanisms to tackle EIDs were developed prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. ASEAN’s health governance efforts were initiated during the Cold War against the backdrop of great power rivalry, long before the COVID-19 outbreak took place. An acceleration of the institutionalization of health cooperation among ASEAN member states then occurred after the SARS outbreak in 2003.

Criticism of the functioning of the WHO has been prolific. However, while critiques of the WHO and the UN system are valid, Ishikawa & Kohara show that the WHO has nevertheless played a positive role in countries encountering infectious disease outbreaks. In their chapter they offer a statistical investigation into public levels of trust in selected Asian countries before and after the 2003 SARS outbreak. They demonstrate that public trust in government dropped in the countries that were seriously affected by SARS. However, they further show that the deterioration in trust was alleviated in countries hosting a WHO collaborating centre in a domestic research institute. This suggests that such collaboration with the WHO can mitigate declining public trust in national governments during public health crises.

Part II of the book, taking into account the function of the WHO in coordinating disease responses in Asia, attempts to envision the role of the institution in global health governance in the future. Gong & Li, for example, assess Chinese influence on the WHO and the role of China in global health governance. They argue that Chinese leadership potential has been constrained by several factors. Among these factors, two of the most important are the relatively low contributions that China makes to the funding of the WHO when compared to traditional donors as well as China’s illiberal and fragmented domestic governance structure. As such, it is misleading to assume that China will have sufficient resources to lead global health governance, despite the declining role of the US.

Looking at the attitudes towards the WHO of Asia’s other leading power, Van der Veere shows that Japan viewed the WHO as a neutral and scientific source of information during the outbreaks of SARS, Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome (MERS), and COVID-19. It has often used specific information from the WHO to justify domestic policy goals. However, trust in the organization among policymakers has faltered due to its connection with China. Van der Veere argues that the importance of the WHO in Japan has declined and will continue to do so as long as the organization's neutrality is in doubt, and as long as its guidelines and advice conflict with the country's domestic agenda.

In contrast with the Japanese case, Howe shows that the Republic of Korea (ROK) has seized the opportunity provided by COVID-19 to present itself as a health leader on the world stage. It has positioned itself as an exemplary member state to the WHO over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. The ROK has not only followed and promoted WHO guidelines, but has also been at the forefront of developing measures to combat COVID-19. Howe further argues that South Korea, as a middle power, is likely to continue its support of the WHO and increase its contribution as a global player in the field of health governance.

While South Korea has increasingly contributed to global health governance, it has frequently been argued that the role of Taiwan in global health governance has remained minimal because of its ambiguous international status and the increasing pressure exerted on it by the People's Republic of China (PRC). Offering a contrasting argument, Lo instead posits that the de facto status of Taiwan may allow it to escape the so-called 'realist trap' that state actors often encounter in global health governance. This trap describes the way that states seeking to engage in international cooperation face problems such as freeriding or failure to comply with existing norms and regulations. In escaping this trap, Lo argues that Taiwan has the potential to participate in global health governance in a meaningful way.

Part III of the book consists of a number of contributions examining domestic responses to COVID-19 in Asia. These case studies explore the various factors that have contributed to, or impeded, an effective response to COVID-19, and their effects on the local population. For example, Nguyen shows that Vietnamese measures to respond to COVID-19 were taken ahead of recommendations made by the WHO in the early stages of the global outbreak. The chapter also shows how the early responses and strict policies adopted in Vietnam have limited the spread of COVID-19 in the country. Yet, despite Vietnam's relative success during 2020, Nguyen also demonstrates the socio-economic impacts that COVID-19 has had on healthcare in Vietnam, calling for the provision of social support to those who are most vulnerable during public health crises.

The chapter by Le & Nicolaisen describes further underlying factors that have led to the success of the Vietnamese response to COVID-19, namely the
timeliness in implementation of policies, the country’s prior experiences in infectious disease crises, the transparency in communication, and the active social mobilization. Drawing on the extensive research of Vietnam they have conducted in the past, Le & Nicolaisen argue that the political legitimacy gained by the Vietnamese government could diminish once the pandemic is over. They suggest that this could occur if there is a reversal of transparent communication or a continuation of economic uncertainties during the post-COVID-19 era.

While fast action helped contain the spread of COVID-19 in Vietnam, in their chapter Kamaruddin & Idris demonstrate that there are more factors than rapid responses in play. They show that the Malaysian government was in the middle of political unrest when COVID-19 struck and had to scramble to respond appropriately. Accordingly, Kamaruddin & Idris highlight how a professional and well-established civil service system can also be key to shaping a country’s pandemic response, even in times of political crises.

However, countries’ actions in response to COVID-19 have not only been domestically focused. Kim & Song show how, in its response to COVID-19, the South Korean government quickly embraced multilateralism. It provided financial resources to key global health initiatives for fair and equal access to COVID-19 vaccines, established global platforms for dialogue, and enhanced its participation in global health institutions. They further demonstrate how the South Korean government has displayed consistent support for the WHO despite swaying public sentiments in South Korea toward the WHO’s management of the situation, and a wavering public position towards China.

Part IV, the final section of the book, takes a closer look at the effects of COVID-19 on workers in different Asian nations, in particular non-regular workers and migrant workers. It examines the socio-economic impacts of COVID-19 related measures in societies in Asia. To start this section, Lo discusses the economic and political repercussions on the Chinese economy of the COVID-related Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs). Considering the ongoing Sino-US trade disputes and the rising suspicion of China and Chinese firms in the US and Europe, this chapter asks to what extent the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) will be able to save its performative legitimacy through the new economic strategy dubbed the ‘dual circulation strategy’. It looks at the implications of Chinese economic reforms in the post-COVID-19 era.

With economic reforms likely to follow after the COVID-19 pandemic in different countries, changes to the mobility and health conditions of migrant workers need to be understood. A chapter by Liu presents Taiwan's successful experience in dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic during 2020. It also shows,
however, how the pandemic has exposed the vulnerability of migrant workers in Taiwan, who often lack healthcare access and financial support. Presenting these problems faced by migrant workers in Taiwan, Liu calls for changes to the ‘divide and exclude’ guest worker policy that leaves migrant workers facing dire working conditions and unable to access basic health services.

Low-wage and migrant workers seem to be among the most vulnerable groups during public health crises, when existing inequalities are magnified. In a chapter looking at Japan, for example, Shibata shows how the problems faced by Japanese workers during the COVID-19 pandemic can be best understood when seen through the lens of the country’s on-going neoliberal reforms and when changes in Japan’s labour market and public health system are taken into consideration. Shibata argues that the problems that Japanese workers face in the labour market and the welfare system have created a number of obstacles to the successful management of the pandemic and the necessary public health interventions. The chapter concludes that the WHO needs to consider the impacts of nation-specific, socio-economic institutions on public health to improve the formulation of its recommendations regarding how to respond to global health crises such as COVID-19.

While Japan is a country that receives migrant workers, Indonesian workers mostly migrate to other countries. The chapter by Yazid describes how Indonesia has responded to the COVID-19 outbreak, which has seen a wave of returnees arriving in the country. Yazid shows that Indonesia’s responses are essentially in line with the recommendations of the International Labour Organization (ILO). However, like the arguments made by Shibata about the WHO, Yazid argues that global institutions, in particular the ILO, should take into account the specific characteristics and needs of each country when formulating a global response.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made it clear that public health crises are complex and dynamic processes. As the case-studies in this volume show, we need to thoroughly understand how certain actions result in particular consequences. Even if a response is quick and effective, as in the cases of Vietnam and Taiwan (ROC), there are still segments of the population that can suffer under the new measures put in place. Socio-economically vulnerable groups, such as low-income informal workers, or immigrant workers, are especially prone to marginalization. The success of a response to a sudden public health crisis is therefore not only determined by the number of infections, but by the long-term effects on the public.

Moreover, the politicization of public health has impeded the implementation of a unified global response. This extends from the great power politics between China and the US to the prioritization of a domestic agenda in the
case of Japan. Across Asia we see that public opinion has a lasting effect on how effective governments can be in responding to new crises. Public trust is quickly eroded and there are only a few means by which governments can try to re-establish a higher level of legitimacy. Domestically, they might do this through transparent communication, rapid and strict responses, media effects, or scientific cooperation with the WHO.

At the same time, however, we have to realize that public health and public trust are transnational. They cross borders, and this is where the politics between nation-states once again come to the fore. Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, this has forced multilateral and global institutions like ASEAN, the WHO, and the ILO to play a game of catch up, some more successfully than others. It is therefore paramount for policy makers, health specialists, and the public to realize that health governance is not simply a matter of scientific facts, but a goal that keeps changing, requiring policy makers and citizens alike to adjust to dynamic circumstances.

If this volume can offer one takeaway, it would be this: Asia is diverse, and this diversity has practical, real-world consequences. Understanding the way that Asian countries and regions have variously responded to the COVID-19 pandemic goes beyond the binaries of 'success' and 'failure', 'national' and 'global'. The diverse responses showcase a mixture of causes and consequences that continuously come together or fall apart. We do not know when the next global health crisis will strike, but we know that the complexities of our interconnected world make such a crisis almost inevitable. This makes it essential to look at Asia, to learn lessons where they are available, and to ensure our societies are better prepared and more resilient the next time around.
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PART I

Health Policy in Asia and the Global Community
1 Fighting for a Global Community in a Post-COVID World

Haruko SATOH

Abstract
This chapter argues that the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the weaknesses of the UN system. This system becomes ineffective when the United States fails to lead during global health crises. At the regional level, the COVID-19 responses in Asian countries have shown that China cannot garner enough trust to replace the US as a leading power to maintain regional order. China was not transparent enough in handling the new virus at the start of 2020. Besides, Beijing’s intimidation tactics towards, among others, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Australia, continued unabated during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic. These incidents highlight the importance of the US presence in the region. The chapter concludes that restoring trust in the US as the beacon of democracy and openness is crucial.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has been a profound reminder that international cooperation in the United Nations (UN) system cannot be taken for granted, even in the face of a global health crisis where millions of lives may be at risk. The World Health Organization (WHO) saw its ‘directing and coordinating authority’ to lead the world out of the pandemic hampered from the outset as it became embroiled in a blame game between the United States and China. The US not only forfeited its leadership role but also became part of the problem as then president Donald Trump refused to publicly acknowledge the gravity of the new virus (Woodward 2020; Forgey and Choi 2020).
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China tried to compensate for its initial missteps in handling the outbreak by engaging in ‘mask and test kits diplomacy’ (and later ‘vaccine diplomacy’) toward affected countries. However, these Chinese diplomatic actions met with a mixed reception, particularly in Asia where many are concerned about China’s expansionist intent (Chellaney 2020). While the WHO was vilified for failing to rise above this rivalry between major powers, the context in which this occurred is equally, if not more, problematic. The growing US-China rivalry has far-reaching implications for restoring global trust in the UN system of international cooperation.

This chapter takes a broader view of the COVID-19 pandemic. It sees this as a crisis to the system of global governance in relation to the future of the liberal international order, with a focus on the the Asia-Pacific region.

The responses of Asian states to COVID-19 have varied, ranging from highly organized approaches to muddling through. Asian states were arguably more concerned by the abrupt changes to economic conditions, such as border closures and restricted mobility, than by the debates that divided societies in Europe and North America over effective measures for controlling the spread, such as wearing face masks and lockdowns.¹

Most Asian states had experienced pandemics before, which meant they were better prepared to manage the crisis in terms of institutional capacities, having already developed aspects of the healthcare system needed to respond to pandemics and information technology that allowed them to carry out ‘track and trace’ of patients (Fitzgerald and Wong 2020; Pardo et al. 2020). Moreover, for most governments in Asia, hard lockdowns tended to be a reluctantly pursued ‘last resort’ option. This debunks the notion that Asian governments tend to be more authoritarian and that Asian societies are more compliant and group-oriented (Nikkei Asia 2020).

However, it should be noted that Asia is seeing arguably more profound political changes than other regions of the world. The region is also beset by uncertainty over a US-China rivalry, which is affecting the regional order. In this way, Asia could be seen as a microcosm of what could happen globally with regards to America’s diminished standing in the world and its ability to maintain the liberal international order in the face of China’s apparent revisionist intentions. By focusing on the Asia-Pacific region, this chapter argues that US actions (or inactions) have been most consequential during

¹ Mask-wearing was not a hugely contested issue as East Asians are accustomed to wearing face masks during the flu and hay fever seasons, and also to protect against harmful airborne particulates (PM 2.5) produced by industrial activities and heavy urban traffic.
this pandemic in undermining the global community's confidence in the UN system as represented by the WHO.

**Global Community Matters**

It has been three decades since the Berlin Wall collapsed in 1989, and since the end of the ideological conflict between the ‘free world of the West’ and the communist bloc, respectively led by the two superpowers, the US and the Soviet Union. In 1991, the first Gulf War then brought together the former enemies to agree at the UN Security Council that Iraq needed to be driven out of Kuwait. This moment sparked the hope that the UN might finally be on the track to function as originally intended, as a world government and a ‘peace factory’ (Solana 2020).

Although declarations made at the time of a ‘new world order’ and the ‘end of history’ (Fukuyama 1989; 1992) were evidently premature, the UN nevertheless gained renewed relevance at this time. It was called upon to take charge of a significant portion of problems and challenges of the post-Cold War world. One indicator of this growth in UN activities can be seen in rise in the number of UN Security Council resolutions that have been passed since 1990. Until then, there had been less than 700 resolutions (the resolution that sanctioned the use of force against Iraq was number 678). However, in the three decades since 1990 there have been nearly 2000 additional resolutions (UN 2021). Also, importantly, at this time the notion of the ‘global’ took hold of people’s imagination and became part of the lexicon of diplomacy and international politics (Iriye 2002, 159).

The post-Cold War era was characterized by the emergence of a world of borderless, near-global connectivity. The globalization of capitalism brought an unprecedented level of economic development and growth to vast parts of the world. Rapid advances in information technology, especially the advent of the Internet, hastened the pace of this globalization. This in turn increased the level of interdependence between nations and economies at the level of everyday life, creating a realm where the role of states receded to the background. This also meant that the notion of security broadened in tandem with global social and economic transformation. An entirely new category of non-traditional security (NTS) issues, such as climate change, pollution, international terrorism, mass migration, and infectious diseases were identified as threats to international peace and security. In short, it was a world where ‘my concern is your concern, too’.
Yet, the UN system and the global community it represents are inherently fraught with political tension. The differences in the political systems and value systems of the UN member states, combined with the principle of upholding state sovereignty, make joint action difficult (Satoh 2021). Although the UN has a general charter that espouses certain ‘universal values’, it does not make state membership conditional based on shared values in the way the European Union (EU) does. The UN’s paradoxical set-up of respecting the sovereignty of member states while at the same time asking for the transference of sovereign rights requires intense negotiations for consensus-building among member states. At worst, the UN system risks becoming a ‘spoils system that puts too many people in important positions for reasons other than competence, lack of accountability, and hypocrisy’ (Haass 2020). An example of this might be the way that countries that ignore human rights sit on a UN body meant to uphold them.

In this sense, the problems that the WHO initially encountered in handling the outbreak of COVID-19 were neither unforeseen nor new. First, China’s track record for transparency and openness was questionable even before the pandemic (Stanway 2020; Perper 2020). Second, the WHO has no enforcement power and can only issue guidelines for the member states to voluntarily follow. Third, great power rivalry obstructing international cooperation in the UN system is, as explained above, endemic, if not the norm. Last, but not least, intensifying China-US rivalry over trade, geopolitical influence, and concerns about the fate of the rule-based, international order was already foreshadowing difficult times ahead for the UN and multilateralism in general (Satoh 2021).

The Trump Problem

What the global community did not foresee this time, however, was the extraordinarily uncooperative behaviour of the ‘America First’ president Donald Trump and his administration in handling the pandemic. After he took office in 2017, and through until his defeat in the 2020 presidential election, Trump wantonly undermined the liberal international order of alliances and international institutions of American design, showing a disdain for multilateralism. However, very few (if any) could have predicted that under Trump the US would become one of the countries worst hit by the pandemic, counting over 300,000 deaths by the end of 2020. That 2020 was an election year did not help, as Trump appeared more concerned with winning a second term in the November elections than saving lives (Shear 2020). He knowingly ignored the science, tweeted misinformation, and
turned (non-)mask wearing into a political statement. At the same time, he blamed others, including his chief public health advisor Anthony Fauci, the former president Barack Obama, and above all China and the WHO, for the consequences of the political and public health mayhem that his administration’s inaction was causing (Forgey and Choi 2020; Woodward 2020).

China’s missteps and the WHO’s alleged complicity in downplaying the danger of the new virus rightfully drew international criticism. However, Trump made no attempt to salvage the WHO’s reputation, even though the US was its largest donor. Instead, he chose to punish the WHO by first freezing funding and then withdrawing the US from the organization altogether. In this way, Trump essentially reduced the pandemic and the WHO to mere props to enhance his popularity as a MAGA (Make America Great Again) leader who is ‘tough on China’.

Under Trump’s successor, Joe Biden, the US has now rejoined the WHO, as well as the Paris climate accord which the US officially left in November 2020 (BBC 2020; Biden 2020). These are important steps for the US to recover lost international ground. However, the Trump administration had also chiselled away at America’s democracy, which is arguably a deeper concern to the global community esconsed in the US-led liberal international order. For allies and many parts of the world that looked to the US as the beacon of democracy, faith in liberal values, such as in the freedom, human rights, and transparency undergirding this international order, was badly shaken (Kaufman 2017; Stokes 2018).

While the US has never been a natural multilateral player, the effectiveness of international organizations, such as the WHO, in providing global public goods has depended greatly on America’s willingness and ability to do the same. That is why Trump’s excessive unilateralism and attack on democracy are tantamount to a crisis in the entire international system.

The Impact on the Asia-Pacific

The Asia-Pacific region is the main arena where China is challenging the US-led post-1945 order. This order is frequently described as a hub-and-spokes (San Francisco) system of bilateral alliances (with Japan, South Korea, Australia, the Philippines, and Thailand). The COVID-19 pandemic hit at the time when China was increasingly becoming assertive, while the US commitment to Asia-Pacific regional security was waning under the Trump presidency.

In recent years, the Asia-Pacific region had seen various examples of China’s ‘wolf warrior’ diplomacy and muscle flexing, including the maritime
territorial disputes in the South and East China Seas, Beijing’s attempts to quash demonstrations in Hong Kong, increasing bullying of Taiwan (including its exclusion from the WHO; Chen and Cohen 2020), and the recent intimidation of Australia after it asked China to account for the origins of the coronavirus.

Yet, with Trump behaving more as a ‘kindred spirit of the neo-authoritarians’ (Wright 2018) than as a leader of democracies, China’s challenge to the status quo was alarming not only to US allies in Europe, but also to democratic allies in Asia, such as Japan, South Korea, and Australia. These allies in Asia all have a higher stake in maintaining the ruled-based, international order in the region. In this regard, the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on the Asia-Pacific regional order offers insights into why restoring trust in the UN system is contingent upon how the US recovers from the international impact of Trumpism.

Regionalism in the sense of community development is a work-in-progress in the Asia-Pacific region. The region does not have a values-based, overarching organization like the EU or a security architecture like the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). There are democracies as well as communist or military-led authoritarian regimes. The principle of non-interference prevails across the region, such that many consider it as ‘the most Westphalian region’ (Howe 2020). While security has long relied on the hub-and-spokes system, the spoke states are not necessarily friendly toward each other, as seen in the case of Japan and South Korea. As the chief architect of the regional order, commitment from the US is therefore crucial to the system’s cohesion and survival (Richey 2019).

On the other hand, there is another layer of the region’s relations that has primarily been economically driven, where Northeast and Southeast Asia are highly economically interdependent and interwoven as a production network (Kimura and Obashi 2011). The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), a regional forum that was established in 1989, is representative of how the region often prioritises economic development and interdependence over issues such as democracy and human rights. Therein lies the paradox where China, Japan, and South Korea can be politically antagonistic toward each other, and yet still maintain closely knit economic ties with each other, and also with Southeast Asia.

In this complicated landscape, regional political dialogue and mechanisms for cooperation have evolved around the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). The institution’s role has been indispensable in facilitating multilateral dialogues, such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), the various ASEAN plus formulas and the East Asia Summit that involve
all stakeholders, including China, the US and Russia (see the contribution by Koga about ASEAN in this volume).

However, despite these regional forms of cooperation, there continues to be great importance attached to US presence – as a democracy and provider of public goods, such as safety of navigation – as the regional order evolves. Yet, during the Trump presidency the US failed on both fronts: as the beacon of democracy and the guarantor of stability for the region.

Trump’s ‘tough on China’ agenda was welcomed in some security circles in Japan or Australia. However, this agenda did not translate into a stronger hub-and-spokes system or enhanced multilateral dialogue. Instead, the alliance politics and multilateralism in Asia faced difficulties with Trump’s transactional style of ‘America First’ diplomacy, in a similar way to NATO. That said, we need to note here that the attempts by Trump’s predecessors, George W. Bush and Barack Obama, to engage with China also had their strengths and weaknesses. These two former presidents presided over the US’ China policy during nearly two decades in which China was rapidly transforming. They were responding to a rising country whose economic importance became undisputed. However, the ramifications of a rising China for regional security order were not then clear, nor did they occupy the same central position in in US policy toward Asia as they have since.

Whatever one might think of these two former presidents’ policies toward China, however, neither of them allowed the hub-and-spokes system to fragment by ignoring multilateral frameworks in the way that Trump did. For example, a fallout between Japan and South Korea, the two most important US security allies in Asia, took place in the ‘shadow’ of Trump’s theatrical, but ineffective, dealings with the North Korean dictator Kim Jong-un. The Japan-South Korea relationship is now at its lowest point since the normalization of relations between the two countries in 1965 (Satoh 2020). During his time as president, Trump only attended two APEC meetings (2017 in Da Nang, Vietnam and 2020 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, the latter held virtually), and he attended none of the East Asian Summits. His withdrawal of the US from the Trans-Pacific Partnership in his first year in office was an ominous sign for a region where managing economic relations is an integral part of regional stability.

The Trust Deficit

As has been mentioned earlier in this chapter, the COVID-19 pandemic hit at a time of growing regional uncertainty about the extent to which the US
would intervene in China’s attempts to challenge established norms. At a global level, trust in the US became a rare commodity as its ability to lead diminished. The regional response to the pandemic revealed a complex interplay of ‘untrusting’ relations between the US, China, and the regional states. This occurred as part of an on-going order transition from one based on the hub-and-spokes system to one where China may become dominant. The question boiled down to trust, and who to trust, with trust remaining in short supply.

People in different parts of Asia, such as in Vietnam, Singapore, and Hong Kong, had not forgotten China’s mishandling of the 2002-3 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) pandemic. At that time, China reportedly hid the outbreak in Guangdong from the WHO for several months (Martin 2020; Perper 2020). Therefore, when COVID-19 outbreaks occurred, China’s apparent attempts to once again obfuscate the origins of a new coronavirus, including its unwillingness to allow WHO inspections (Euronews 2021), deepened the region’s inherent mistrust towards it. After this, it appeared that no amount of ‘mask diplomacy’ was going to win China trust from regional states (Kausikan 2020).

However, the humanitarian and political disasters caused by the White House’s misinformation about the virus were arguably a deeper concern to people in Asia, and the region’s faith in the US took a nose-dive. If China’s problem was suppressing inconvenient facts, America’s problem was that it had no use for truths, let alone facts.

The attitudes of ASEAN states toward China and the US are, in this case, illuminating as they are informed by their past colonial experiences and the Cold War bipolar system. These experiences have left ASEAN states with a strong desire to maintain autonomy and to avoid entanglement in great power rivalry. The current regional organization was formed, after all, during the ideological divide between the US and the Soviet Union. ASEAN countries remain wary of taking sides, nowadays between the US and China. Maintaining maneuverability by hedging is their key strategy. They are cautious toward both China and the US, although the sense of threat and suspicion toward China is traditionally greater. A Singaporean think tank’s survey (mainly of government officials, academics and researchers in think tanks, and businessmen) proves these points vividly: while a majority (52.2%) acknowledge China to be the greatest political and strategic power in Southeast Asia, 53.5% also see it as a threat (corresponding percentages for the US are 28.7% and 21.8%, respectively). Regarding what choices ASEAN should make based on US-China rivalry, 48% chose to ‘enhance ASEAN resilience and unity’, while 31.1% chose ‘not siding with China or
US’. This may reflect some wishful thinking, as well as ASEAN’s penchant for hedging (ISEAS 2020).

Indeed, ASEAN’s preference for avoiding entanglements in great power rivalry makes multilateralism and rule-based international order important. This preference also makes other multilateral players, such as Japan and the EU, attractive in the eyes of ASEAN states. While China and the US, the two great powers that can act unilaterally, are regarded with caution, these other multilateral players are viewed more favourably. In the same survey, over 60% expressed little or no confidence in China to ‘do the right thing to contribute to global peace, security, prosperity and governance’. For the US, this percentage is just under 50%. By comparison, Japan and the EU respectively receive a 61.2% and 38.7% confidence rating. Japan is considered a threat by only 5.0% of respondents, while the EU is considered a threat by just 3.5%.

At the same time, only 10.5% of respondents saw China as a ‘responsible stakeholder that respects and champions international law’. This is compared to 15.4% for the US, 51% for Japan, and 68% for the EU (ISEAS 2020, 16-18). That ASEAN does not trust either China or the US to ‘do the right thing’ should be food for thought for the Biden administration as it plans for the US to make its comeback as a global leader.

However, future US engagement in Asia needs to be more mindful of the complex structure of the political economy in the region. As mentioned earlier, in Asia taking sides or ‘decoupling’ from China is not an option. This applies to the two main hub-and-spokes allies, Japan and South Korea. We might also note that democracy as a preferred political system has come to matter more than before in Asia, especially at the grassroots level. This is in reaction to what has been described as China’s ‘salami-slicing strategy’. It has been suggested that China uses this strategy to slowly undermine the integrity of countries and organizations. To this end, it has been argued that China uses a combination of diplomatic and economic tools (such as the creation of debt traps), soft and hard power, and technology to make inroads into countries and organizations (Chellaney 2013).

China’s encroachment and the COVID-19 pandemic have highlighted the importance of the political side of the liberal international order. Issues of transparency and accountability have become more important as states have sought to ensure accurate information and trust-based international cooperation to combat COVID-19. Most Asian states, including China, had taken advantage of the liberal economic order for their development. Some of these states have been ambivalent, if not hostile, toward embracing democracy because they saw it as a Western imposition. However, this situation may be changing. The presence of the US as an ‘Asian power’ in
this context would be important. However, this makes the damage done to US credibility by the Trump presidency all the more of a grave concern, both to the region as well as to states around the world.

Coda

It might be worth noting that the pandemic has not necessarily strengthened China’s position in the region, although it has emerged as the only country to register economic growth in 2020. If anything, it has demonstrated that China is no more qualified to be a global leader than the US was under Trump. This is largely because China’s expansionist actions continued unabated throughout the year when regional states and regions were all struggling to handle the COVID-19 outbreak. Its actions in Hong Kong were arguably most noticeable, with the imposition of its new national security law in June 2020 (Maizland and Albert 2020). That said, there is growing recognition that the question of how democratic governance can take firmer root in Asian countries is tied to the future form and shape of regional order.

Recognition of the need to protect or fight for democracy as a political system, and to keep the liberal international order, has only a limited place in the political evolution of the Indo-Pacific. The goal for many Asian states is not necessarily to become liberal democracies in the model of Europe and North America. Rather, Asia’s path to democracy is being shaped out of a social and political struggle that involves pushing back postcolonial legacies, the strong role of the military, a resistance to the imposition of ‘universal’ values, and a guarded stance against China.
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Countering Emerging Infectious Diseases and COVID-19

The Development of ASEAN’s Institutional Arrangements and International Cooperation

Kei KOGA

Abstract

This chapter argues that ASEAN’s mechanisms to tackle emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) have been developing gradually since the declaration made at the ASEAN Health Ministers Meeting (AHMM) in 1980. While the 2003 SARS crisis significantly enhanced ASEAN’s cooperation to counter EIDs, ASEAN had already laid a foundation for such cooperation before 2003. This chapter shows that ASEAN has tended to focus on the regional rather than global level due to a lack of financial and technical resources and ASEAN’s long-standing institutional norms. The recent intensification of great power rivalries, particularly between the United States and China, means that relying on external actors for medical support would entrap ASEAN in great power politics. As such, ASEAN needs to make efforts to build its capacity to respond to EIDs.
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1 Introduction

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established in 1967 as a multi-purpose regional institution that facilitates social, economic, and political cooperation in Southeast Asia. Despite the severe regional strategic environment during the Cold War era, when great powers competed with
each other for influence in the region, ASEAN was able to maintain its relative autonomy and promote economic development by strengthening intra-ASEAN cooperation in a comprehensive manner (Acharya 2014, 43-78; Koga 2017, 28-76; Emmers 2018, 349-370).

ASEAN’s areas of cooperation include health cooperation. This is because ASEAN has a ‘comprehensive’ concept of security, which not only focuses on the military but also the economic and social aspects of security. The approach aims to support ASEAN member nations’ socio-economic development to increase their domestic regime security, which can also contribute to regional security through the enhancement of national stability (Emmers 2009, 161-163). However, health governance mechanisms have been underdeveloped in ASEAN. Given its limited resources, ASEAN has consistently needed to prioritize some issues over others. Health was not top of the organization’s agenda in its nascent days. During the Cold War era, ASEAN made little effort to advance health-related cooperation or to create a mechanism that could manage regional health issues.

This trend somewhat reversed in the post-Cold War era, particularly after the start of the new millennium. The end of the strategic rivalry between two global superpowers generated globalization, which facilitated the economic and social interconnectedness and increased the salience of transnational security issues. These trends contributed to a shift towards ASEAN placing greater attention on health cooperation. Further, the emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in Southeast Asia in 2003, which had a serious negative socio-economic impact on different ASEAN member nations, facilitated regional health cooperation. During the 2003 SARS outbreak, national governments in the region, the World Health Organization (WHO), and epistemic communities securitized health issues and facilitated the creation of regional cooperation programs (Caballero-Anthony 2018, 61-66). However, the development of ASEAN’s health governance mechanisms did not occur overnight. Instead, it was a gradual process through which ASEAN created its own mechanisms, enhanced its communication links with international organizations, and facilitated regional cooperation.

This chapter argues that ASEAN’s emerging infectious disease (EID) mechanisms have been developing gradually since the declaration made by the ASEAN Health Ministers Meeting (AHMM) in 1980. While the SARS outbreak significantly enhanced ASEAN’s cooperation to counter EIDs, ASEAN had laid a foundation for such cooperation before this, and it continued to develop the cooperation afterwards. ASEAN created institutional linkages with the WHO in 1997. It also institutionalized regional cooperation mechanisms after the 2009 H1N1 outbreak.
Furthermore, ASEAN has tended to focus more on cooperation at the regional rather than global level. This is due in part to a lack of financial and technical resources and ASEAN's long-standing institutional norms, such as the non-interference principle. Regional states are more familiar with these institutional principles and norms – the so-called ‘ASEAN Way’ – and have significant interests in its aims of increasing regional economic and security stability. The recent intensification of great power rivalries, particularly between the United States and China, means that relying on external actors for medical support would entrap ASEAN in great power politics. As such, ASEAN needs to make efforts to build its own capacity to respond to EIDs.

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section outlines the three phases seen in the development of ASEAN’s health governance, which were caused by three pandemic shocks, namely SARS in 2003, H1N1 in 2009, and COVID-19 in 2020. The second section examines ASEAN’s global, regional, and national level cooperative frameworks, highlighting the salience of regional frameworks. The third section discusses the future implications of ASEAN’s management of COVID-19, analysing the extent to which it can facilitate regional cooperation amid the ongoing strategic confrontation between the US and China.

2 The Development of ASEAN’s Health Governance

ASEAN’s health governance efforts were initiated during the Cold War. In fact, since the organization first made a declaration about health governance at the second AHMM in 1980, ASEAN has gradually consolidated its health-related institutions (ASEAN 1980a). One of the main aims of ASEAN when it was established was to further socio-cultural development in the ASEAN region. It was believed that this kind of domestic development would contribute to the enhancement of ‘self-reliance and self-determination’ (ASEAN 1980b). Functional cooperation, such as exchanges of ‘information, experience, and expertise’ and ‘identification of specific regional projects,’ was thus endorsed as a first step of institutional development on health (ASEAN 1980b).

In the 1990s, ASEAN also strengthened its ties with global health institutions. Most notably, ASEAN signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1997 (ASEAN, 1997). One of the most important reasons for concluding such an MOU was because the member states included in the different WHO regional offices do not correspond with the member states of ASEAN. Specifically, the WHO’s
Regional Office for South East Asia (SEARO) includes Indonesia, Myanmar, and Thailand. However, seven other ASEAN member states belong instead to the WHO's Regional Office for the Western Pacific (WPRO). Because these different geographical demarcations would create redundancy and inefficiency, the memorandum signed by ASEAN and the WHO was an attempt to ensure policy coordination among these groupings.

Admittedly, ASEAN’s institutional consolidation did not go smoothly. After the second ASEAN Health Ministers Meeting was held in 1980, it then took sixteen years to hold the next three ministerial meetings. The third meeting was held in 1984, the fourth in 1991, and the fifth in 2000 (ASEAN 1991). This demonstrates the relatively low priority placed on health by ASEAN. However, this trend changed in March 2003, when SARS spread in Southeast Asia, disrupting economies and societies in the region. Since then, the development of ASEAN’s health governance has moved forwards in three phases; these were prompted by the outbreaks of SARS in 2003, H5N1 in 2005, H1N1 in 2009, MERS in 2012, and COVID-19 in 2020.

First Phase: Ad hoc Responses

The first phase started in 2003, when SARS emerged in Southeast Asia. Its economic impact was significant, albeit short-term. For example, the number of tourists and visitors to Malaysia, Thailand, and Singapore dropped by approximately 30% between March and May 2003. This affected various business sectors in the countries and cost around US$40 billion (Barua 2020; Caballero-Anthony 2020, 222). In response to this, ASEAN began to seriously discuss its coordinated responses to the pandemic. However, at this time ASEAN lacked financial resources, expertise in countering EIDs, and medical infrastructure to implement measures that could cover all of Southeast Asia. As a result, ASEAN began to coordinate its policies and operations with external actors.

ASEAN explored utilizing two institutional frameworks: the ASEAN Plus Three (including ASEAN members, namely Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, with China, Japan, and South Korea) and the ASEAN-China framework. Given the geographical proximity and deepening economic interconnectedness of states in these two cooperation frameworks, their interests were relatively congruent. The ASEAN Plus Three (APT) framework was a particularly useful tool for ASEAN to receive external assistance because the framework included the regional economic powers of Japan and China. Indeed, in April 2003, soon after the SARS outbreak, this group
held a special meeting. The states involved issued a joint statement calling for a coordinated work plan, namely the ASEAN Disease Surveillance Net and the ASEAN Epidemiologic Network (ASEAN 2003a). In 2004, the group created the APT Emerging Infectious Diseases (EID) programme to discuss effective surveillance capacity as well as early warning and rapid response mechanisms (ASEAN 2006). ASEAN and China also held a meeting and issued the Joint Statement of the Special ASEAN-China Leaders Meeting on SARS. Both actions aimed to coordinate measures taken to counter SARS by exchanging information, creating a ‘hotline’ network, and facilitating research collaboration (ASEAN 2003b). However, the two initiatives were not entirely successful. Their shortcomings stemmed from a lack of general institutional mechanisms. The cooperation of the APT and ASEAN-China frameworks only facilitated *ad hoc* responses to SARS. These mechanisms did not create longer-term institutions to tackle EIDs.

The trend for limited cooperation on tackling infectious diseases persisted in East Asia (geographically covering both Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia) because not all regional states were equally negatively impacted by SARS. Admittedly, EIDs were seen as a regional issue to some degree. For example, participants in the East Asia Summit (EAS) in 2005, including three APT members, Australia, India, and New Zealand, expressed their concerns about the emergence and the spread of the H5N1 virus, also called Avian Flu (ASEAN 2005). As a result, the summit created five priority areas for regional cooperation which included avian flu. However, EIDs were also considered sub-regional specific issues. It was not until the sixth East Asia Summit in 2011 that the scope of EID management was broadened. This modified the objective to ‘enlarge cooperation in the fight against avian flu to encompass broader global health issues and pandemic diseases’ (ASEAN 2011). In this sense, ASEAN-led organizations were not compelled to create a general framework to tackle infectious diseases in the first phase.

**Second Phase: Institutionalization**

The second phase began around the year 2009, as the frequency of infectious diseases affecting the region was gradually increasing. After experiencing SARS in 2003, and then H5N1 in 2005, Southeast Asian states faced a novel influenza H1N1, also called Swine Flu, in 2009 (CDC 2009). In 2013, the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) coronavirus emerged. Then in 2015, South Korea faced a MERS outbreak which also created fear across the region (CDC 2015; WHO 2015). The series of pandemics in Asia propelled ASEAN to establish general mechanisms to counter EIDs within ASEAN-led
institutions. The aim was that these mechanisms would allow ASEAN to rapidly respond to such events by monitoring and analysing situations. Since APT had past experiences in dealing with regional infectious diseases, it became the basic platform used to facilitate the establishment of such functional cooperation.

In fact, APT created more functional mechanisms in addition to its previous effort to implement an EID programme. In 2010, it created the ASEAN Plus Three Partnership Laboratories (APL) to carry out laboratory surveillance and regional networking (ASEAN 2010b). This was supported by the National Institute of Infectious Diseases of Japan (NIID). In 2012, APT health ministers decided to focus on ‘Communicable and Emerging Infectious Disease, Pandemic Preparedness and Response’ and produced the ASEAN Strategic Framework on Health Development from 2010 to 2015 (ASEAN 2012b). At the same time, the APT also established the ‘ASEAN+3 Field Epidemiology Training Network’ (FETN; ASEAN 2012a). The ASEAN Emergency Centre (EOC) Network for public health emergencies, which aimed to promote information-sharing among the Public Health Emergency Operations Centres (PHEOCs) of the ASEAN member states, was also established in 2016 (Disease Control Division, Ministry of Health Malaysia 2016).

Alongside these APT functional mechanisms, the ASEAN Secretariat and the WHO signed a Memorandum of Understanding to form a strategic partnership in 2010 (ASEAN 2010a). ASEAN and the WHO, however, needed to resolve a perception gap about disease control. ASEAN suggested that the WHO’s pandemic alert levels did not necessarily match the reality in the ASEAN region and needed to be updated (ASEAN 2010a). This shows that information dissemination and sharing were not only the responsibility of global institutions but also that of regional institutions and states (as well as non-state actors). Strategic partnership status would be able to facilitate these activities by more concretely institutionalizing the inter-organizational interactions.

Third Phase: Activation

The third phase in the development of ASEAN’s health governance began in December 2019, when the world saw the first cases of COVID-19 appearing in China. This phase presents more continuity with the second phase than change. However, COVID-19 is the first case where it has been necessary to activate the mechanisms to handle EIDs that ASEAN had established, to assess their utility and to improve them. Indeed, in its response to the COVID-19 crisis, ASEAN has both utilized existing health governance
mechanisms and created new ones. Admittedly, they did not necessarily function smoothly. During the initial phase, ASEAN was uncertain about how to collectively respond to the virus. In January 2020, China's government said that there was ‘no clear evidence of human-to-human transmission’ of COVID-19. The WHO cautiously stated the necessity for additional investigation (WHO 2020). Because of such ambiguous information as well as socio-economic differences among the ASEAN member states, these states responded differently to the COVID-19 outbreak. Until 30 January, when the WHO declared COVID-19 to be a ‘Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC)’, ASEAN did not take serious political and social measures to respond to the virus. This slow response from ASEAN has been criticized by some scholars and policy-makers (e.g. Djalante et al. 2020).

However, several mechanisms had been activated to fight against COVID-19. For example, on 24 January, the ASEAN EOC Network and the ASEAN Biodiaspora Virtual Center (ABVC) launched its ‘Risk Assessment for International Dissemination of 2019-nCoV across ASEAN’ (ABVC 2020). This report provided information about the situation regarding the coronavirus in Southeast Asia. It warned about a possibility of human-to-human transmission spreading all over Southeast Asia because of the extensive travel between China and the region (ABVC 2020). Furthermore, the ASEAN EOC Network and ASEAN+3 FETN were actively utilized to share local situational updates (ASEAN 2020a). The ASEAN Defense Ministers’ Meeting (ADMM) also agreed to use military resources for information-sharing and best practice sharing through the ASEAN Centre of Military Medicine and the Network of ASEAN Chemical, Biological and Radiological Defense Experts (ASEAN 2020b). After the WHO announcement declared COVID-19 a Public Health Emergency of International Concern, ASEAN also held COVID-19-related meetings on a regular basis. Meetings were held at least four times in February, with China, Japan, and South Korea also participating.

After the WHO declared COVID-19 a ‘pandemic’ on 11 March, ASEAN diplomatic efforts intensified. This resulted in ASEAN and APT summits as well as a number of foreign ministers’ meetings with external states and actors, including the United States and European Union. Because the negative impacts of COVID-19 on member states were cross-sectoral, ASEAN organized a broad range of ministerial meetings in areas such as economics, agriculture, and transportation, allowing the different member nations to coordinate their policies on COVID-19 (ASEAN 2020c). A special APT Summit was held on 14 April and decided to establish the COVID-19 ASEAN Response Fund for public health emergencies (ASEAN 2020d). Since
April 2020, ASEAN has worked with member states and external actors to gain technical assistance, such as medical equipment and media and information literacy.

Because of the tremendous impact of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, it has been difficult for ASEAN to further consolidate its general cooperation mechanisms for combating EIDs. However, in April 2020 Vietnam, which was the chair of ASEAN in 2020, proposed that ASEAN create its own standard operating procedure. As a result, in November 2020, ASEAN formulated its ‘Strategic Framework for Public Health Emergency’ (ASEAN 2020b; ASEAN 2020e; Koga 2020, 141-143). This framework sets up comprehensive guidelines for the responses to EIDs of member states. Essentially, the 2020 guidelines aim to further enhance regional cooperation and policy coordination. Given ASEAN’s continuous emphasis on the importance of the WHO’s International Health Regulations (IHR), ASEAN has incorporated these principles in order to maintain coherence with existing international laws (WHO 2005; ASEAN 2020e, 3). This has created a more structured coordination mechanism between national and regional levels, incorporating the existing frameworks in the field of disaster management and humanitarian assistance. In this strategic framework ASEAN proposed the creation of the ASEAN Centre for Public Health Emergencies and Emerging Diseases (ACPHEED) to coordinate member states’ responses, which was formally established in November 2020 with the financial and human resource support of the Japanese government (ASEAN 2020e; ASEAN 2020f).

As such, ASEAN has steadily developed its institutional mechanisms for pursuing effective and efficient measures to tackle emerging infectious diseases. It has especially made efforts to develop these mechanisms at those times when it has faced external shocks – SARS in 2003, H5N1 in 2005, H1N1 in 2009, MERS in 2012, and COVID-19 in 2020.

3 ASEAN’s Cooperation to Counter EIDs: Regional Focus

ASEAN’s health governance mechanisms function at global, regional, and national levels. At the global level, ASEAN has institutional ties with other international organizations, particularly the WHO. The WHO’s expertise, information dissemination, and guidelines help ASEAN formulate its own countermeasures in response to EIDs. Despite the US criticism of the WHO, where it accused the organization of being politically too close to China and of having delayed its response to COVID-19, ASEAN has closely worked with the WHO. However, the WHO’s advice and protocols, when adopted
by ASEAN, have often remained as ‘guidelines’ that do not obligate states to follow them. This is because ASEAN recognizes the existing capability gaps among member states which limit their ability to implement these protocols (Tan 2020). The WHO’s International Health Regulations (IHR) are legally binding agreements, created in 2005, that aim ‘to prevent, protect against, control and provide a public health response to the international spread of disease in ways that are commensurate with and restricted to public health risks, and which avoid unnecessary interference with international traffic and trade’ (WHO 2005; WHO n.d. (a)). The capacity to implement these nevertheless depends on each state’s financial, technical, and political resources, and some states require external assistance to build their capacities.

At the same time, ASEAN’s institutional principles, or the so-called ‘ASEAN Way’, often prevent the organization from taking enforceable measures at the national level. The ASEAN Way consists of several norms, such as the non-interference principle, a consensus-based decision-making process, and non-use of force. More importantly, the great emphasis on protecting state sovereignty makes ASEAN generally reluctant to pressure member states to change their behaviour in the domestic realm. Because of this, persuasion is often employed (Acharaya 2014; Koga 2018, 50-51; Tan 2013, 237-240). This modus operandi partly explains the incongruence in the responses to EIDs that is seen among the ASEAN member states.

To overcome these difficulties, ASEAN has nurtured institutional arrangements that draw external assistance and has simultaneously created inter-state coordination mechanisms. More specifically, ASEAN has focused on the enhancement of regional cooperation, which revolves around ASEAN itself and APT. This is well illustrated by several of the existing mechanisms that have been established to counter EIDs. These include the ASEAN+3 FETN, the ASEAN EOC Network, and the ABVC. The ASEAN+3 FETN was established in 2011 for facilitating capacity building programmes, narrowing the gap in the capabilities of ASEAN member states to manage EIDs, and promoting networks of experts in the region (ASEAN+3 FETN 2012a). The financial resources are voluntarily contributed by the member states, but as the mechanism is under the APT framework, China, Japan, and South Korea are the main contributors (ASEAN+3 FETN 2012b).

The ASEAN EOC Network is not under the APT framework, but is located within ASEAN’s own mechanism. This network ‘serves as the central location in monitoring disasters and coordinating ASEAN’s collective response to disasters’ (AHA Centre n.d.). Each member state’s Public Health Emergency Operations Centre (PHEOC) can exchange information with others through
this communication channel (Disease Control Division, Ministry of Health Malaysia 2017). In response to COVID-19, daily communication among the member states has been conducted through WhatsApp, a commercial text messaging mobile application. This has meant that member states can exchange information in a timely fashion and allowed the communication channel to compile contact information about health centres in each member state (ASEAN 2021). This mechanism is financially supported by an external state, the Canadian government, which offered US$11.6 million in 2013 for its initial establishment (Disease Control Division, Ministry of Health Malaysia 2016).

The ABVC is responsible for conducting big data analysis and data visualization. It is also responsible for disseminating information about the ongoing health situation to the member states and the international community. The idea to establish this centre was adopted in 2019, but the centre became visible in 2020 when it functioned to raise member states’ awareness about COVID-19, particularly through its risk assessment reports. The centre has two computer programmes – the Explorer Tool and the Insights Tool. The former tool aims to track trends of infectious diseases, to find out about local transmissions, and to enable users to communicate with each other (ASEAN n.d.). The latter tool helps health centres in the analysis of the threat posed by different EIDs, sorting out the most significant events that would pose health risks at the national and regional levels (ASEAN n.d.). This centre was also financially supported by the Canadian government in 2019 (ASEAN 2019).

The characteristics of ASEAN’s health governance mechanisms are therefore mainly shaped by ASEAN’s institutional principles, norms, and rules. These mechanisms are made to be compatible with the ASEAN Way and with the idea of receiving external assistance to build member states’ capacity. Because today EIDs have become one of ASEAN’s and the world’s top non-traditional security issues, ASEAN has been able to build its own mechanisms with external assistance. There are also other ASEAN mechanisms, such as the ASEAN Risk Assessment and Risk Communication Centre (ARARC) and Regional Public Health Laboratories Network (RPHLN). These mechanisms facilitate laboratory readiness and the combating of fake news. They are supported by external actors, such as the United States (US Mission to ASEAN 2020).

ASEAN makes the most of its institutional weaknesses to attract assistance from regional states while emphasizing the importance of the ASEAN Way to prevent external actors from interfering excessively. In so doing, ASEAN has been relatively successful in utilizing these institutional frameworks in countering COVID-19 since January 2020.
4 Three Challenges to ASEAN’s Collaboration in Countering Infectious Diseases

There is no guarantee that ASEAN can sustain the development model it has adopted in the future. At the global level, in April 2020 the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator was launched by the WHO, the European Commission, France, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. This aims to ensure diagnosis investment, equal distribution of treatment, and access to vaccines in developing states including some ASEAN member states (under the so-called ‘COVAX’ programme; [WHO, n.d.(c)]). Nevertheless, the international community has yet to find an effective way to contain COVID-19. Many countries have experienced second and third waves since late 2020 and the spread of mutated COVID-19 variants has also occurred in numerous places. In this context, there are three main challenges to ASEAN’s health governance.

The first is to reduce ASEAN’s dependence on external actors for materials, particularly for financial assistance. ASEAN effectively created its own institutional system to establish health governance mechanisms with external assistance from regional major powers. However, the negative impacts of COVID-19 have severely affected the financial capabilities of some states in the region. In the short-term, these states will continue to offer ASEAN a certain amount of assistance. However, if the situation worsens, it is not clear how sustainable their assistance will be and the degree to which ASEAN’s health governance mechanisms can maintain their operations.

The second challenge is to manage the normative constraints that are created by ASEAN’s adherence to the ASEAN Way. To be sure, the ASEAN Way has been a useful tool for the member states to maintain their political autonomy and independence in Southeast Asia. Nevertheless, given the high degree of trade interdependence among ASEAN member states, the mishandling of COVID-19 or another EID by member states, through such things as the imposition of trade restrictions, would affect the entire region (e.g., Pitakdumrongkit 2020). It is not realistic to see any radical change in ASEAN’s traditional norms and rules in the near future, and ASEAN’s ‘Strategic Framework for Public Health Emergency’ has advanced its own coordination mechanism. However, ASEAN’s emphasis on state sovereignty would make it difficult for the association to manage complex emergency situations, such as those where a national government collapses or becomes dysfunctional because of EIDs.

The third challenge is to balance ASEAN’s geostrategic position in the context of intensified US-China great power rivalry. While regional health
cooperation in Asia is based on transnational interests, such cooperation is still influenced by regional politics. At the heart of the Indo-Pacific region, ASEAN is located in a geo-strategically important area. Its multilateral frameworks have been, and continue to be, a source of political legitimacy in East Asia, which attracts many regional powers, including the United States, China, Japan, India, and Australia (Koga 2019, 288, 300). These regional powers are important for ASEAN member states, because they help to provide technical and financial resources to enhance ASEAN’s capacity in countering EIDs. However, if the strategic rivalries between these powers continue to intensify, ASEAN will have to carefully and collectively assess its position. It will need to determine from which regional powers, and under what conditions, it can accept financial and medical resources. This is because if the United States and China, in attempting to expand their spheres of influence, drive a wedge between different ASEAN member states by offering them economic, medical, and technical assistance, then the organization will face difficulties in maintaining its unity. This will then in turn affect ASEAN’s ability to collectively respond to EIDs.

These three challenges are inherently related to each other. It is not possible, or even advisable, for ASEAN to pursue complete autonomy. However, it is important to mitigate the negative impacts that may come from external factors. Essentially, prevention is the most cost-effective means of managing EIDs, and thus, the enhancement of ASEAN’s preventive capabilities is imperative for national and regional security.

5 Conclusion

ASEAN has seen relative success in formulating its health governance mechanisms in the post-SARS era. By consolidating its political cooperative frameworks during the 2000s, ASEAN gradually nurtured functional cooperation in countering EIDs. This involved the creation of the ASEAN ECO Network and ASEAN+3 FETN. Facing the COVID-19 pandemic, ASEAN utilized these mechanisms and activated new ones, such as ABVC. This culminated in the production of the 2020 ‘Strategic Framework for Public Health Emergency’, which included a set of standard operating procedures, as well as the establishment of ACPHEED in 2020.

This became possible because ASEAN constructed its own regional institutional system. Through this system, ASEAN can maintain its own political autonomy, provide political legitimacy in East Asia by promoting regional multilateralism, and gain political support and material assistance
from regional powers, including the United States, China, and Japan. This is partly why ASEAN has been able to utilize regional arrangements, particularly the APT, in facilitating its health governance mechanisms. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether ASEAN can sustain this institutional advantage in the future. It faces the challenges of intensifying US-China strategic competition and the ongoing negative consequences of COVID-19.

The year 2020 clearly shows that international relations in East Asia are shaped not only by power politics, but also by transnational security issues, such as threats which the COVID-19 pandemic poses. ASEAN’s institutional focus on non-traditional security issues has thus far provided venues for Southeast Asian and Northeast Asian states to coordinate their policies and collectively respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, in the future, ASEAN’s success ultimately depends on how member states build their own capacity to adequately respond to EIDs without significant assistance from external actors.
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The Outbreak of Infectious Disease and Trust in Government in Asian Countries
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Abstract
During infectious disease outbreaks, governments issue various public directives to curb disease spread. Disease containment measures sometimes include strong behavioural restrictions. Compliance with these public health restrictions depends on people's trust in government. This chapter applies statistical analysis to study the impact of the SARS outbreak on the levels of public trust in government in Asia. The analysis shows that the 2003 SARS outbreak reduced people's trust in government in Asian countries. It also indicates that this loss was mitigated when there was collaboration between the government and the World Health Organization (WHO). This finding suggests that a collaborative relationship with international organizations such as the WHO encourages the public to comply with restrictive measures implemented by governments.
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Introduction
What is the relationship between the outbreak of an infectious disease and public trust in government in Asian countries? The relationship should be examined because it has important policy implications. During the outbreak of an infectious disease, governments issue various public directives to curb its spread. These can include not only individual preventive behaviour, such as hand hygiene and mask wearing, but also social behavioural restrictions
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including quarantine and store closures. Whether these restrictions are followed (i.e., whether people follow the government’s instructions) depends to a large degree on trust in government. In countries where an infectious disease outbreak reduces trust in the government, restrictions will not be effective to prevent the spread of disease, whereas in countries where public trust in government is higher, the spread will be controlled more easily.

This chapter examines how infectious disease outbreaks affect public trust in government in Asian countries, focusing on the 2003 SARS epidemic as a case study. Specifically, the chapter clarifies how social trust changed in the affected countries after the serious SARS epidemic. It also illustrates how the collaboration between the respective government and health-related organizations such as the World Health Organization (WHO) affects the level of trust. Networking with the WHO may contribute to alleviating failing public trust in government if the organization successfully shares crucial information with national governments.

Many academic studies suggest that unexpected negative shocks damage trust in governments. These unexpected shocks include natural disasters (Lazarev et al. 2014, 641; Nicholls and Picou 2013, 344), financial crises (Armingeon and Guthmann 2014, 423; Kroknes, Jakobsen, and Grønning 2015, 700), and infectious disease outbreaks (Sibley et al. 2020, 618; Kye and Hwang 2020, 1; van der Weerd et al. 2011, 1; Bangerter et al. 2012, 1). Recent studies regarding pandemics, however, show opposite results. Sibley et al. (2020, 618) found that trust in government improved during the first eighteen days of lockdown amid the COVID-19 outbreak in New Zealand. Using individual panel data, Kye and Hwang (2020, 1) also showed that the level of trust in government in South Korea increased after the COVID-19 outbreak. In the case of the 2009 influenza (H1N1) pandemic, public trust in government was high in the early phase of the outbreak but decreased in the latter phase of the pandemic (van der Weerd et al. 2011, 1; Bangerter et al. 2012, 1).

These contrasting studies demonstrate that the level of trust in government varies depending on the type of negative shock as well as the response provided by the government to the crisis. In the case of infectious disease outbreaks, it is necessary for the government to assess correct data, understand scientific evidence, and provide reliable information to the public. Most people in society have limited medical knowledge, which can cause an increase in anxiety. People may believe misleading emotional information more than scientific evidence. This could lead to non-compliance with public health measures, or to secondary effects of the outbreak such as increases in violent crimes and mental health problems.

When a national government seeks to provide effective assessment and transmission of reliable information, the WHO can play an important role.
As will be explained in the next section, in the early stages of the 2003 SARS epidemic the WHO launched a collaborative research project on SARS diagnostics. This established an international network among research centres to share outcomes of investigations of clinical samples of SARS cases in real time. The members of this collaborative research effort were research institutes, parts of universities or academies around the world. During the 2003 SARS crisis, those countries with a research group that joined this WHO project could get prompt and accurate information. As such, it was easier for these countries with a WHO research collaboration to publish scientific evidence quickly and urge their populations to adopt appropriate preventive behaviour. These countries could also devise effective policies to mitigate the spread of infection based on reliable information.

The discussion in this chapter is based on a statistical investigation of a unique dataset containing information on public levels of trust in different Asian countries before and after the 2003 SARS epidemic. Our empirical results show that, after the onset of the SARS epidemic, public trust in government declined in those countries that were seriously affected. The deterioration in trust, however, was alleviated in countries hosting a WHO Collaborating Centre in a domestic research institute. The next section summarizes how the 2003 SARS epidemic affected Asian countries and how the governments coped with the outbreak.

2003 SARS Epidemic and Reactions by Governments and the WHO

SARS was the first severe novel infectious disease of the 21st century, affecting 26 countries (29 regions) and causing 8096 cases and 774 deaths (WHO 2003a, 1, 2005). According to the WHO (2003a, 1), the novel coronavirus emerged in Guangdong Province, China, in November 2002. However, details about this infectious disease were not reported to the WHO until 11 February 2003. Meanwhile, the virus began to spread outside the province, causing infection clusters (for example, those in a Hong Kong hotel). The virus then spread to other countries via infected but undiagnosed travellers.

The first case was identified in Hanoi, Vietnam, on 26 February 2003. This case was tied to the infection cluster in the hotel in Hong Kong. Soon after the first reported case in Vietnam, the virus spread to other parts of Asia. The WHO issued a global epidemic alert on 12 March 2003, and identified a newly discovered coronavirus as its cause. The WHO then issued safety guidelines and warnings against traveling to the infected regions, including Guangdong, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Toronto, Canada. At the same time,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singapore 33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Closed a large wholesale market where a cluster infection occurred and issued 1200 home quarantine orders</td>
<td>- Video conference with Singaporean officials (May 12, 2003)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4.1 million</td>
<td>23,730</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>parliamentary republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan 37</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>- Imposed a mandatory 14-day quarantine on all incoming travelers from China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Macau, and Toronto (April 28, 2003)</td>
<td>- Established a field team (March 24, 2003)</td>
<td>- Expert team arrived in Taipei (May 3, 2003)</td>
<td>22.6 million</td>
<td>14,066</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>semi-presidential republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Recognized the outbreak early</td>
<td>Expert team assisted health authorities (March 16, 2003)</td>
<td>82.3 million</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>220.3 million</td>
<td>1,066</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recognized the outbreak early</td>
<td>Expert team assisted health authorities (March 16, 2003)</td>
<td>127.7 million</td>
<td>34,808</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Recognized the outbreak early</td>
<td>Expert team assisted health authorities (March 16, 2003)</td>
<td>24.7 million</td>
<td>4,462</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Recognized the outbreak early</td>
<td>Expert team assisted health authorities (March 16, 2003)</td>
<td>83 million</td>
<td>1,048</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Recognized the outbreak early</td>
<td>Expert team assisted health authorities (March 16, 2003)</td>
<td>47.9 million</td>
<td>14,673</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Recognized the outbreak early</td>
<td>Expert team assisted health authorities (March 16, 2003)</td>
<td>64.6 million</td>
<td>2,359</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the WHO began investigations in mainland China in March and then in April reported on the infection situation, giving more specific numbers (WHO 2003a). For example, on 16 April the WHO warned that the number of people infected could be five times higher than the number reported by the Chinese government (WHO 2003b). On 7 May, the WHO gave an estimated case fatality rate, indicating that SARS mortality was quite high. The WHO eventually declared the end of the epidemic on 5 July 2003.

Table 3.1 summarizes the responses to SARS of different countries or regions, listing both SARS epidemiological data and the responses by governments and the WHO to the cases examined in this chapter. There are several notable points in the table.

First, the severity and duration of SARS infections varied among countries (see first and second columns). We categorized a group of countries and regions as being ‘seriously affected’, where these had many fatalities and a lengthy infection period. These places include China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and Vietnam. The remaining countries, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand, were categorized as a ‘non-seriously affected’ group.

Second, within the seriously affected group, the socio-demographics of the countries/regions are diverse; some possess good economic, health, and education conditions, while others do not. Political systems also differ within this group.

Third, measures taken by the governments varied among countries in the seriously affected group, especially regarding information dissemination. Singapore and Hong Kong seemed to have conveyed infection information to the public promptly, while Taiwan was criticized for a delay in case reporting. Although China was also criticized for concealing or not disclosing infection cases during the initial outbreak, the Chinese authorities changed this approach later on and provided the WHO with daily information about cases and deaths by province.

Fourth, the degree of collaboration with the WHO also differed among countries/regions. In the seriously affected group, for example, Vietnam’s government collaborated closely with the WHO to control the outbreak. In contrast, the Chinese government only began working closely with the WHO and introduced a series of responses after the global alert in March.

There was variation in the amount of collaboration between these countries/regions and the WHO. The WHO issued a global alert about a newly identified coronavirus on 12 March 2003. At the same time, it also launched a collaborative centre research project on SARS. The purpose of this research network was to detect the SARS agent and to develop a diagnostic test. The laboratories that joined this research project shared
samples and investigation findings in real time, and their findings were validated immediately in several laboratories (WHO 2003c). The research network was comprised of eleven laboratories in nine countries.

Table 3.1 illustrates two important points. First, the research collaboration involved countries and regions that were both more severely and less severely affected by the SARS outbreak. A Japanese laboratory joined the project even though Japan was not severely hit by SARS. Several laboratories in China joined the project, while none in Vietnam did, although both countries were seriously affected.

Second, the research collaboration did not necessarily involve only economically and/or scientifically developed countries/regions. South Korea and Taiwan did not participate in the collaboration, despite having a comparatively high gross domestic product (GDP) per capita and highly ranked universities. Chinese institutes joined the project, although China's GDP per capita was relatively low in 2003 compared to other countries. The next part of this chapter presents the empirical strategy that we have used and describes the data we have analysed to study public levels of trust in government during the SARS epidemic.

Methodology and Data

This chapter addresses two research questions regarding the 2003 SARS epidemic:

1. Did the SARS epidemic lead to a deterioration in the public’s trust in government in Asian countries?
2. Did research collaboration with the WHO mitigate the loss of social trust?

These questions were answered based on two kinds of empirical analysis. The first empirical analysis used the ‘Difference in Differences’ (DID) method. This takes advantage of the unexpected and sudden spread of SARS in early 2003 (November 2002-February 2003), and the large differences in infection status among Asian countries. To employ the DID method to quantify the impact of the epidemic on social trust, we used information about both SARS-affected and SARS-non-affected groups before and after the epidemic. SARS-affected countries and regions are defined as those that had local SARS transmission by the time the WHO issued its global SARS epidemic alert (WHO 2003d). As defined in the previous section, these include China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and Vietnam. Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand are defined as SARS-non-affected. In a DID framework, the former is referred to as the ‘treated’ group and the latter as the ‘control’ group.
We used data about East and Southeast Asia from the World Values Survey 1993-2014. We selected this sample period to balance the number of years before and after the 2003 epidemic. This survey directly asked respondents about their level of trust in government and collected respondents’ personal characteristics. This allowed us to analyse the impact of the SARS outbreak on changes in trust levels, while eliminating differences caused by personal characteristics, such as age, socioeconomic conditions, medical environment, and lack of interest in politics. By tracking each country over multiple time frames, our analysis was also able to remove differences in trust in government caused by historical, cultural, and geographic circumstances, as well as the political system in the country/region. In other words, the analysis isolated and identified the impact of an infectious disease outbreak on public trust in government.

Level of trust, the dependent variable in this analysis, reflects individual trust in government. It was measured with the question: ‘Could you tell me how much confidence you have in the government: is it a great deal of confidence, quite a lot of confidence, not very much confidence, or none at all?’ Answers were recorded on a four-point scale, from 1 = none, to 4 = a great deal of confidence. Analysing the responses to this question, we examined whether the level of trust in government fell only in the treated countries/regions (or those labelled SARS-affected).

The second part of the analysis used a ‘triple-difference’ (DDD) method to examine how the impact of the epidemic on trust in government differed in countries with a WHO collaborating centre. Since decisions about the partnerships were made at the early stage of the SARS epidemic, we could examine whether becoming a member of the WHO joint research project mitigated the loss of trust in government.

Results

1 Negative Effect of the SARS Epidemic on Trust

Figure 3.1 shows the average level of trust in government. The black and striped bars show the average respondent’s trust in the treatment and control

---

1 The World Values Survey (WVS) began in 1981 and consists of nationally representative samples of over 100 countries that use a common questionnaire (Inglehart et al. 2014). Many studies on social trust use WVS data (for example, see Knack and Keefer 1997, 1251; Mikucka et al. 2017, 1; Kentmen and Cin 2012, 971).
groups respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the average level of trust over time for the treatment and control groups. These figures show that the levels of trust in government were relatively high in the SARS-affected countries both before and after the outbreak. Low public trust, therefore, did not characterize SARS-affected countries. The striking feature in Figure 3.2 is a decline in trust only for the treatment group (or SARS-affected countries) from 1999-2002 to 2005-2008. The loss of public trust in government can be attributed to the SARS outbreak.

This drop was further confirmed by our empirical examination using 29,320 observations. The DID analysis showed a statistically significant drop of trust in government only in the SARS-affected countries (treatment group) after the outbreak. The results are robust. The negative coefficients remained significant even after changing the estimation specifications.

The occurrence and reoccurrence of the SARS epidemic corresponds to the timeframes between the two mentioned periods, which suggests the existence of ‘cut-off points’ before and after the epidemic was declared and eventually considered over. This is taken into account in our DID estimation.

The estimation results using the 29,320 observations in sample countries are:

\[ \hat{ST}_i = -0.268 \text{SARS} \cdot \text{Post}_i + 0.786 \text{SARS}_i + 0.208 \text{Post}_i + 4.814 \]

\[ (0.021) \quad (0.019) \quad (0.013) \quad (0.149) \]

Herein, \( \hat{ST}_i \) is a measure of social trust in government of individual \( i \); \( \text{SARS}_i \) is a dummy variable indicating
It is notable that people in the SARS-affected countries, compared with those in non-affected countries, tended to have higher public trust in government both before and after the SARS outbreak. Thus, the decrease in levels of trust found in the SARS-affected countries should not be attributed to country characteristics that existed even before the outbreak. It is also notable that there is an upward trend of public trust in government after 2003 in non-affected countries. As such, the drop in social trust after 2003 in the SARS-affected countries cannot be explained by a time trend. These highlight the negative impact of an infectious disease outbreak on trust in government: the loss of public trust in government was due to the epidemic.

What was the public attitude in general? We checked how the trust of members of the public in other people changed with the occurrence of SARS.

that a country was affected by SARS, which equals 1 if a respondent lives in a SARS-affected country and 0 otherwise; is a dummy variable indicating the period after the SARS epidemic, which equals 1 if a survey year was in or after 2003, and 0 otherwise. The coefficient on the focal interaction term of is significant at the 1% significance level. Although the results are not shown in the equation, the estimate also controls for individual characteristics, such as age, gender, marital status, education, employment status, income level, and country’s economic and medical environments (e.g., per capita GDP and life expectancy at birth) in the country where individual lives, and country dummies. The country-level data are from the World Development Indicators (2020) and country-level indicators for Taiwan from Taiwan Health and Welfare Indicators (2018). The detailed results and descriptive statistics of the dataset are available upon request.
To do this, we also used the DID methodology, but replaced *public trust in government* with *trust in other people* as the dependent variable. We found that social trust in people increased significantly in SARS-affected countries after the outbreak. This contrasts with the previous result on public trust in government. In other words, the spread of SARS reduced public trust in government, whereas it raised social trust in people. People may feel the need for social connectedness in times of serious disease outbreaks, so as to allay their fear of unpredictable threats.

One possible explanation for the negative effect of SARS on public trust in government is that people’s anxiety increases because of a lack of reliable information. For example, during the SARS epidemic Taiwan was criticized for delaying case reporting until mid-May, as mentioned in the previous section.

2 The Alleviating Effects of WHO Research Collaboration

This section examines how research collaboration with the WHO affected the decline in public trust in government after the epidemic. The investigation, using a DID approach, found a statistically significant difference in the effect of the SARS outbreak on trust in government for those countries/regions with and without research collaboration with the WHO. Specifically, the drop in public trust in government after the 2003 SARS outbreak was smaller in the countries hosting WHO collaborating centres.

It might be argued that, rather than their participation in the WHO research collaboration, it was instead the presence of good research environments in these countries/regions that actually prevented people from losing their trust in government after the epidemic.

However, the findings of our study do not support this argument. First, people in well-developed societies with better health and educational environments are not likely to show higher trust in government. Second, the presence of a high-ranked university in a country (which can indicate a

---

4 Estimated results using the 29,320 observations in sample countries are:

\[ \hat{ST}_{ij} = -0.54SARS \cdot Post_i + 0.52SARS \cdot Post_i \cdot Collab_i + 0.77SARS_i + 0.22Post_i \\
(0.03) \quad (0.05) \quad (0.02) \quad (0.03) \]

\[ -0.08Collab \cdot SARS_i - 0.12Collab \cdot Post_i + 4.10, \]

\( (0.04) \quad (0.03) \quad (0.15) \)

where Collab\_i is a dummy variable with the value 1 if respondent i’s country has a research institute joining the WHO project network, and the value 0 otherwise. The equation includes control variables such as individual and country characteristics as well as country dummies, although the results are not reported here. The detailed results are available upon request.
well-developed scientific environment) was not found to have a statistically significant mitigating effect on the loss of trust in government after the SARS epidemic. In other words, joining the WHO collaborative centre, and not simply having advanced research institutes, played a key role in mitigating the loss of trust in government after the SARS epidemic.

What explains this finding? There are two possible reasons. The first reason is what we have labelled as reputation effects. The WHO is widely recognized as the main UN agency responsible for disease control and mitigation. It thus has greater legitimacy to act in times of disease outbreaks. National governments would also gain legitimacy and public trust when officials can claim that they ‘have worked closely with the WHO’.

The second reason is what we have labelled as information sharing effects. One of the main aims of setting up the WHO research collaboration on SARS was to share the outcomes of investigations of clinical samples from actual cases in real time (WHO 2003c). Daily assessments of research results were based on diagnostic tests conducted in member institutes. Results of laboratory diagnostic tests are important for governments to understand the pathways of transmission and implement preventive measures. Laboratory results are equally crucial in convincing people that they must follow measures to stop the spread of diseases.

Importantly, our findings suggest that reputation effects cannot consistently explain the mitigating effect of WHO research collaboration on the loss of trust in government in the wake of the SARS epidemic. Cooperation between national governments and the WHO can be attained in many ways other than research collaboration. For example, as mentioned in the previous section, Vietnam had a good cooperative relationship with the WHO during the SARS outbreak. Vietnam, however, did not have any domestic institutes that joined a WHO collaborative research project. Because loss of trust in government was mitigated by research collaboration with the WHO specifically, rather than by a general cooperation with the WHO, in Vietnam’s case there was no mitigating effect of its more general cooperation with the WHO. The data therefore do not suggest the existence of reputation effects for Vietnam.

However, information sharing effects also do not thoroughly explain our findings. The results indicate that rather than the existence of top scientific universities, the existence of the WHO research collaboration made the

---

5 High-ranked universities are those ranked in the top 500 (based on Academic Ranking of World Universities published in 2003). For estimations, we used a dummy variable taking the value 1 if a country has at least one high-ranked university, and 0 otherwise.
difference in mitigating loss of trust after the epidemic. Notably, there are several important aspects of information assessment. Information should be quickly transmitted, scientifically accurate, and credible. Information satisfying these aspects cannot be made available by domestic researchers if they cannot access patients’ medical reports and if the country does not experience the outbreak. Furthermore, transmission of credible information cannot be guaranteed if the general public does not trust domestic research groups/institutes.

As such, information sharing under multilateral collaboration implemented by a third party that can be trusted is beneficial. A third party, such as the WHO, can call upon countries to join a research collaboration. The SARS-affected countries which engaged in WHO research collaboration successfully avoided epidemic-driven declines in trust in government after the pandemic, because they could obtain rapid, scientifically accurate, and credible information from the research network.

What are the implications of this for the COVID-19 pandemic? Our findings suggested that quick transmission of scientifically credible information by government collaboration with a third party such as the WHO would have a mitigating effect on the loss of trust in government. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the WHO has been less successful in providing a rapid response to preventing the spread of disease based on academically trustworthy findings.

During the SARS epidemic, the WHO international team of experts began investigations in the Chinese province of Guangdong on 3 April 2003 (three weeks after the WHO issued the global epidemic alert). The WHO then presented its official interim report on 9 April 2003 (WHO, 2003b). In contrast, when COVID-19 emerged in 2020, the WHO international team began investigations in the Chinese city of Wuhan on 29 January 2021 (one year after the WHO declared the virus a Public Health Emergency of International Concern). It then presented its official report on 30 March 2021 (WHO, 2021).

Scientifically credible information was not transmitted to the public in the early stages of the spread of COVID-19. Had there been information transmission through collaboration between countries and the WHO, this could have contributed to maintaining public trust in government, and helped governments to control the spread of COVID-19. Impeded collaboration can be harmful for both governments and the WHO. While national governments lose public trust as a result of impeded collaboration, the WHO is less able to effectively fulfil its role of helping to stop an outbreak turning into a pandemic.
Conclusion

This chapter has examined how the 2003 SARS epidemic affected public trust in government, and how this negative effect was mitigated by collaboration with the WHO. The analysis was based on the DID method, which takes advantage of the unexpected, sudden spread of SARS in early 2003, and the large differences in infection rates in Asian countries. This analysis used data for East and Southeast Asia from the World Values Survey 1993-2014, which included information on respondents’ levels of trust in their respective governments, their personal attributes, and the countries or regions in which they resided. This allowed us to identify the impact of an infectious disease outbreak on public trust in government, eliminating differences caused by personal attributes, and countries’ historical, cultural, and geographic circumstances.

The analysis showed that the 2003 SARS outbreak reduced people’s trust in governments in Asian countries. Importantly, this does not mean that public trust in government was initially low in countries with high infection levels, or that public trust fell simply because of the severity of the SARS outbreak. This is neither consistent with a general uptrend in public trust levels, nor with the uptrend in social trust in people such as neighbours. Thus, it is possible to conclude that the outbreak of an infectious diseases damaged the level of trust in government. Overall, there was a clear effect of the SARS outbreak on the loss of public trust in government among Asian countries.

The analysis further showed that this loss was mitigated in the countries with research institutes participating in WHO research collaboration. The results highlight the importance of scientific collaboration with the WHO on health-related issues. Joint research with a third party, such as the WHO, enables swift dissemination of credible scientific information, and facilitates the promotion of appropriate preventive measures among the general public. Information sharing through collaboration may also allow national governments to implement effective policies. While many Asian governments lost public trust due to the SARS outbreak, prompt dissemination of accurate evidence-based information may have led to an increase in trust in other people in society.

By cooperating with international organizations such as the WHO to provide objective scientific evidence during the spread of an infectious disease, governments can effectively encourage people to take necessary action without losing public trust.
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PART II

The Future of Global Health Governance in Asia
4 China and the World Health Organization

Not an Easy Road for Either

Xue GONG and Xirui LI

Abstract
The role of the World Health Organization (WHO) as a global health agency has come under mounting pressure since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Many have linked the WHO’s negligence and mistakes to the strong influence of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) over the organization. However, this chapter argues that China’s leadership potential in the WHO has been constrained by three factors: its insignificant contribution to the WHO compared to the traditional donors, its illiberal and fragmented domestic governance structures, and its assertive health diplomacy. Despite the US withdrawal from the WHO under the Trump administration, it would be incorrect to assume that China currently has sufficient resources to take on a leadership role in the WHO.

Keywords: China (People’s Republic of China), COVID-19, global health governance, World Health Organization, China-United States relations, multilateral institutions

Introduction
Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in China on 31 December 2019 (World Health Organization 2020), the WHO has been thrust into the international spotlight. Governments across the world have criticized the organization for its handling of the pandemic. The WHO’s slow response and heavy reliance on the Chinese authorities has drawn sharp criticism,
particularly from the US. One accusation has been that the WHO has become an accomplice of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in handling the global health crisis. After the WHO's Director-General lauded the PRC's 'speed, scale and efficiency' (Pilling 2020) in reacting to the spread of COVID-19, many American think tanks and media outlets expressed their concern that the organization was 'bowing to China' (Schaefer 2020). The WHO was accused of 'acting too slowly' (Hernández 2020), of being 'fully controlled by China' (Archyde 2020), and was seen as 'misleading the world' (Berger et al. 2020). The then US president Donald Trump initially threatened to cut US funding and eventually declared a formal withdrawal from the organization. In contrast, Chinese president Xi Jinping gave high-profile opening remarks at the WHO annual assembly in May 2020, reiterating the country's support for the organization. Xi also pledged to donate another USD$2 billion to help other countries fight against the virus in the next two years (Xi 2020).

Against this backdrop, this chapter asks: Is China a leader in global health governance? And is China able to overshadow the US's global leadership? Although it has been argued that China's fast response to the domestic health crisis may indicate a change of international order (Campbell and Doshi 2020), this chapter argues that China's leadership potential in the WHO has been constrained by three factors: its insignificant contribution in the WHO compared to the traditional donors; its illiberal and fragmented domestic governance structures; and its assertive health diplomacy. This chapter also proposes that it is misleading to argue China's influence on the organization is the only factor that explains the WHO's missteps in handling the crisis.

The chapter is organized as follows: the next section discusses China's role in the WHO and assesses China's domestic governance capabilities. Following this, there is a discussion about the impact of China's health diplomacy.

**China's Role in Global Health Governance and the WHO**

For the past few decades, China's health governance capability has been sustained by an architecture established by the US (Huang 2015). With its ascendancy, China has been increasing its level of participation in, and engagement with, existing multilateral institutions, while also building new institutions. For instance, in 2017 China began promoting its Health Silk Road (HSR) within the WHO. China also established the Global Health Drug Discovery Institute, a partnership with the Gates Foundation that has
the aim of fighting epidemics. China has extended its influence through different regional mechanisms, such as the China-Africa Health Ministers Conference and the BRICS Health Ministers Conference. Given China's increased engagement in global health, some have argued that global health governance will come under China's leadership (Huang 2017). But is this likely?

To assess the extent of China's leadership role in the WHO, this chapter examines China's influence in three aspects of governance: agenda setting, funding, and expertise. The assessment criteria are not exhaustive, but they are frequently overlooked or misunderstood by international society. Besides, they can also give an overview of China's influence in the international organization.

**Agenda Setting**

First, the depth and scope of China's participation in the WHO are limited. As shown in Figure 4.1, China did not make any statements in the 68th, 71st, and 72nd meetings of the World Health Assembly (WHA), the annual
decision-making meeting held by the WHO.\textsuperscript{1} In contrast, the United States and European Union (EU) both submitted statements during these meetings. It was only at the 73\textsuperscript{rd} WHA in 2020 that China submitted two statements: one on COVID-19 and the other on the One-China policy.\textsuperscript{2}

Funding

According to the WHO, in 2020 the majority of its funding came from specified voluntary contributions (55.62\% of total funding) and projected funding (27.2\% of total funding), while assessed contributions accounted for 14.26\%. Within the assessed contributions, the US together with the EU and Japan provided over 60\% of funding; the Chinese contribution of US$129,287,000 (or 13.5\% of total assessed contributions) is comparatively insignificant (see Figure 4.2). Similarly, Figures 4.3 and 4.4, which respectively show voluntary contributions and projected funding, also indicate that most of the donors are from the West while China is a relatively insignificant player.

\textsuperscript{1} The WHA is the annual meeting of the WHO member states. Members are ‘to determine the policies of the Organization, appoint the Director-General, supervise financial policies, and review and approve the proposed programme budget (World Health Organization a).’

\textsuperscript{2} The One-China policy states that ‘Taiwan is an inalienable part of China’ and holds there is only one China (Taiwan Affairs Office and the Information Office of the State Council 2000).
Although China’s contribution to the organization has grown in the past few years, the increase is largely within the assessed contributions while over half the WHO funding comes from specified voluntary contributions. When all the funding contributions are put together (see Figures 4.3-4.5), China’s share is extremely small compared to the contributions being made by Western state donors, or those made by private donors such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

**Expertise**

China’s influence over the WHO can be measured through the participation of its health and medical experts with the organization. The majority of WHO staff are US nationals (Glassman and Datema 2020) who play key roles in the WHO’s operations as members of the WHO advisory committee. Apart from the former Director-General of the WHO, Margaret Chan, who is of Hong Kong origin and who helped to promote Traditional Chinese Medicine, the role of Chinese experts in the organization has been minimal when compared to their US counterparts.

China’s limited contribution is also apparent in its involvement with the WHO collaborating centres (institutions such as research institutes and universities designated by the WHO Director-General to carry out activities in support of the organization). As of September 2020, of the 844
WHO collaborating centres worldwide, 181 were located in the US and 130 in China. When comparing the width and depth of collaborating centres, those in the US are more specialized (see Figure 4.5). For instance, China does not have any WHO collaborating centres for water and sanitation, aging, cancer, and cholera, while the US has at least one centre for each of these categories.

The above analysis corresponds to existing research that has shown that the WHO is heavily dependent on major donors (Gostin 2015). As described above, China’s donation to the organization is comparatively low. Constrained by its structural limits, the WHO has to walk a fine line between the need for cooperation and information-sharing from member states and the need to hold them accountable for mistakes. As such, WHO officials tend to use diplomacy instead of confrontation in order to ‘coax more information’ and foster cooperation (Associated Press 2020). The WHO’s overdependence on funding from major donors constrains its enforcement and policing powers. In other words, the WHO’s mishandling of the crisis is not a direct result of China’s influence but is largely because of its organizational constraints.

**Domestic Constraints**

China’s influence in global health governance is also limited by its deficient domestic health governance. Since the 1980s, China’s healthcare system has undergone several reforms (Xinhuanet 2019) and has made progress in
improving overall health conditions domestically (World Bank 2018). Despite these achievements, China still faces numerous challenges in domestic healthcare. For instance, healthcare provisions in China are quite imbalanced and such imbalance continues to worsen. Leng (2019) reports that, in 2019, over 2300 top-tier public hospitals could barely meet the demand for medical care services, while almost 950,000 lower-tier healthcare institutions faced difficulties in attracting patients.

More tellingly, the medical system is fragmented (Yip and Hsian 2008), which further weakens the government’s capacity in supervision and policy coordination (Ramesh, Wu, and He 2014). For instance, in the Twelfth Five-Year Plan, health informatization (using digital technology to facilitate and improve on public access to data and information) was recognized as a crucial part of medical reform in China (Li et al. 2019). However, fragmented management hinders data consolidation. For example, electronic health records are managed by the National Health Commission (NHC), while data
about insurance claims is managed by the National Healthcare Security Administration (Yip et al. 2019). The lack of information sharing between these two separate entities makes effective coordination hard to achieve.

Moreover, the persistent central-local tensions in Chinese politics have significantly limited China’s preparedness for public crises. Local governments tend to be defensive when handling public crises to secure their legitimacy. As a result, maintaining stability (weiwen 维稳) has become a means of conflict and crisis resolution in China (Benney 2016). In times of crisis, both local and central governments tend to cover up problems and maintain a low profile. It was for this reason that Li Wenliang, a doctor who was one of the first to raise the alarm about signs of a new type of coronavirus, was arrested for sharing information with colleagues. The Wuhan government then attempted to secretly report the disease outbreak to the central government.

The fragmented bureaucracy has posed a significant challenge to China’s capacity for timely response. At the national level, the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC), which is responsible for handling national health crises, is under the leadership of the National Health Commission (NHC).3 When COVID-19 broke out in Wuhan, local officials reportedly withheld information for the purpose of maintaining stability (Wong, Barnes, and Kanno-Youngs 2020). The Wuhan CDC first reported the outbreak to the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission, under the Wuhan municipal government, instead of reporting the cases to the national-level CDC. In this way, fragmentation leads to delays in information sharing and reveals central-local frictions. The former mayor of Wuhan, Zhou Xianwang, indicated that the release of information was delayed because the municipal-level officials did not obtain authorization from Beijing, implicitly shifting the blame to the central government (BBC News Chinese 2020).

This domestic political factor, namely fragmented bureaucracy, in China appear to result in the slow release of information about the pandemic. China has become more transparent in disease control and prevention since the SARS crisis in 2003. Nevertheless, the outbreaks of H1N1 in 2009, and of African swine fever in 2019, reveal that China continues to misrepresent or cover up disease outbreaks. Zhong Nanshan, a well-known Chinese expert who participated in the fight against SARS in 2003 and who is currently head of the High-Level Expert Group of the NHC, pointed out that: ‘CDC in countries like the US can directly report to the central government instead of reporting

3 There are multiple vertical lines of authority within these two agencies. For example, at the provincial level there is usually a provincial CDC and a provincial Health Commission in place.
the issues level by level [...] in China, what the CDC can do is to report to the local government and nothing else’ (Zhang 2020, author’s translation).

Assertive Health Diplomacy

Because of China’s early missteps and cover-ups, it has come under the scrutiny of international society. Australia, the US, and other countries have called for an independent probe into the outbreak (Dziedzic 2020). Several US senators even sought an investigation into the WHO’s role in the global health crisis (Tsirkin, Hunt, and Haley 2020).

Facing these accusations, the PRC government has attempted to reshape narratives about the origins of the virus (Erlanger 2020) and its approach to handling the health crisis. In early February 2020, with the domestic containment of the virus proving effective, China began to provide international assistance. The Chinese government lauded the quantity of its medical support for Europe, Africa, and other parts of the world. In early March, China announced a US$20 million donation to the WHO (CGTN 2020) and also pledged another US$30 million (Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2020). In May 2020, President Xi (2020) made a speech at the opening ceremony of the 73rd World Health Assembly (WHA), where he announced US$2 billion assistance to support COVID-19 responses and economic and social development in affected countries over the next two years. In the same speech, Xi also claimed that China would assist in building the Africa Centre for Disease Control (CDC) headquarters and make the vaccine a global public good once it was ready (ibid.).

To mitigate concerns over its early missteps and cover-ups and to redeem its reputation on the international stage, China launched a series of public diplomacy campaigns, contrasting its own response to COVID-19 with the responses of the US and several European nations (The Straits Times 2020). The Chinese leadership instructed diplomats to publicize China’s generosity and praise the Chinese approach in handling the crisis, seeking to tell a good story of its experience with the hope of getting support and understanding (Embassy of People’s Republic of China in the United Kingdom 2020).

However, many have suggested that China’s attempts to enhance its image by reshaping the narrative have been seriously undermined by its assertive and provocative diplomacy, which has been labelled by some as ‘wolf warrior’ diplomacy (Zhao 2020). Since March 2020, the coercions and threats made by aggressive Chinese diplomats, together with the strident defence of China’s image by online Chinese nationalists, have triggered
outcries in Thailand, Australia, and elsewhere. For example, Cheng Jingye, the Chinese Ambassador to Australia, threatened to use economic coercion to counter Australia’s call for an independent review into the origins and spread of the coronavirus in China. It has also been reported in the media that, when providing medical assistance to other countries, the Chinese side demanded that recipients officially recognize this assistance (Erlanger 2020). These anecdotes demonstrate the growing global scepticism towards China’s increasing leadership on the world stage.

Conclusion

This chapter argues that China’s influence in global health governance has been exaggerated. Given China’s funding of the organization, its involvement in agenda setting, and its provision of expertise to the WHO, China’s role in global health governance pales in comparison to its status as the world’s second largest economy. China’s domestic political institutional deficiencies have likewise limited China’s capacity to offer timely medical responses, thus hindering the Chinese leadership in global health governance. It is evident that China has demonstrated some degree of leadership in fighting against the COVID-19 pandemic by pledging financial, medical, and professional assistance to virus-stricken countries. However, China’s credibility in global health governance has suffered due to its missteps, including misinformation in the initial phase of the COVID-19 pandemic, and aggressive and incoherent narratives about the pandemic. Even if the US initial mismanagement of the pandemic serves to weaken its role as the leader of global health governance, neither China nor the rest of the world is ready for China to take over leadership in this area of global governance.
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South Korea and the WHO during the COVID-19 Crisis

Brendan HOWE

Abstract
The World Health Organization (WHO) has faced uncooperative great powers in managing global health crises. The contemporary operating environment has given middle powers the opportunity to shine. South Korea, in particular, has seized the chance to gain more bang for its diplomatic buck by demonstrating its good global citizenship. This chapter evaluates how the Republic of Korea (ROK) has not only followed and promoted WHO guidelines, but also has been at the forefront of developing measures to combat the coronavirus. In doing so, it has gained significant political capital. The ROK is likely to continue and even increase its support of WHO governance precisely because it is in the country’s national interest to do so.
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Introduction

Global pandemics throw into stark relief the dualistic paradox of international organization and global governance through international organizations (IOs). International organization is a transitional process, from the international anarchic conditions that generate conflict towards...
the aspiration of global governance. Through this process states are actively brought together to solve common problems, reconcile conflicting interests, and generate collective good, including a more peaceful and secure operating environment. International organizations (IOs) represent the phase of that process which has been reached at a given time (Claud 1963, 4). These institutions form a key plank of the liberal international order, but remain controversial, and are increasingly coming under attack. On the one hand IOs are creations of the states that make up their membership and which they serve so as to make the sovereign interstate system function better. On the other hand, as I have explored elsewhere, IOs require a degree of alienation or transference of state sovereignty (Howe 2020b, 18).

The liberal international order of international cooperation through multilateral institutions such as the United Nations (UN), the World Trade Organization (WTO), and the World Health Organization (WHO), championing the policy platforms of open markets, collective security, and the promotion of liberal democracy, is further challenged by the abdication of leadership by the United States (US) and increasing contestation between the US and China and Russia. In addition, as I have also examined in a related publication, non-traditional security (NTS) issues such as COVID-19 and other pandemics, pose major challenges for the traditional state-centric models upon which much strategic decision-making is based (Howe 2020a). Nowhere is this truer than in the state-centric East Asian operating environment.

The responses of the three great powers (the US, China, and Russia) to the COVID-19 crisis, as well as those of some second-tier powers such as the United Kingdom (UK), Brazil, and India, have left much to be desired in terms of both international and domestic leadership. Japan’s response has also received at best mixed reviews. These countries have not only demonstrated a lack of leadership, but also their responses have been relatively unsuccessful. Indeed, they have, on the whole, contributed to the challenges faced by the WHO, rather than supporting the organization in carrying out its global governance and systemic health security mission (Howe 2020a). In contrast, middle powers, particularly those in the Asia-Pacific region such as the Republic of Korea (ROK), Taiwan, Vietnam, and New Zealand, have received glowing evaluations of their responses and their support for multilateral health governance efforts. Salmon (2020) has noted that perhaps the most startling trend seen during the global COVID-19 pandemic has been

---

2 ROK and South Korea are used interchangeably in this article.
the vast difference between East Asia and the West. East Asia has handled and contained the pandemic far better than the West on nearly all metrics. This chapter first assesses the shortcomings of great power leadership in international health management and the great powers' lack of support for the WHO's global governance mission. It then turns to analyse South Korea's response to the pandemic, contrasting the country's close adherence to WHO guidelines and support of international health management with the failings of the great powers. Finally, the chapter argues that we can be optimistic about continued ROK leadership in these fields. The ROK is likely to continue showing leadership not only because of a moral commitment to normative foreign policy, but also because it is in its national interest to act in this way.

Divergent Responses

Chinese and US responses to global health crises and pandemics can be viewed as two ends of a continuum between authoritarian and libertarian influenced governance (Howe 2017). In China a lack of transparency, and a lack of freedom of information and speech, has allowed pandemics to spread and endanger vulnerable individuals and groups in the country, the region, and across the globe. When the Chinese government has acted, it has tended to act unilaterally and in an authoritarian rather than open manner, imposing comprehensive lockdowns that exacerbated socio-economic vulnerabilities. In contrast, during the current COVID-19 pandemic, the US government agencies were slow to respond to the pandemic, due to concerns about economic impacts of restrictions, but also out of concern for the impact restrictions would have upon civil liberties and individual freedoms. These concerns have also created pressures for a premature lifting of restrictions (Howe 2020b, 18). As a result, the US is now the most severely impacted country in the world (Worldometers 2020).

Internationally, China and the US have focused on blaming each other for the impact of COVID-19. They have resorted to national interest security promotion rather than collective action and have shown inconsistent support for the WHO's mission and even outright hostility towards it.

The ways that great power obstruction could hinder the WHO in carrying out its global health governance were also evident during the 2002-2004 SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) outbreak. SARS-CoV first infected humans in the Guangdong province of southern China in 2002. It rapidly turned into a pandemic that affected 26 countries and resulted in more than 8000 cases
in 2003, before dying out with only a small number of cases in 2004 (WHO 2020a). The Chinese authorities were initially unwilling to cooperate with the WHO due to considerations of national interest and state sovereignty (Wong and Zheng 2004). Lack of epidemiological information about the disease hampered the prompt application of effective control measures, something that was also the case with the Hong Kong authorities where the disease soon spread. Because of inadequate communication, ‘panic developed in the community and weakened cooperation and support from the public’ (Hung 2003, 376).

During the current COVID-19 crisis, the WHO has once again faced an uncooperative great power. This time, however, it has been the US hegemon working against the global governance mission. On 29 May 2020, President Donald Trump said he would make good on his threat to withdraw from the WHO. This has been described as ‘an unprecedented move that could undermine the global coronavirus response and make it more difficult to stamp out other disease threats’ (Ehley & Ollstein 2020). The US gave US$893 million to the WHO between 2018-2019, of which US$237 million were assessed contributions (the dues countries pay in order to be a member of the Organization). It still owes approximately US$392 million through various multiyear cooperative agreements (Liberman 2020). As by far the largest state donor to the organization, the US's conflict with the WHO could have a devastating impact on the latter's global health governance mission. In one of his first acts as President, Joe Biden did walk back the former administration's plan to withdraw the US from the WHO, but there remain concerns about ‘perfidious America’ in this, as well as other areas of global governance.

Despite these concerns, even at existing levels of support, there is hope for the WHO governance mission in the form of support from middle powers and non-state actors. While the US may be the largest donor, the top ten donors list is rounded out by three middle powers, namely the UK, Germany, and Japan. Also in the top ten are four civil society organizations, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the GAVI Alliance, Rotary International, and the National Philanthropic Trust. Then there are two IOs, the United Nations (UN) Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) and the European Commission (WHO 2020b).

The dominance of small and medium-ranked powers, as well as civil society organizations, is even more pronounced when it comes to Core Voluntary Contributions (CVCs). CVCs are fully unconditional (flexible), meaning the WHO has full discretion on how these funds should be used to fund its programmatic work. The main providers of CVCs, in order of
support, are the UK, Sweden, Norway, Australia, the Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland, Luxembourg, France, the Estate of Mrs. Edith Christina Ferguson, Spain, the Estate of the Late Marjory Miller Thompson, Monaco, and Miscellaneous (ibid.).

The extensive support given to the WHO by middle powers means it is important to examine how states such as the ROK relate to the organization. In the following sections, this chapter first looks at how the ROK is acting in accordance with the global health governance mission of the WHO. It then discusses what potential South Korea may hold for future leadership in the field.

The ROK, the WHO, and Respiratory Pandemics

South Korea joined the WHO in 1949. It was covered by the WHO Representative Office in Taipei, Republic of China (Taiwan) between 1959 and 1965, when the WHO Representative Office in the ROK was established. The WHO Country Liaison Office had been established in 1962, and this then became a Representative Office in 1965 before changing back to a Country Liaison Office in 1999 (WHO 2020c). During the 2003 SARs-CoV outbreak, the ROK government worked closely with the WHO, taking rapid action to prevent further spread of the virus (The Briefing 2020). As a result, only three confirmed cases were reported in South Korea, and no deaths. This was despite the country being close to the epicentre of the virus in China and also having many ties to it. The low numbers in the ROK compare with a global total of 8437 probable cases and 813 deaths cases (WHO 2003).

South Korea did not, however, escape so lightly when the region was struck by a second respiratory pandemic. In 2015, MERs-CoV inflicted 186 laboratory-confirmed cases and 38 deaths (WHO 2015). Unlike during the SARS-CoV epidemic, the ROK government’s response to MERs-CoV was widely criticized by the Korean public, particularly its initial reaction (Yonhap 2015). Yet the ROK learned important lessons (both positive and negative) from dealing with these two epidemics. These lessons were to stand them in good stead with the outbreak of COVID-19, which was first reported in Wuhan, China, at the end of December 2019 (Kim 2020).

The South Korean Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW) reported this new disease to its population on 3 January 2020. It announced strengthened surveillance for pneumonia cases in health facilities. On 20 January 2020, the first case of infection in South Korea was reported. The government accordingly scaled up its national alert level from blue to yellow and established
more intense guidelines (MOHW 2020). More proactive measures against the virus were implemented from the end of January. These were put in place after the meeting of the Emergency Committee of the WHO where the Director General declared a ‘Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC)’. The Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC) started to closely monitor the changes in the international situation to prepare its response system. They also held a risk assessment meeting. In September 2020, the KCDC had its status upgraded to become an independent government agency, the Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency, or KDCA, in recognition of its performance (KBS 2020).

As the situation worsened, and other countries gradually closed their borders to people from China, there were great pressures for the ROK to do the same. Despite this, the Korean government announced that South Korea would not entirely restrict entry from China unless explicitly advised to do so by the WHO (Kim and Kim 2020). As the situation continued to deteriorate, public dissatisfaction towards president Moon Jae-in and the WHO’s conservative approach grew (Kang 2020). An unpredictable and blurred situation led to increasing demand for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), especially masks, which then surged in price (SBS 2020).

Government guidelines for wearing masks were initially ambiguous, leaving the public confused. In the middle of February, therefore, the Korean Medical Association (KMA) and the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety jointly provided advice regarding the use of masks, referring to the WHO guidelines published in late January (Yonhap News 2020a). In contravention of the WHO mask guidelines, the government still controversially allowed its population to reuse disposable masks if these were not too contaminated. They did this out of concern that panic buying could lead to potential mask shortages for the medical field and vulnerable individuals and groups (Jeon 2020). A few days later, however, the government published new guidelines citing the WHO advice that keeping social distance was more important than wearing a mask (Yonhap News 2020b).

Furthermore, when masks did run low, and there was a temptation to hoard or increase prices, the government stepped in and rationed the number of price-controlled masks that could be bought by an individual. Depending on date of birth, each citizen was allotted a day on which they could buy masks. Early in the pandemic, free hand sanitizer was to be found next to and in the elevators of every building. With a slight resurgence of infections 3 South Korea operates a four-colour warning system: 1: Blue – Exercise normal precautions; 2: Yellow – Exercise increased caution; 3: Orange – Reconsider travel; 4: Blue – Do not travel
in May 2020, tens of thousands of people were tested within days. People who were potentially infected were contacted to six degrees of separation. The government cooperated with phone companies and bank card issuers to carry out this contact tracing. In May, the wearing of masks on all forms of public transport also became mandatory (Howe 2020a).

South Korea’s response to the crisis, while initially a little slow, has seen a combination of governmental policy and domestic constituency societal engagement that has won praise from around the world. Of course, there have been many infected, and the economy has been dealt a serious blow. Yet the WHO guidelines have found a champion in the ROK. The main ways South Korea has been able dramatically to reduce infections while not resorting to economically devastating lockdown are through a combination of aggressive testing and contact tracing and universal mask use. On the government side, due to the previous pandemic scares, preparations were already in place to ramp up dramatically the production of tests, masks, and PPE. Likewise, work had already been done on contact tracing technology in South Korea, which has one of the most connected societies in the world. On the society side, people are already well-used to wearing masks due to the pollution, and out of consideration for others when suffering from a cold, and are willing to accept a degree of invasiveness in their lives due to national security considerations (Howe 2020a).

South Korea has also taken on part of the international burden of tackling COVID-19, as well as other infectious diseases. After being designated in 2019, South Korea has become a member of the WHO’s executive board for the period 2020 through to 2023. This will allow it to play an important role in screening the WHO’s budget and in policy implementation and strategy development. The ‘Korea-WHO Country Strategy 2019-2023’ outlines the regional and global leadership role that the ROK will perform and invites South Korea to open global forums and lead regional commitment for strengthening health regulatory systems (WHO 2019).

**Middle Powers, Niche Diplomacy, and Global Health Governance**

South Korea has therefore stepped forward to stand at the vanguard of the quarantine management system. As one of the most successful infection control cases, with its transparency and innovative testing strategy, South Korea’s effort to combat COVID-19 has earned the praise of the WHO. In addition, the WHO has revealed its intention to participate in the domestic cohort research conducted by Korean medical teams (Herald Economy 2020). The WHO has also asked South Korea to supply test kits to the African region, which have
been requested by over 120 countries (Shin and Park 2020). In addition, through web-conferencing, the ROK government has been sharing their know-how and promoting the Korean quarantine system as a way of responding to COVID-19.

The South Korean knowledge sharing activity includes regular web seminars about ‘K-Defence Prevention’ with health care officials around the world. It also includes the holding of tripartite health minister conferences between ministers from Korea, China, and Japan. At these conferences, the ROK has stressed the need for international solidarity against the virus and discussed support for the WHO and the WHO Western Pacific Regional Office. At the 73rd World Health Assembly (WHA), which addressed responses to the COVID-19 pandemic, President Moon announced in his keynote speech that the government planned to provide US$100 million worth of additional humanitarian assistance (Korea Herald 2020). This is a very significant increase given that South Korea's assessed contribution to the WHO in 2020-2021 had been US$54 million dollars (WHO 2020d).

Beyond simply promoting the K-defence system, South Korea has been at the forefront of seeking international cooperation. A ROK-led multilateral cooperation group, the Support Group for Infectious Disease Response (G4IDR), based in Geneva, brings together a number of countries along with the eight core members (Singapore, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, Morocco, Kenya, Mexico, and Peru) to collaborate with the WHO and other global health organizations like Unitaid (MOFA 2020). In addition, the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) has hosted a conference, headed ‘COVID-19 situation by region and response status of overseas diplomatic missions, future Corona 19 response and policy direction', to establish and promote the development cooperation initiative (Ministry of Interior and Safety 2020). As part of these efforts, a total of 36 billion won (US$31 million) worth of aid has been announced, under the name of ‘Comprehensive Emergency Support Program for Corona 19 Response'. This aid will be given to India (New Southern), Ethiopia (Africa), Uzbekistan (New Northern), Colombia (Latin and South America), and five ASEAN target countries.

South Korea has been criticized in the past for only pursuing normative foreign policies when doing so garners some benefit to the country (Kalinowski and Cho 2012, 249). Unlike some other donors, however, these national interest considerations mean that the ROK is likely to follow through on all its pledges and abide by all its humanitarian commitments. The government headed by President Moon Jae-in has been in power throughout the period when COVID-19, this greatest of humanitarian challenges, has impacted upon domestic and international governance. The normative foreign policy activism of the Moon administration fits well with the ROK tradition of middle power niche diplomacy.
Middle powers like South Korea lack ‘compulsory power’, in that they do not have the military resources to dominate other countries or the economic resources to bribe them. They differ, however, from the small or ‘system ineffectual’ states which have little or no influence because they are, potentially, ‘system affecting states’ that can have significant impact within a narrower policy area or in conjunction with others (Vom Hau, Scott, and Hulme 2012, 187–8). To maximize their relevance and impact, a degree of selectivity on the part of these middle powers is required. This means the pursuit of ‘niche diplomacy,’ which involves concentrating resources in specific areas best able to generate returns worth having, rather than trying to cover the field, allowing them to ‘punch above their weight’ (Henrikson 2005, 67).

In search of a diplomatic ‘niche’, successive recent administrations in Seoul have stressed a commitment to variations of ‘principled foreign policy’. The Moon administration has not directly identified its diplomatic character as that of a middle power. Yet there is evidence of such thinking in its ‘one-hundred major policy tasks’ which includes a section describing foreign policy goals. In these, the overarching themes of the administration include ‘responsibility’, ‘multilateralism’, and ‘values’. In this context, ‘responsibility’ means that South Korea will fulfil its regional and global governance duties. This, it can be argued, is one of the characteristics of a middle power in the international community. Given this, it can be expected that contemporary South Korean foreign policy will focus on multilateralism with an emphasis on universal values, such as human rights, democracy, and rule of law.

**Conclusion**

Although the Moon Administration has not explicitly branded itself as a middle power, its de facto foreign policy strategy remains deeply wedded to middle-power diplomacy. Indeed, these elements of the Moon Administration’s foreign policy platform represent a continuation of regional and global humanitarian multilateralism. President Moon’s aspirational project for a ‘Northeast Asia Plus Community’ (NEAPC) of responsibility aims to build a sustainable system of regional cooperation. This project has an ambition to ultimately produce a people-centred peace community that advocates co-prosperity.

---

4 This community is envisaged as bringing together states and frameworks within and beyond the region including the US, China, Japan, Russia, Mongolia, Australia, New Zealand, ASEAN (and its member states), the Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat (TCS), the UN, NATO, EU, and OSCE.
President Moon (2020) has sought to use the current crisis as a driving force for new opportunities and development. He aspires to realise ‘a Republic of Korea that takes the lead in the world’. These statements, delivered to mark the third anniversary of his inauguration, represent a continuation of Korea’s humanitarian middle power niche diplomacy, but also an attempt to drive it forward by taking advantage of the post-COVID operating environment (Howe 2020b). As such, therefore, the government of the ROK is likely to continue and even increase its support of WHO governance precisely because it is in the country’s national interest to do so.
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6 Escaping the ‘Realist Trap’

The ROC’s Participation in Global Health Governance Under the One-China Principle

Catherine Yuk-ping LO

Abstract
Drawing on the perspectives about global governance offered by realist international relations theory, this chapter aims to demonstrate that international institutions of global health governance are just another arena of world politics that is vulnerable to manipulation by powerful states. The utility of realism in understanding global health governance is examined by looking at the case of Taiwan, also named the Republic of China (ROC), and the COVID-19 pandemic. The case study shows how the One-China Principle has restricted interactions between the World Health Organization (WHO) and the ROC during health emergencies. While the constraints seem formidable, this paper argues that the ROC can potentially escape the ‘realist trap’ because of its de facto status, participating in global health governance in a meaningful way
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Introduction

There has been an ongoing debate in the field of international relations about the role of international institutions (Schweller and Priess 1997, 2). Institutionalists claim that international institutions can move states towards cooperation to promote the general welfare of states (Schweller and Priess 1997, 8). In contrast, realists perceive institutions as arenas for great powers to secure and advance their national interests (Mearsheimer
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1994/1995, 7). In light of this debate, this chapter considers the influence that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has had on the engagement of the Republic of China (ROC) in the World Health Organization (WHO) during the COVID-19 pandemic. The chapter shows that this demonstrates the realist prediction of the vulnerability of international institutions to great power politics.

With the increasing pressure exerted on the ROC by the PRC, and the ambiguous international status of the former, scholars have argued that the ROC’s participation in global health governance is minimal and insignificant (Chen 2018, 264). However, this chapter posits that the de facto status of the ROC to a certain extent helps it escape the so-called ‘realist trap’ that state actors often encounter in global health governance.¹ This realist trap refers to the way in which states that seek to engage in international cooperation face problems, including other states freeriding in the cooperation, or other states failing to comply with norms and regulations (Mearsheimer 1994/1995, 12). By escaping realist entrapment, the ROC can potentially participate in global health governance in a meaningful way. This chapter proceeds as follows: It begins with an overview of the ROC’s participation in the WHO. Applying a realist perspective, the chapter evaluates how, before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, the PRC has sought to secure its national interest regarding the ROC in the international community. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the future participation of the ROC in global health governance.

The ROC in Global Health Governance and the One-China Principle

The Republic of China (Taiwan) used to be a key player in global health governance, and was one of the founding members of the WHO in 1948. After the communists won control of mainland China, during the Chinese Civil War that lasted until 1949, the Chinese nationalists (Kuomintang) retreated to Taiwan. Since then, both the PRC and ROC have claimed sole representation of the Chinese nation. However, after the end of the civil war, the ROC remained a member of the WHO and other United Nations organizations. Following the US rapprochement with China in the early

1970s, in 1971 the PRC replaced the ROC as the sole Chinese representative at the UN (Winkler 2012). The ROC’s loss of its UN membership triggered a domino effect, with many other states then ‘de-recognizing’ the ROC’s statehood. Between 1971 and 1979, at least 46 governments broke relations with the ROC (Hickey 2007, 9).

Meanwhile, the PRC began campaigns against the ROC’s membership in international institutions under the One-China Principle. The One-China Principle is the name referred to by the PRC, while the same arrangement is referred to as ‘the 1992 Consensus’ by the ROC. Under the One-China Principle/the 1992 Consensus, both the PRC and ROC acknowledge that there is ‘one China’ but each side has its own interpretation of what ‘China’ means. From the PRC’s perspective, Beijing is the sole legitimate government representing the whole of China, and Taiwan is not a sovereign state but rather a ‘breakaway’ province. Based on this perspective, the ROC should be replaced and represented by the PRC in all international organizations where membership is given to states (Li 2006, 598).

Because of the PRC campaigns carried out in the 1970s, the ROC lost representation in numerous international organizations, including the WHO (Li 2006, 598). Being excluded from the international health regime, the ROC government no longer had access to timely and first-hand information regarding global infectious disease outbreaks. It could not participate in WHO meetings discussing disease mitigation strategies or receive direct assistance in disease control and surveillance. However, the 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) crisis led to greater international concern over the absence of the ROC from global responses to disease outbreaks. The crisis served as a wake-up call, pointing to the need for the WHO and other states to reconsider the ROC’s role in global health governance. As a result, the ROC itself, as well as several member states started calling for its inclusion as an observer in the World Health Assembly (WHA), the WHO’s decision-making body (Hickey 2007, 105), for statehood is not a requirement at the WHA.

The ROC’s engagement in global health governance was boosted when it was granted observer status in the WHA in 2009. The WHO’s decision was based on an ad hoc arrangement as part of the One-China Principle. This arrangement stated that the ROC’s participation in international organizations would be ‘based on the agreement reached through consultations between the Chinese government and the international organizations [i.e., the WHO in this case] concerned’ (Li 2006, 602). This pre-screening mechanism was established to provide the PRC with some flexibility to manage the issue, while preventing the ROC from
utilizing increased global participation to push for *de jure* independence (Glaser 2013).

However, despite gaining the possibility to participate in the WHO, Taiwan’s ability to engage in the WHO’s work and technical activities remained limited. One important reason for this was that, in 2005, the PRC government signed a secret Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the WHO secretariat. This memorandum acknowledged the PRC government’s power over the ROC’s participation in the WHO/WHA (Glaser 2013). This meant that ROC experts who planned to attend WHO meetings were required to apply five weeks in advance, submitting participant lists to the PRC government for approval. If ROC experts were invited to a conference, then the WHO was also required to invite experts from the PRC. In addition, higher-level ROC officials were restricted from attending any WHO activities. All communications between the ROC and the WHO were to be made through the PRC.

In the ROC elections of 2016, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) candidate Tsai Ing-wen, who is very sceptical of the PRC, was elected as president. Following this, the One-China Principle was explicitly mentioned for the first time as a ‘precondition’ for the ROC’s invitation to participate in the WHA (deLisle 2016, 552). Because Tsai Ing-wen and the ruling DPP refused to affirm the One-China Principle, the ROC’s participation in the WHA has been suspended since 2017. Referring to the ROC’s participation in the WHA, a PRC white paper published in 2000 stated that ‘everything can be discussed under the One-China Principle’ (Chu 2000, 62). In other words, if the ROC accepts the One-China Principle, ‘all other issues regarding Taiwan’s international status and international space can be discussed and [it is possible to] find solutions’ (Chu 2000, 62). The way in which the PRC has determined the ROC’s participation in the WHA arguably offers proof of the realist idea that international institutions, such as the WHO, are arenas for great powers to secure and advance their national interests.

The ROC and the WHO During the COVID-19 Crisis

The vulnerability of the WHO to great power influence is even more apparent during global health crises. After receiving news about patients falling sick with a mysterious unidentified form of pneumonia in Wuhan, the ROC’s health officials directly contacted the WHO for more information. It also warned the organization on 31 December 2019 of the possibility of human-to-human transmission, referencing the International Health Regulations
(IHR). However, the WHO only responded with a short message, stating that the information provided by the ROC had been forwarded to expert colleagues (Taiwan CDC 2020b). On 14 January 2020, the WHO wrote on the social media platform Twitter that there was ‘no clear evidence’ that the coronavirus could spread between people (Watt 2020). This Twitter post was made on the same day that the WHO’s technical leader on COVID-19, Maria Van Kerkhove, gave a press briefing in Geneva warning of the potential for rapid spread. A middle-ranking WHO official had reportedly told the WHO’s social media team to post a tweet that balanced the Van Kerkhove briefing, because the warning in this briefing conflicted with the initial Chinese findings (Corcoran 2020).

The WHO has also been accused of delaying the declaration of a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC; Wenham et al. 2021, 1856). The designation of an outbreak as a PHEIC grants the WHO director-general additional powers to issue recommendations for how countries should respond. While countries can ignore those directives, such an announcement can increase global attention to an outbreak. Such declarations are made when the outbreak poses a risk to more than one country and requires a coordinated international response. Nevertheless, the WHO did not declare the outbreak to be a PHEIC until the end of January. On 23 January, the same day that the PRC’s central government announced a lockdown in Wuhan and two other cities, the WHO convened an emergency committee. The committee asserted that the coronavirus did not yet constitute a PHEIC and that the extent of human-to-human transmission was still unclear (WHO 2020). This was despite the widespread reporting of cases across Asia, with cases reported in Thailand on 13 January, in Japan on 16 January, in South Korea on 20 January, in Taiwan on 21 January, and Singapore and Vietnam on 23 January. It was only when the virus had spread to all provinces and major cities in the PRC on 30 January, that the WHO determined that the outbreak constituted a PHEIC.

Some commentators speculated that the WHO avoided declaring a PHEIC right after the Wuhan lockdown because it was concerned this would have been perceived by Chinese authorities as distrust of their capability to control the disease (Mazumdaru 2020). Officials at the WHO were also aware that angering the PRC leaders over the ROC could result in Chinese officials sharing less information with the international community or barring WHO experts from investigating the origins of the virus (Mazumdaru 2020). Despite the fact that the WHO praised the PRC in public, it has been reported by the media that officials privately complained that the PRC authorities were not sharing enough data to allow them to assess how effectively the
virus spread between people or what risk it posed to the rest of the world (The Associated Press 2020). These political calculations, and the desire not to upset the PRC, has arguably meant that the WHO has downplayed the issue of the ROC’s participation during the current crisis.

This has been despite the fact that, during the early stages of COVID-19, the ROC led the world as the most-prepared and best-equipped region to fight the pandemic. The ROC authorities began screening passengers arriving from Wuhan as they disembarked at the airport on the same day that they first sent inquiries about COVID-19 to the WHO. The ROC also officially activated its Central Epidemic Command Center (CECC) on 20 January. This has allowed coordination with various ministries to enact policies and strategies already in place before the first case was reported on Taiwanese soil on 21 January (Taiwan CDC 2020a). At a time when other countries were experiencing a severe shortage of medical equipment, the ROC government implemented a rationing system for the public, allowing National Health Insurance cardholders to buy two masks per week at designated pharmacies. This number of masks was later increased to three per week, then nine every fortnight, after which an online ordering system was introduced (Taiwan CDC 2020c). When global infections reached one million in April 2020, the ROC government launched the Mask Donation Scheme that allowed Taiwanese people to donate their quota of surgical face masks to other countries that were in short supply. Taiwan likewise pledged to donate ten million face masks to different countries, including EU member states and the US (Peel and Hille 2020).

During the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, the ROC was very successful in handling the virus. By the end of January 2021, only eight people in Taiwan had died from COVID-19 and it had seen a total of just 911 cases (JHU CSSE 2021). These statistics have been compared by some commentators with those of the PRC, which saw more than 89,500 cases of COVID-19. In making this comparison, some have also pointed to differences between the ROC’s democratic approach to handling the pandemic and the authoritarian approach of the PRC. Therefore, the success that the ROC has had without WHO membership has increased international support for ROC membership in the organization (Lynch 2020). Supporters claimed that the WHO’s exclusion of the ROC is seen to have prevented it from effectively sharing its strategy and information.

Trust in the WHO’s objectivity on the matter has increasingly been eroded. This has been worsened by negative international media coverage. For example, during an interview with Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK), the reporter Yvonne Tong asked the assistant director-general of the WHO,
Bruce Aylward, a question about the ROC not being granted membership of the WHO. Aylward responded by claiming not to hear the question, with some commentators suggesting that he was pretending not to hear it and was refusing to discuss the ROC’s participation (Watt 2020). When he was asked the same question again, he replied: ‘we’ve already talked about China’ (Watt 2020).

There have been accusations that the WHO is being influenced by the PRC. One Japanese minister, for example, said that the WHO should be renamed as the ‘Chinese Health Organization (CHO)’. Meanwhile Facebook users renamed the WHO as the ‘Winnie (the Pooh) Health Organization’, referring to Chinese President Xi, who has been compared to Winnie the Pooh in online memes. Critics have also accused the director-general of the WHO of serving Chinese interests in responding to COVID-19 because of his personal connections with China, or the China connections of the Ethiopian government with which he is linked. The current director-general of the WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, was Ethiopia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs from 2012 to 2016. During his tenure, an electrified Ethiopia-Djibouti railway line was built by China Railway Group and China Civil Engineering Construction, with the PRC’s Exim Bank financing 70% of the construction costs (BBC News 2016). The line connects to Djibouti, which houses the first and only PRC military base overseas. A connection between the PRC and Ethiopia can similarly be seen in the fact that the former director-general of the WHO, the Chinese-Canadian Margaret Chan, supported Tedros in the selection process of the new director-general. Although these facts do not necessarily mean that the WHO has fallen prey to Chinese influence, they create suspicions at a time when public trust in the organization is faltering.

Escaping the ‘Realist Trap’: the Future of the ROC’s Participation in Global Health Governance

Recent years have seen the suspension of the ROC’s invitation to participate in the WHA and the consequent exclusion of Taiwan from the WHO. Alongside this, the ROC’s international space has been further dwindling as a number of its diplomatic partners have switched allegiance to the PRC (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of China, 2020). Taiwan had fifteen diplomatic partners at the time of writing. In the global health regime, given the vulnerability of the WHO to great power influence, it seems that there is little the ROC can do but to accept reality. The PRC is a rising economic and military power and it is also a greater source of global
health threats. This means that the WHO and other international health organizations will likely choose the PRC over the ROC, in order to keep the former engaged in international cooperation. With the ROC’s current international status, it seems that achieving ‘meaningful participation’ in global health governance is near to impossible in the absence of statehood (Chen 2018, 264). This chapter, however, argues the opposite. Owing to its de facto status, in its participation in global health governance the ROC is able to overcome two main constraints that realists claim that states face in international cooperation, namely free-rider and non-compliance problems (these constraints are here referred to as the ‘realist trap’).

**Free-rider Problem:** From a realist perspective, states see no obligation to help other states unless doing so will further their own national interests. National governments may provide public goods nationally, but there are few incentives for national governments to provide public health goods for other countries (Ng and Ruger 2011, 10). The provision of public health goods hence becomes the business of the hegemon (with the current global hegemon being the US; Min 2003, 23). While the hegemon provides public goods from which all other states benefit, its ‘rivals’ do not contribute to providing these goods. They therefore enjoy a ‘free-ride’ owing to the non-excludable nature of these goods or the fact that the hegemon cannot stop even those non-contributing states from receiving them (Min 2003, 23). Nobody is willing to pay unless there is a mechanism (i.e., taxation and fines) to enforce contribution. In this sense, realists argue that the US is reducing its contribution to global public goods to avoid the long-term relative decline of its hegemonic power. The cuts to US funding of Development Assistance for Health, the Global Health Security Agenda, and The President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief programmes under the Trump administration are cases in point.

**Non-compliance Problem:** A second constraint on global health cooperation is the way in which states can claim state sovereignty to justify non-compliance with norms in global health governance (Stevenson and Cooper 2009, 1379). Fighting the spread of viruses without international cooperation can be nearly impossible. Therefore, to fight viruses, states have to cede sovereignty to a certain extent in specific cases to ensure adequate provision of health security as a global public good (Huang 2016). From a realist perspective, states fear losing sovereignty, and in an anarchical international system they might only be willing to make a ‘discount on sovereignty’ when it comes to pragmatic problem solving (Florini 2011, 30).

Neither of these two constraints on cooperation apply to the ROC. As a de facto state, ROC officials want to gain sovereignty and international
Therefore, the ROC’s leaders have been acting as though it is a member state that is responsible for paying for public health goods and for compliance with the norms that form the global health regime. As part of the international community’s response to the outbreak of Ebola in West Africa in 2014, for instance, the ROC government donated US$1 million to international aid efforts and provided 100,000 sets of personal protective equipment for use by medical workers (Mainland Affairs Council, Republic of China 2015). Despite not being a WHO member state, the ROC has signed agreements with countries seeking help in overcoming the coronavirus, including the US. The ROC authorities announced the donation of two million surgical masks to the US.

The ROC has also contributed to disease control and mitigation at the regional level. For example, it organized training workshops for Asia-Pacific and Southeast Asian health professionals to improve the regional capacity to detect and respond to dengue fever, Ebola, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), and Zika virus (Lee and Fang 2016). The ROC’s commitment to health governance at the regional level is likewise shown by the ‘New Southbound Policy’ that the Tsai administration established. This policy strengthened the ROC’s relationships with the ten countries of ASEAN, six states in South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Bhutan), Australia, and New Zealand (Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Brunei Darussalam 2016). The ROC announced that six medical centres would be established in India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam to promote medical cooperation (Department of Information Service, Executive Yuan 2018). Escaping the realist fate, the ROC shows it can meaningfully participate in global health governance even in the absence of state-affiliated membership of the WHO.

**Concluding Remarks**

The ROC is one of the ‘theatres’ of the souring relations between the PRC and the US. In March 2020, the then US president Trump signed the Taipei Act requiring Washington to advocate the ROC’s inclusion in international bodies like the WHO (Watt 2020). Furthermore, the then US Health Chief Alex Azar made a rare trip to the ROC. He was the highest-level American official to visit the ROC in decades (Wong 2020). All this posturing towards the ROC is a violation of the One-China Principle in the eyes of the PRC government. Considering the suspension of the ROC’s participation in the
WHA, plus the *de facto* status of the ROC, a realist perspective would argue that its contribution to and involvement in global health governance have to be minimal and limited. However, as this chapter shows, the *de facto* status helps the ROC escape this supposed ‘realist trap’, namely the free-rider and non-compliance problems that rational-choice theorists believe state actors face in global health governance. As long as the ROC upholds the provision of public health goods and compliance to global norms, it can achieve meaningful participation in health governance at both the global and regional levels.
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From Pneumonia to Pragmatism

The Role of the WHO in Japan During Public Health Emergencies
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Abstract

Over the past three decades, Japan has faced multiple public health crises. This chapter examines the role of the World Health Organization (WHO) in the formulation of Japan's responses to the SARS, MERS, and COVID-19 public health crises. During these crises, the WHO was used as a neutral and scientific source of information and thus managed to influence Japan's responses. However, trust in the organization has faltered due to its connection with China. Japanese policymakers have questioned the neutrality of the organization. This chapter shows that the importance of the WHO in Japanese policymaking has declined and will continue to do so as long as the organization's neutrality is doubted, and as long as its advice and guidelines conflict with Japan's domestic agenda.
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Introduction

This chapter examines the role of the World Health Organization (WHO) in the formulation of Japan's responses to the SARS, MERS, and COVID-19 public health crises. During these crises, the WHO was used as a neutral and scientific source of information, and thus managed to influence Japan's responses. However, trust in the organization has faltered due to its connection with China. Japanese policymakers have questioned the neutrality of the organization. This chapter argues that Japan has pragmatically balanced...
declining trust in the organization with domestic policy aims, with these aims often taking precedence. It shows that the importance of the WHO in Japanese policymaking has declined and will continue to do so as long as the organization’s neutrality is doubted, and as long as their advice and guidelines conflict with Japan’s domestic agenda.

Although the scale of the SARS, MERS, and COVID-19 crises cannot be compared, the ways in which Japan has organized its national response to these three crises have followed similar patterns. During public health crises the Japanese cabinet establishes an ad hoc task force to formulate containment policies. Those policies directly related to health are implemented by the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare (MHLW), while policies related to international traffic of people and goods are implemented by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and the Ministry of Justice. The main scientific research centre in Japan dealing with emerging infectious diseases is the National Institute of Infectious Diseases (NIID). The NIID is tasked with cooperating with other national institutes and international organizations, and it reports back directly to the MHLW (NIID 2018). Informed officials at the MHLW are consequently involved in policy making through cooperation with the cabinet and parliamentary questioning in the Japanese National Diet.

The analysis in this chapter relies on official parliamentary records published during the three public health crises. I have included Diet meetings and MHLW public documents from 1 November 2002 to 31 July 2003 (SARS), 1 April 2014 to 31 December 2015 (MERS), and 1 December 2019 to 31 May 2020 (COVID-19) in the data set. I have collected records of the National Diet meetings from the National Diet database (National Diet Library n.d.).

Japan and the World Health Organization

The 2003 SARS outbreak

SARS was first identified in November 2002 in southern China, evolving into a global outbreak between February and July 2003 (WHO 2003, 81). Twenty-six countries were eventually affected and by 31 December 2003 there were 8096 infections and 774 fatalities (WHO 2015). The outbreak lasted several months and according to the WHO was eventually subdued as a ‘result of monumental efforts on the part of governments and health care staff, supported by a well-informed and cooperative public’ (WHO 2003a, 218).
The WHO issued a global alert concerning ‘cases of atypical pneumonia’ on 12 March (WHO 2003b), with these later being identified as SARS. After this alert, regional quarantine stations in Japan started sending out information to medical institutions and the national Japan Medical Association about the possibility of a new infectious disease entering Japan.\(^1\) In the following months, travellers were warned of the risk of infection before departure, while incoming passengers from mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Canada were required to report their health status and have their body temperature measured. Visitors from these countries and regions were also asked to self-quarantine for ten days after arrival (MHLW 2001, National Diet 2003b).

In response to the alert, the MHLW started formalizing patient reporting and collecting information concerning the infrastructural capacities of medical institutions (i.e. private rooms, negative pressure rooms; National Diet 2003c, National Diet 2003i).\(^2\) Over the course of the SARS outbreak both the incumbent administration, under the leadership of then-Prime Minister Koizumi Junichirō (former Minister of the MHLW 1996-1998), and the MHLW, consistently deferred to the standards and guidelines of the WHO in their response (National Diet 2003f).\(^3\)

In late March 2003, the MHLW’s leading expert, Takahara Ryōji (1947-2013), was called for questioning in the House of Representatives of the National Diet, Japan’s main legislative body. He confirmed that the MHLW had implemented a standardized patient reporting system that followed the WHO’s guidelines. He also frequently stated that Japanese laboratories, including the NIID, had engaged in cooperation with the WHO and research institutions abroad (National Diet 2003i, National Diet 2003). Takahara used the information that he had obtained from this cooperation with these institutions to inform the cabinet and members of parliament about the nature of the SARS virus. He clarified, for example, that human coronaviruses are the cause of SARS, and he repeatedly emphasized the

\(^1\) Quarantine stations are tasked with regulating incoming goods and passengers that pose a risk to public health. For an overview of Japan’s quarantine stations, see: https://www.mhlw.go.jp/english/policy/health-medical/health/dl/contact_list_jqs.pdf.

\(^2\) In March 2003 there were 22 negative pressure rooms nationwide equipped to deal with SARS patients.

\(^3\) The MHLW officially stated that the WHO, together with UNAIDS, formed the two main pillars of Japan's international cooperation efforts in battling infectious diseases. See: MHLW, White Paper Heisei 15, page 346. In parliament, Minister of State Ōgi Chikage also stated that ‘we will do our utmost to implement the domestic and international manuals designated by the WHO [...] so that we can continue to have no cases in Japan.’
importance of the WHO’s criteria in reporting new infections (National Diet 2003c, National Diet 2003).

Despite the testimony given by Takahara, members of the National Diet remained critical. They argued that the decentralization that had been carried out in previous years, especially under the Koizumi administration, had led to a laissez-faire approach to governance that extended to public health policy. They said this meant that during the SARS crisis local health institutions, such as quarantine stations, had to contact the MHLW on their own initiative when they faced possible cases of SARS (National Diet 2003a). In fact, local governments were tasked with creating their own responses when they encountered outbreaks of infection (National Diet 2003b). The responses from these local governments were therefore formulated on a case-by-case basis (National Diet 2003a). There were no clear national guidelines for the back-and-forth chain of command that was required when these responses were being formulated, further increasing the amount of time it took these local governments to respond to outbreaks of infection.

It was seen how officials relied on the WHO for information. This led to calls to set up a permanent, centralized, national task force that could allow Japan to deal with pandemics itself, instead of principally relying on the WHO (National Diet 2003b, National Diet 2003d). However, despite these calls, the MHLW instead set up an *ad hoc* task force (National Diet 2003b). As part of this task force, an emergency system remained in place during the SARS crisis (MHLW 2001). This emergency task force was dissolved once the immediate threat from SARS came to an end.

During the SARS crisis it became clear that Japan was not equipped to deal with a major outbreak (National Diet 2003a). Tokyo, for example, only had ten locations that were equipped to deal with SARS patients, despite it being the most populous metropolitan area in the world. The MHLW focused primarily on information distribution, rather than implementing concrete changes to Japan’s medical infrastructure (MHLW 2001). There was no system in place to regulate the quarantining of incoming passengers, which essentially made this a voluntary procedure (National Diet 2003b). Consequently, opposition politicians continued to be critical of the lack of a streamlined national response and clear guidelines (National Diet 2003a).

The SARS crisis also incited fears about contaminated food crossing into Japan (National Diet 2003a, National Diet 2003g, National Diet 2003e). This was because of the way SARS came shortly after the world had encountered outbreaks of bovine spongiform encephalopathy, which is better known as mad cow disease. During the SARS crisis, Takahara was called in to parliament a second time. As with his earlier position, he deferred to the
WHO and argued there was ‘no epidemiological evidence that contact with objects or animals [had] led to human infection with SARS’ (National Diet 2003g). Despite the way that sceptical opposition politicians called for stricter import regimes to avoid the entry of contaminated food, the cabinet supported Takahara’s position. It used the conclusions reached by the WHO which Takahara had cited to justify its decision to keep import restrictions out of its response (National Diet 2003g, National Diet 2003h). Because the initial outbreak of SARS was located in China, which was and remains Japan’s largest trade partner, an import blockade would have had disastrous consequences for the economy.

In fact, Japan made a gesture of goodwill during the SARS crisis by providing support to China. It sent out health experts and around eighteen million yen worth of medical supplies and instruments. This was despite a significant cooling of the bilateral relationship being seen at this time, which was the result of Koizumi’s growing assertiveness, and some would argue hostility, towards China (Lam 2005). For a short period between April and May 2003, the SARS crisis dominated the bilateral relationship between the two countries (Przystup 2017). However, political distrust of China persisted. This was compounded by the way that Taiwan was excluded from the WHO as a result of China’s interference, something which led to questions in Japan about the effectiveness of the WHO (National Diet 2003a). Distrust of China extended beyond the opposition in the Diet. For example, the Deputy Minister of the MHLW, Kimura Yoshio, suggested that the officially reported number of people infected in China did ‘not reflect reality’ (National Diet 2003g). However, restrictions on trade with China were blocked by the ruling cabinet. Bilateral lines of communication were eventually opened with the affected nations and regions, including Taiwan, to circumvent the WHO’s limitations (National Diet 2003i). This indicated how Japan’s response was pragmatic when its domestic needs superseded the limits of the WHO’s collaborative framework.

The 2014–2015 MERS threat

MERS was discovered in 2012 (WHO 2019). There have been several different outbreaks of the virus affecting twenty-seven countries and leading to 2442 infections and 842 fatalities between 2012 and May of 2019 (Donnelly et al. 2019). The MERS outbreak among medical personnel in Saudi Arabia in 2014, although not leading to the WHO declaring an international public health emergency, did lead the WHO to make several emergency preparedness announcements directed at all member states (WHO 2014, WHO 2014a, WHO
In response, in Japan the MHLW started sending out information to medical institutions in a similar way to that which it had done during the SARS crisis. Reporting of possible cases was formalized and a regional approach to decision-making was adopted (MHLW 2014). In short, in Japan the MERS response was a continuation, if not a duplication, of the SARS response.

In July 2014, the incumbent cabinet, under Prime Minister Abe Shinzō, officially designated MERS as an infectious disease under the Act on Prevention of Infectious Diseases and Medical Care for Patients with Infectious Diseases, which had been published in 1998 (MHLW 2014a). This designation of MERS meant that anyone entering Japan from an affected country who had a heightened body temperature, or who had been in contact with a confirmed MERS patient, had to report to the local quarantine station upon landing. Passengers who had visited any of the affected countries were also required to self-declare at the quarantine station upon arrival in Japan (MHLW 2017, National Diet 2015b). Those under suspicion of infection were required to take a PCR test (MHLW 2014b). The information concerning MERS symptoms, signalling, and which countries were affected, was taken from WHO reports (MHLW 2014c).

Throughout 2014, the MHLW mainly followed WHO guidelines in its response to MERS, following the International Health Regulations (IHR, for details see the introduction of this volume) that had been established in 2005 (National Diet 2015b). In a way similar to the response to the 2003 SARS crisis, the cabinet and the MHLW continued to focus on information distribution (National Diet 2014a).

Policy makers became increasingly alarmed following a major outbreak of MERS which occurred in South Korea in June 2015 (Park and Munroe 2015). This outbreak, which was labelled as a ‘superspreading event’, saw a single MERS patient infecting dozens of other people in the space of a few weeks (Kupferschmidt 2015, 1183). The WHO reviewed the incident and blamed it on a number of factors including South Korea’s lack of medical expertise, its inadequate infection control measures, its admission of too many foreign visitors, as well as the practice of so-called ‘doctor shopping’ where patients visit various medical facilities in search of the right physician (WHO 2015a, National Diet 2015b). As a result of this, in the same month as the outbreak occurred in South Korea, the WHO released a risk assessment regarding MERS. This concluded that the outbreaks of MERS did not qualify as an international public health emergency (National Diet 2015b, WHO 2015b).

This announcement by the WHO was picked up in the Japanese National Diet. Its view that South Korea failed in its response to MERS was taken over ad
verbatim by both the incumbent administration and the opposition (National Diet 2015b). However, due to South Korea’s geographic proximity and its popularity as a tourist destination, worries remained about the virus ‘slipping through the cracks’ and crossing into Japan (National Diet 2015c). As a result, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs established contact with the health authorities in South Korea in order to gain insight into the movement of people suspected of infection. However, information about non-Japanese patients could not be collected through these means (National Diet 2015c) and could also not be obtained through the WHO. A general consensus formed in Japan that the information provided by the WHO was insufficient, particularly because this information did not track the movement of specific cases across borders and so made it difficult to prevent possible outbreaks (National Diet 2014).

Under these circumstances, the head of the MHLW’s Health Bureau, Shinmura Kazuya, was called into parliament to clarify Japan’s response to MERS. Restating the need for a regional approach, Shinmura attempted to solidify the existing status quo amid rising fears of a possible outbreak (National Diet 2014). Critical members of the opposition argued that the current approach would be insufficient in quelling a major outbreak, pointing to Japan’s lack of medical infrastructure and local experts (National Diet 2015b). For example, Okamoto Mitsunori, the former Deputy Minister of the MHLW, called the response a ‘just-in-time’ game (National Diet 2015c).

Members of the opposition questioned the cabinet and the MHLW about Japan’s capacity to treat patients and its transportation capabilities. Referring to an October 2014 survey, the Deputy Minister Nagaoka Keiko stated that 87, out of 141 municipalities in Japan, had a total of 206 vehicles for transporting patients. For the other 54 municipalities, local networks had been established with fire departments and local governments to provide emergency transportation (National Diet 2015). Whether this number was sufficient to deal with a national outbreak was not discussed.

The head of the MHLW’s Health Bureau, Shinmura, also said that there were 300 medical institutions with 1500 beds available for infected patients, and said that he believed this to be adequate (National Diet 2015b). However, he was forced to acknowledge the shortage of infectious disease experts in Japan, which had been a chronic issue for years. The National Center for Global Health and Medical Research had previously tried to educate more local experts, to no avail (National Diet 2014a). Consequently, the incumbent Minister of the MHLW, Shiozaki Yasuhsia, was also forced to acknowledge the shortage. He confirmed that in June 2015 only 1232 doctors were certified by the Infectious Diseases Society of Japan as specialists, a number well below national standards (National Diet 2015).
There had been attempts to increase the number of experts in Japan by sending more people abroad through the WHO framework to gain experience in infectious diseases (National Diet 2014a, National Diet 2014). The concurrent outbreak of Ebola in Africa had been an opportunity to do so. However, instead of focusing on domestic policy goals and the MERS response, the cabinet viewed the Ebola outbreak as an opportunity to position itself as a regional leader. As a result, Japan mostly postured and sent few experts abroad, despite the fact that it was trying to ‘train a large number of experts in infectious diseases’ (National Diet 2015b). In the end, neither Japan’s domestic shortcomings nor the limitations of the WHO’s global information network were properly addressed during the MERS outbreaks seen in 2014.

The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic

The first case of COVID-19 in Japan was discovered on 14 January 2020 (MHLW 2020). Since then, the government has taken different steps to contain its spread, including information campaigns, public emergencies, and travel restrictions. The first concrete measure was taken on 21 January, when the Japanese government enacted travel restrictions for the Wuhan region of China where COVID-19 was first seen. At the time of writing, the pandemic has not been contained in Japan, so new measures continue to be taken. The Japanese government’s decisions have been influenced considerably by international guidelines set by the WHO. However, Japan’s approach has not been consistent. Domestic priorities have led policymakers to adopt a pragmatic approach in which the WHO’s guidelines are used to legitimate various new policies, even when these policies are contradictory.

The then-Prime Minister Abe Shinzō was first questioned about Japan’s COVID-19 response during discussions in the House of Representatives on 23 January 2020. During this questioning, Abe made reference to the emergency risk assessment meetings held by the WHO in order to argue for strengthened quarantine measures and for the need to prepare the national healthcare system (National Diet 2020l). However, few measures were taken in the early stages of the pandemic. Even though a combination of factors resulted in this slow response to COVID-19, criticism was aimed at Abe for prioritizing the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games over addressing the newly emerging infectious disease (Kingston 2020).

The Tokyo 2020 Games were eventually postponed in late March. Whether the Games had a direct effect on Japan’s lagged response remains debatable. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the cabinet was slow to implement concrete steps to address COVID-19. For example, in early 2020 Katō
Katsunobu, then Minister of the MHLW stated only that the cabinet would ‘continue to monitor the situation in Japan on a daily basis’. He consistently referenced the decision by the WHO to refrain from designating the disease an emergency and the government’s compliance with WHO guidelines (National Diet 2020d). The initial assessment of COVID-19 by the WHO, and its decision to refrain from designating the disease as a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC), legitimized the incumbent cabinet’s restrained response during the first weeks of the pandemic (WHO 2020, National Diet 2020r).

From 20 January 2020, the MHLW started publicly reporting on COVID-19 via their website. However, these reports contained updates on the development of the disease rather than practical policies (MHLW 2020a). As well as their criticism about the lack of an immediate response, throughout January and February, members of the Diet also criticised this limited flow of information to the public. Diet members questioned the government’s ability to counter unreliable information about COVID-19, or what was labelled an ‘infodemic’ in reference to the WHO’s public warning against the spread of inaccurate information without a scientific basis (National Diet 2020n, WHO 2020a).

Surprisingly, some of this early criticism came from within the ruling party. One member of the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) openly questioned why no permanent administrative body had been set up. They asked why it was necessary for a new task force to be formed during each public health crisis. Pressed on the matter, the Minister of the MHLW at the time, Katō, acknowledged the deficiencies of the (regional) approach that the MHLW had taken during earlier public health threats. He stated that the government was setting up a new collaborative framework with the NIID and relevant agencies and ministries to formulate a national response (National Diet 2020d). However, on 31 January, in response to the WHO’s official designation of COVID-19 as a public health emergency of international concern (or PHEIC; WHO 2020b), another emergency task force was established to address the developing pandemic (National Diet 2020f). Although set up under the auspices of the National Security Council, a cabinet-led body charged with national security issues, the task force dealing with the pandemic was established separately, in stopgap fashion. The establishment of this task force therefore continued the practice of creating ad hoc emergency task forces to deal with public health emergencies (National Security Council 2020).

The announcement by the WHO that COVID-19 was a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC) hastened Japan’s designation of
the virus as an infectious disease (National Diet 2020f, National Diet 2020u). This enabled the Japanese government to enact the Infectious Disease Law in order to implement pandemic policies. Nevertheless, the expert meeting that would serve as the scientific basis for the national approach was held on 14 February. According to the former opposition leader Saitō Renhō, who was head of the Constitutional Democratic Party, this was a month and a half too late (National Diet 2020g). In fact, no concrete and coordinated national policy was formulated. The central government effectively delegated responsibility for the containment of infections to prefectoral and municipal governments, without providing a national framework for local governments to fall back on, something which left national coordination in a fractured state (Van der Veere 2020). This lack of central governance coincided with decreasing public trust in the WHO, further debilitating an already fragile COVID-19 response.

Only a few days after the WHO announced that COVID-19 was a PHEIC, Watanabe Shū (Constitutional Democratic Party of Japan) publicly expressed doubts about the neutrality of the WHO. Referencing an article from the French newspaper Le Monde, he asked Katō what his opinion was on the possibility that the WHO had refrained from designating COVID-19 in this way because of pressure from China. He went as far as to suggest that the WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus was under strong Chinese influence because of the fact that his home country of Ethiopia had hosted a Chinese-built African Union building and had long been the recipient of major Chinese investments. Katō, in turn, refused to engage with the subject, falling back on the need for international cooperation (National Diet 2020s, National Diet 2020h).

Generally, officials from the various ministries, in particular the MHLW and MOFA, as well as cabinet members, refrained from answering critical questions concerning the WHO. The WHO’s guidelines consistently served as justification for many of the policies implemented in later months. The MHLW obtained its information primarily from WHO reports, particularly data concerning the spread of COVID-19 in China (National Diet 2020n, National Diet 2020w).

The estimate made by the WHO about COVID-19’s incubation period also led Japan to adopt a fourteen-day quarantine rule (National Diet 2020t). This quarantine measure was then adopted for passengers of the Diamond Princess Cruise ship (National Diet 2020o). Passengers were locked on the ship for weeks while government workers attempted to track and trace the spread of the virus among them only to catch it themselves due to a lack of proper protective measures and without proper government support.
When Katō was asked by Saitō why passengers were eventually allowed to disembark despite the potential health risk, he cited passenger complaints and a ‘certain amount of evidence and professional judgement’, rather than relying on factual evidence (National Diet 2020g).

The Japanese government was heavily criticized by several countries, the media, and the WHO, for its mishandling of the case (National Diet 2020o, National Diet 2020v, Rich and Yamamitsu 2020). Nevertheless, Katō repeatedly stated that the WHO’s guidelines were being followed and that the occurrence of four new infections among MHLW staff was simply ‘unfortunate’ (National Diet 2020p). The case of the Diamond Princess exemplifies the way in which the WHO’s advice and guidelines served as justification for specific measures, even when this required a flexible interpretation of these guidelines.

The cabinet and Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) set up stringent travel bans, ignoring the WHO Director General’s public warning that widespread travel bans were not necessary (Nebehay 2020). The director of the Immigration Department and Immigration Control Office attempted to justify the travel bans by arguing they were a direct result of the way the WHO had designated COVID-19 a PHEIC (National Diet 2020m), even while the WHO publicly criticized this policy (Nikkei 2020).

The issue of nationwide closure of schools also illustrates the pragmatic approach that Japan has taken to following the WHO guidelines. While cabinet members claimed that the WHO advocated a ‘multi-sectoral approach’ that justified closing schools, members of the opposition pointed to a lack of evidence that schools formed clusters for infections and argued that transmission from children to adults had yet to be confirmed (National Diet 2020g). LDP representative Koga Yūichirō later used the same ‘evidence’ to challenge claims that children were less of an infection risk, pointing to the way in which the coronavirus spread mainly among households (National Diet 2020). In fact, the WHO had recommended school closures, whilst also stating that this was a ‘political choice’. Although members of the opposition in the Diet pointed this out, Abe was consistent in deferring to the recommendation as a legitimate reason for closing schools (National Diet 2020b).

However, this pragmatic approach to following WHO guidelines had to be balanced with a growing distrust of the WHO in Japan. In early March 2020, the WHO announced that South Korea, Italy, Iran, and Japan were considered its ‘greatest coronavirus concerns’. This announcement touched a nerve among Japanese politicians, especially as China was left out of the list (Nebehay 2020a). There were immediate calls for the WHO
Director-General Tedros to resign as he was seen as ‘unfit’ for his position. One ruling party member openly questioned why Japan was contributing so much to the WHO and buying so little influence, while in contrast China was ‘able to exert a huge amount of influence with a small amount of money’ (National Diet 2020j).

Although the cabinet and officials attempted to refrain from directly criticizing the WHO, this was not always successful. One high official let slip that he believed that Tedros had shown China too much consideration (National Diet 2020v), while Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance Asō Taro went a step further by calling the WHO a ‘suspicious organization’, saying there were calls to rename it the ‘Chinese Health Organization’ (National Diet 2020i). Unsurprisingly, there was little resistance in the National Diet to subjecting the WHO to an independent review, a resolution pushed by Japan during the 73rd World Health Assembly in May 2020. The only issue that split the ruling party from the opposition was the timing of the review: during or after the pandemic (National Diet 2020c).

The issue of Taiwan’s participation in the WHO gradually became a symbol of these concerns. In 2016, following the election of the anti-Beijing Tsai administration in Taiwan, China successfully pressured the WHO into barring Taiwan’s participation in the World Health Assembly, the organization’s annual meeting. This remained the situation at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic (Kassam 2020). Although 29 countries petitioned for Taiwan’s participation as an observer during the assembly in May 2020, it was still unable to join. Japan took the public position that ‘there should be no geographical gaps in global health’ and continued lobbying, although with little effect (National Diet 2020c). In the Japanese National Diet this was interpreted as a lack of Japanese influence and also seen as an indication of a strong Chinese presence in the WHO (National Diet 2020e, National Diet 2020k).

The Japanese government is therefore actively lobbying for high positions within the WHO to increase its influence (National Diet 2020i, National Diet 2020q). This is not to say that Japan has little sway over the WHO. The Abe administration already enjoyed a strong relationship with the WHO before the pandemic. Abe published an opinion piece in the Washington Post co-authored with Tedros arguing that ‘all nations should have universal health care’ (Abe and Ghebreyesus 2019). In early February 2020, Abe also boasted about the fact that Japan had already dispatched health experts via the WHO to countries with fragile medical systems (National Diet 2020t). Moreover, the WHO immediately granted an MHLW request that cases related to the Diamond Princess cruise ship were listed separately from Japanese domestic cases in WHO global communications (National
Diet 2020v). Despite the WHO’s initial criticism of Japan’s approach to the pandemic, when Japan complained about its inclusion in the ‘greatest coronavirus concerns’ list, these complaints gained a prompt exhortatory response from the WHO, Tedros, and the UN Secretary-General António Guterres (National Diet 2020a).

Nevertheless, the distrust of the WHO persisted. As Kokuba Kōnosuke, the incumbent Chief Secretary of the LDP, remarked, ‘Japan should not only rely on the WHO,’ but should strengthen its own capabilities in countering emerging infectious diseases (National Diet 2020v). The ruling cabinet was forced to balance its reliance on the WHO and an increasing distrust of the organization. It did this by exerting pressure wherever the WHO’s information directly contradicted domestic policies. The cabinet largely refrained from criticizing the WHO and its information, while also agreeing with the general talking points produced by the opposition (questioning the WHO’s neutrality and mentioning Chinese influence, Taiwan, and the independent review). In this way, the cabinet was able to rely on the WHO to justify domestic policies while also not directly contradicting the increasing distrust expressed in the National Diet.

**Conclusion**

Japan has been confronted with several public health emergencies over the course of the 21st century. One consistent factor during each outbreak was the role of the WHO as a mechanism for providing information and guidelines. However, the distrust of China seen during the SARS crisis became a distrust of the WHO’s neutrality during the COVID-19 pandemic. It was already clear during the 2014-2015 MERS outbreak that there were domestic shortcomings in Japan’s ability to handle such infectious diseases, including a chronic deficit of local experts on infectious diseases, and also that there was a limit to the information the WHO could provide. However, unrelated domestic priorities often took precedence over responding to the public health threats, leaving these issues unaddressed. Japan’s eventual decision to bypass the WHO’s information network during the MERS outbreak, by directly establishing contact with Taiwan and other affected countries and regions, further weakened the WHO’s standing in public health policy making.

This prioritization of the domestic agenda became apparent once again during the COVID-19 pandemic. The WHO’s guidelines and information were not followed strictly, but used pragmatically, and only when they coincided with domestic policy goals. The continued reliance on *ad hoc*
task forces in all three public health emergencies covered in this chapter, despite calls for a permanent one, is a clear example of this prioritization. Moreover, the distrust of China, and by extension the WHO, worsened over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. This worsening distrust is evidenced by the pragmatism with which Japan followed WHO guidelines. It is also symbolized by Japan’s support of Taiwan’s participation in the World Health Assembly and calls for an independent review of the WHO’s functioning. In conclusion, the WHO’s importance in Japan’s policy making has declined since the SARS crisis in 2003. It will continue to decline unless the WHO’s guidelines and advice coincide with Japan’s domestic agenda, and unless policy makers are assured of its neutrality.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted healthcare systems and health security in lower- and middle-income countries. In Vietnam the number of infections and deaths has remained relatively low compared to other countries owing to an early and aggressive response. Nevertheless, the impacts on vulnerable groups in Vietnam have been severe. This chapter discusses the socio-economic impacts of COVID-19 on healthcare and health security in Vietnam by focusing on economically disadvantaged groups and the elderly, thereby showing that despite Vietnam’s relatively successful response to COVID-19 during 2020, it remains necessary to provide social support to those who are most vulnerable during public health crises.
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Introduction
COVID-19 is a pandemic and global public health crisis that has had significant socio-economic impacts. In particular, the healthcare systems and health security in lower- and middle-income countries have become strained. In Vietnam, owing to an early and aggressive response, the number of infections and deaths has remained relatively low when compared to other countries. Nevertheless, the impacts on vulnerable groups in Vietnam have been severe.

Van der Veere, Anoma P., Florian Schneider, and Catherine Yuk-ping Lo (eds), Public Health in Asia during the COVID-19 Pandemic: Global Health Governance, Migrant Labour, and International Health Crises. Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press 2022
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This chapter argues that the early response and strict policies in Vietnam limited the spread of COVID-19 during 2020. An examination of Vietnam’s response alongside the World Health Organization’s (WHO) response and the guidelines it issues shows that Vietnam was proactive in its response, and was ahead of the curve in the early stages of the global pandemic. However, this chapter also discusses the socio-economic impacts of COVID-19 on healthcare and health security in Vietnam. It describes the national healthcare challenge the country now faces. By focusing on economically disadvantaged groups and the elderly, the chapter argues that despite Vietnam’s relatively successful response to COVID-19 during 2020, it remains necessary to provide social support to those who are most vulnerable during public health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic.

Vietnam has a population of just over 97 million and shares a border with China, where the COVID-19 pandemic originated (Worldometer 2020a). The first case of COVID-19 in Vietnam was reported on 23 January 2020. As of 22 September 2020, Vietnam had reported 1068 confirmed COVID-19 cases and 35 related deaths (Ohya 2020). In terms of total number of cases, in April 2020 the Worldometer (2020b) ranked Vietnam 172 out of 221 COVID-19 affected countries and territories. Of the 35 COVID-related deaths in Vietnam that had occurred by the autumn of 2020, 65% were people aged 60 and over (ThuVienPhapLuat 2020b).

The effects of COVID-19 in Vietnam during 2020 can be divided into two waves (see Figure 8.1). The first wave occurred between 23 January and 25 June 2020. The number of confirmed cases reached 352 and no deaths were reported in this period (DaNang Today 2020). In the second wave, the coastal city of Danang became the epicentre of COVID-19 outbreaks in Vietnam. In response to this, the Vietnamese government implemented fifteen days of lockdown measures on 28 July in Danang. Only essential services, such as pharmacies, hospitals, and supermarkets were allowed to open (Bohane 2020). While the future remains hard to predict, during 2020 Vietnam proved to be successful in handling the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Vietnamese central government has sought to actively prevent the spread of COVID-19. At the onset of the outbreak, the authorities framed the virus as ‘a common foreign enemy’ through various directives (Ha Son Thai 2020, see also Le and Nicolaisen chapter in this volume). This message conveyed that the whole nation needed to be ready ‘to fight’ against COVID-19 (Ha et al. 2020, 2). The authorities carried out proactive quarantine of close contacts, as well as aggressive contact tracing, to minimize the rapid spread of the virus (CDC 2020). The government also tracked infected people (recognized as ‘F₀’ patients), individuals who had direct or indirect
contact with $F_0$ patients, as well as suspected cases (recognized as $F_1$, $F_2$ [close contact with $F_1$], all the way up to $F_3$), all of whom were required to report to their local Medical Centre (Thuvienphapluat 2020a; DaNang Today 2020). Such local Medical Centres, and specifically the grassroots health system in Vietnam, have played an important role as a first line of defence during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Vietnamese health care system consists of four administrative levels: the central level, provincial level, district level, and commune level (Takashima et al. 2017, 2). By the end of 2019, the number of health insurance enrolments in Vietnam had reached nearly 86 million people, making up 89% of the country’s population (Anh Kiet 2020). Notably, these health care facilities have a strong focus on disease prevention, and rely on grassroots health networks that include approximately 700 district hospitals and over 8000 community health stations (Tran, Bach Xuan et al. 2020, 2). During the COVID-19 pandemic, these grassroots establishments have provided health education on preventive measures for residents at the community and district levels. They have provided information to individuals who have had close contact with COVID-19 patients and to those who have returned from areas where the pandemic had taken hold. These establishments provided guidance to individuals throughout medical procedures and identified local quarantine points or facilitated home isolation with medical checks, providing referrals to specialists when needed (Ha et al. 2020, 3).

At the same time as dispensing information in this way the Vietnamese government has also implemented other COVID-19 related measures. It restricted
travel, suspending all international flights. It also closed schools at an early stage
and shut down non-essential service facilities. All health facilities, agencies,
and unions in the country acted together to prevent the spread of COVID-19
within the community (Ministry of Health 2020b). Although those containment
measures have helped to protect the lives and health of Vietnamese citizens, they
have also resulted in a massive reduction in economic activities, as discussed
below (ILO 2020). In other words, for Vietnam the pandemic has not only
presented a global public health crisis but also a socio-economic crisis that has
seriously affected economically disadvantaged groups, including the elderly.

This chapter looks at how Vietnam responded to the early emergence of
COVID-19 alongside the ways in which the WHO was responding to the virus
at the same time. This chapter uses Vietnam’s handling of COVID-19 as a case
study to compare Vietnam’s response with that of the WHO. This analysis aims
to show that Vietnam implemented early and strict policy responses during
different stages of the outbreak. In addition, this chapter discusses the socio-
economic impacts of COVID-19 on healthcare and health security. It details
the national healthcare challenges Vietnam faces as a result of the pandemic.

The Vietnamese Government’s Response to the COVID-19
Pandemic and the WHO’s Response Plan

The COVID-19 pandemic has created an unprecedented challenge for global
healthcare systems. During the pandemic, the WHO has been a central
figure leading disease preparedness and responses worldwide. In the early
stage of the global outbreak, Vietnam quickly recognized the devastating
nature of the pandemic. It began to prepare for the outbreak even before
it had recorded its first case (Trevisan, Le, and Le 2020; BBC News 2020).

The strict policies enacted by the Vietnamese government were generally
put in place before the WHO issued its recommendations, especially in the
initial stages of the global outbreak (see Table 8.1; United Nations 2020). Ha
and colleagues (2020b) have argued that Vietnam’s limited financial and
technological resources would have been exhausted by a huge number
of infected patients. Vietnam therefore had an urgent need to take rapid
and strict measures. Vietnam has been affected by a number of different
viruses in the past, including Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS),
the so-called ‘avian flu’ or Influenza AH5Ni, and Influenza A subtype H5N6
(USAID 2020). Because of these previous experiences and lessons learned
in containing these viruses, the Vietnamese government has pooled its
resources to create a more resilient healthcare system.
Table 8.1 A summary timeline of nationally implemented policies in Vietnam and the WHO’s recommendation and response plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline with Vietnam’s response plan</th>
<th>Timeline with WHO’s response plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9 Jan:</strong> Ministry of Health (MOH) warns of mysterious pneumonia in China (Nhandan News 2020).</td>
<td><strong>5 Jan:</strong> The WHO issued the first outbreak news report (WHO 2020c).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16 Jan:</strong> The MOH issued Decision No. 125/QD-BYT on the first guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of coronavirus infections (MOH 2020d).</td>
<td><strong>11 Jan:</strong> The WHO publishes a comprehensive COVID-19 commodity package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>23 Jan:</strong> The first case from a Chinese visitor is found (Gardaworld 2020).</td>
<td>‘The mode(s) of transmission of the nCoV are currently unknown. Available information suggests that the nCoV is zoonotic and causes infections in humans through contact with infected animals (to be confirmed). Current data suggests that there is no or limited human-to-human transmission’ (WHO 2020f).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>28 Jan:</strong> The Prime Minister signs Directive No. 05/CT-TTg on the prevention and control of the Coronavirus outbreak, which immediately requests the establishment of a Rapid Response Team and also requests that the Ministry of Health reports daily on the situation to the Prime Minister.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>29 Jan:</strong> The MOH issues Guidelines about the supervision of people in close contact with CoV confirmed cases and those who returned from pandemic areas (Ministry of Transport 2020).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30 Jan:</strong> MOH issues Decision No. 255/QD+D-BYT on the establishment of Rapid Response Teams (MOH 2020e).</td>
<td>The Prime Minister issues Decision No. 170/QD-TTg on establishment of National Steering Committee for controlling the outbreak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timeline with Vietnam’s response plan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Timeline with WHO’s response plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>31 Jan:</strong> The Prime Minister issues Decision No. 16/CT-TTg, a Response Plan for each Level of Acute Respiratory Disease Due to a novel Corona (nCoV) strain.</td>
<td><strong>30 Jan:</strong> The Director-General declares the novel coronavirus outbreak a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC), the WHO’s highest level of alarm (WHO 2020g).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 Feb:</strong> The National Steering Committee for prevention and control of the Coronavirus outbreak issues Decision No. 80/QD-BCDQG on the establishment of Sub-committees to respond to the outbreak (Dam 2020).</td>
<td><strong>3 Feb:</strong> The first draft of the Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan (WHO 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 Mar:</strong> Vietnam successfully produces virus detection test kits (RT-PCR and real-time RT-PCR (MOH 2020c).</td>
<td><strong>7 Mar:</strong> The WHO issues a consolidated package of existing guidance covering the preparedness, readiness, and response actions for four different transmission scenarios (WHO 2020g).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 Apr:</strong> Guidance on prevention of COVID-19 infection and care for the elderly and people with chronic diseases (MOH 2020f).</td>
<td><strong>18 Apr:</strong> The Ministry of Health launches an online medical examination and treatment system to support hospitals in remote areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On 16 January, during the early days of the outbreak in China, the Vietnamese Ministry of Health issued guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of coronavirus infections (MOH 2020d). Vietnam recorded its first cases on 23 January. Shortly after, on 30 January, the Vietnamese government stepped up its response by organizing the National Steering Committee on Epidemic Prevention (Phuc 2020b). This was the same day when the WHO declared the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC; WHO 2020f). In response to increasing concern about vulnerable groups, on 9 April, the government issued guidelines on how to prevent and manage COVID-19 infections and how to care for the elderly and people with chronic diseases (MOH 2020f). Three months later, on 23 July, the WHO published additional guidelines on the care of elderly people living in long-term care and other non-acute care facilities, as well as guidelines on home care (WHO 2020b).

National responses to the COVID-19 pandemic vary between countries as a result of different socio-economic contexts, healthcare systems, and the political party in power at the time (Han et al. 2020; Boin, Lodge, and Luesink 2020). The positive outcomes in Vietnam can therefore be attributed to the rapid response and precautions taken by the government in the early stages of the pandemic.

The Socio-Economic Impact of COVID-19

Although containment measures have helped to protect the lives and health of Vietnamese citizens, these measures have also resulted in a massive reduction in economic activities (Monitor 2020). The socio-economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to be more severe for economically
disadvantaged groups and the elderly in two ways: (i) an increase in poverty that makes the already vulnerable worse off, and (ii) an increase in socio-economic inequalities that will lead to increased health and food insecurity.

Although Vietnam’s economy has been less affected than other countries, the economic impact of the pandemic has still been significant. According to the Statistics Office of Vietnam, the country’s GDP grew 1.81% in the first half of 2020, the lowest growth rate since 2010 (General Statistics Office 2020a). In addition, about 35 million workers do not have social insurance, particularly those working in the agriculture and informal sectors (Nation 2020). For workers who are involved in production, a sector that heavily relies on imports, UNICEF has predicted that poverty rates would increase from 18% to 31% (UNICEF 2020).

The outbreak thus threatens access to basic essential services among these segments of society and negatively affects their already vulnerable livelihoods (Nation 2020). These economically disadvantaged groups have also been hard-hit by rising out-of-pocket expenditures, which have in turn been exacerbated by a loss of income because of confinement and isolation (P. B. Tran et al. 2020). In the first half of 2020, around 66,500 people across the country suffered from food shortages, showing a sharp increase of 74.6% compared to the same period in the previous year (General Statistics Office 2020a).

The pandemic has also had a serious impact on the elderly in Vietnam. More than 60% of elderly people aged 60 to 69, and 30% percent of those aged 70 to 79, are still working. The majority of elderly workers in Vietnam (81%) are informal workers (Vietnam Women Union 2012). The informal labour force, such as self-employed household businesses, motorbike and taxi drivers, and farmers, has been the group most severely affected by COVID-19. It accounts for the majority of the workforce in four out of five of the sectors that have been hit hardest (HelpAge 2020b). In addition, a large proportion of elderly people in Vietnam are reliant on the support of their children (32%; Vietnam Women Union 2012). With more than 86% of businesses negatively affected by COVID-19, the financial support by children for elderly parents is expected to decline (General Statistics Office 2020b).

In response to increasing concerns about vulnerable people during the pandemic, the Vietnamese government issued a US$2.6 billion relief package for cash support from April to June 2020 (Vietnam News 2020). In addition, the authorities have planned an expanded fiscal package to strengthen the national health systems and provide financial support for the most vulnerable and impoverished (MOH 2020a). Specifically, the Minister of Planning and Investment has discussed a support package for people in
difficulties due to the COVID-19 pandemic of 62,000 billion Vietnamese dong (approximately US$2.6 million). About 20 million people are expected to receive support through this (K. Nguyen 2020).

The Impact of COVID-19 on Health Care

COVID-19 has disrupted health and health services in Vietnam in different ways. For example, the loss of daily earnings and the need for social distancing have led to economic and psychological stress. This loss may also increase levels of domestic violence (UNICEF 2020). In a recent study in Vietnam, a high proportion of respondents said they had suffered symptoms of psychological stress during the first national lockdown (Le et al. 2020). Notably, being unemployed or retired was connected to a higher score of intrusion and hyperarousal related to negative emotions, which means people had increased trouble sleeping and concentrating.

The pandemic occurred in a period of already growing mental health issues among more vulnerable population sectors in Vietnam. The fact that the country has a weak mental health system with few mental health policies in place has led to an ineffective action plan for addressing this problem (Vietnam News 2020). In response to increasing mental health concerns during the pandemic, the Ministry of Health has issued guidelines for mental health care in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic (MOH 2020i). However, it remains critical for Vietnam to formulate an effective strategy for the screening of psychological problems and the implementing appropriate interventions, especially among high-risk groups, such as the elderly.

Older people in Vietnam have experienced higher levels of psychological distress during the COVID-19 pandemic (Le et al. 2020). The elderly (above 60 years) are also at a higher risk of suffering serious illnesses or COVID-19 related deaths (ThuVienPhapLuat 2020b). Elderly people in Vietnam are more likely to live in larger households and less likely to live in nursing homes; only about 0.6% of the elderly live in long-term care facilities (General Statistics Office 2020a). Stay-at-home orders are potentially harmful for elderly people because they threaten to increase the potential for violence, abuse, or neglect (HelpAge 2020a). In addition, the need for social distancing has made the elderly’s ongoing healthcare difficult.

Moreover, many elderly people have refrained from consulting their doctors for check-ups and treatments because of a fear of infection (Gharib 2020). Healthcare services have only been provided for urgent cases (MOH 2020c). The provision of home check-up services is only available in big
cities, such as Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi. Payment is also an issue, as home check-ups are only covered by health insurance for those who are over the age of 80, or those who already have serious health problems. This has meant that people over 60 who are in need of healthcare have had to rely on family carers, who typically have little or no training. The situation has been exponentially worse for those living alone (Age International 2020).

There is therefore an urgent need to collect data about access to essential services, particularly about access to social and health services among the most vulnerable groups. The grassroots health system provides primary health care services (Ha et al. 2020b). This health system, namely district-based health centres, also plays an important role as a first-line defence during medical emergencies, such as the COVID-19 pandemic (B. X. Tran et al. 2020). While serving this role in helping to tackle COVID-19, the majority of elderly patients in rural areas also need to continue to use these local centres for their personal health care (Nguyen and Giang 2021, 24). The district-level system in place in rural areas has been vulnerable during the pandemic (B. X. Tran et al. 2020). It is therefore necessary to formulate an effective plan for the distribution of financial support and human resources to strengthen the grassroots health system in the long run. It is also necessary to make sure that health centres at the local level can continue to provide elderly people with health care, even during global outbreaks of infectious diseases.

Conclusion

Vietnam quickly recognized the devastating nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and prepared for the outbreak before it had recorded its first case, well before the WHO issued its first warning. The WHO’s recommendations therefore played no role in Vietnam’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic in the initial stages. Vietnam’s strategies can be considered an effective model for containing infectious diseases in settings where resources are limited. However, at the time of writing the pandemic remains far from over, and Vietnam’s most vulnerable groups had been struggling. The COVID-19 pandemic highlights the need to care for economically disadvantaged groups, such as the elderly, in order to prevent long-term adverse health outcomes. To conclude, there is an urgent need in Vietnam for a social and health protection package, combined with improved access to essential services, particularly for vulnerable groups.
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9 The Coordination of COVID-19 Responses in Malaysia

Efforts and Challenges

Nurliana KAMARUDDIN and Zokhri IDRIS

Abstract
Historically, Malaysia has demonstrated good, coordinated strategies in dealing with disease outbreaks. However, COVID-19 has been larger in scale than previous pandemics and the country was in the midst of political upheaval when the first case was detected in the country. This chapter examines the coordination between political actors and analyses the challenges Malaysia faced as a result of the outbreak, specifically regarding the treatment of migrant workers and strict border controls. It highlights the country's need for consistent policies for workers and shows that Malaysia needs to balance health security, political stability, and economic growth in order to successfully manage the pandemic.

Keywords: Malaysia, health security, political stability, public health, COVID-19

Introduction

When the first COVID-19 case was detected in Malaysia on 4 February 2020, the country was in the middle of political unrest. The historic change of Malaysia's ruling coalition that occurred in the 2018 general election, from Barisan Nasional (BN) to Pakatan Harapan (PH), had lasted for a mere two years. Then PH fell apart due to infighting and changing party allegiances. Following the withdrawal of BERSATU (one of the parties that made up the ruling coalition) from PH on 23 February 2020, PH no longer held a majority
of parliamentary seats. This led to the resignation of the then Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad.

Between 24 and 28 February, Malaysia did not have a Prime Minister or cabinet members. Muhyiddin Yassin, then Minister of Home Affairs, was appointed Prime Minister by the King on 1 March 2020. Other cabinet members were sworn in on 7 March, after there had been no cabinet members in office for fourteen days. As a result, Malaysia witnessed a lack of coordination in infectious disease control, leading to a spike where there were 25 cases of COVID-19 in February (Ministry of Health Malaysia 2020a). Despite the country losing ground during the initial stage of the outbreak, the newly formed government was quick to implement measures, prioritizing testing, tracing, and containment.

This chapter will examine the Malaysian government’s actions in tackling the COVID-19 crisis. It will first examine the coordination between political actors and civil servants, including health and security practitioners, as well as the economic support provided by the government. It will then examine the challenges Malaysia has faced as a result of the outbreak as well as the policies implemented to contain the virus. Finally, it will conclude by discussing how Malaysia might move forward in these uncertain times.

Coordinating Public Services during the Pandemic

Malaysia’s first COVID-19 cases were detected when three out of eight Chinese nationals entering the southern state of Johor Bahru tested positive on 25 January 2020. The first major cluster of local cases came from a religious gathering that was held in the suburb of Sri Petaling (Kanyakumari 2020). Since the Islamic gathering had over 16,000 attendees, the government took urgent measures when the first case from this cluster was found on 11 March. To contain the outbreak, the Malaysian government needed to efficiently coordinate across various ministries and agencies.

Before COVID-19, Malaysia had experienced several other infectious disease outbreaks and the authorities had demonstrated an effective capacity to deal with the past smaller-scale outbreaks. In 1996, a major cholera outbreak hit the northern state of Penang. The authorities reported a total of 1182 cases and detected 231 carriers, but the outbreak resulted in zero deaths. In 1997, the Malaysian state of Sarawak reported an outbreak of Hand, Foot and Mouth Disease (HFMD). This resulted in 31 deaths, a total that was relatively low in proportion to the number of deaths worldwide. Two years later, Malaysia also saw an outbreak of Nipah Encephalitis that
resulted in 283 recorded cases and 109 deaths. In 2001, Malaysia experienced an Anthrax scare attributed to a bioterrorist attack. There were 136 reported cases with no fatalities. Considering these events, the Malaysian government and its Ministry of Health had a proven track record in handling infectious diseases prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The government had demonstrated excellent coordination in containing diseases and preventing them from reaching larger groups of Malaysian residents.

COVID-19 nevertheless has presented a different dynamic. The Minister of Health, under the Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases Act (PCID) 1988, declared that COVID-19 was a national outbreak. Under the PCID, when a disease is classified in this way it requires the active intervention of the authorities. That said, COVID-19’s characteristics show no similarity to previous infectious diseases. The former has a fast-spiralling effect where individuals can be infected either through air-borne water droplets or through physical contact with people or objects contaminated with the virus. The rapid escalation of infection led to the Malaysian government declaring COVID-19 a national disaster.¹ This declaration took into account the exponential growth of infection globally. The labelling of COVID-19 as a national disaster for Malaysia meant that proactive government intervention was required to stop the spread of the outbreak. Since 1969, the country has not undergone any other catastrophe that has required government intervention at the national level.

The Malaysian National Security Council (NSC) activated an emergency structure to combat COVID-19. On 18 March 2020, Malaysia imposed a nationwide Movement Control Order (MCO). The measure was intended to limit citizens’ movements in order to break the chain of infections. Businesses were required to close except for essential services, and the general public were only allowed limited travel. Interstate travel was prohibited and any areas with more than 40 cases were considered red zone areas and were cordoned (Tang 2020). Malaysia also enforced strict quarantine measures for those travelling into the country and prohibited any form of mass gatherings. These measures were all strictly enforced, first by the police and later with the assistance of the military (Loh 2020).

The NSC, which is chaired by the Prime Minister, has convened frequently to receive reports, analyse possible actions, and prepare a standard operating procedure for all citizens and other Malaysian residents. This standard

¹ Under Directive No.20 of National Security Council (MKN 20), a disaster is defined as ‘an incident that occurs without warning, complex in nature and results in loss of lives, property and damage to the environment.’
operating procedure has then been communicated to the public by the Senior Minister of Defence through a televised briefing at 14:00 hrs each day (during the first period of the Movement Control Order [MCO]). The Ministry of Health, through its director-general, has also televised reports about the number of new cases, existing cases, and deaths at 17:00 hrs each day. According to the modelling and forecasting conducted by the National Institute of Health, the MCO effectively controlled the transmission of COVID-19 (Ministry of Health 2020b). The transmission rate decreased from the alarming three-digit figures seen in the early months to single-digit figures in the months after that until the end of September. The success of the MCO and the subsequent decline of infection rates allowed the government to slowly ease the MCO. On 4 May 2020 it implemented the Conditional Movement Control Order (CMCO) and then on 10 June it implemented the Recovery Movement Control Order (RMCO). These two orders saw the gradual loosening of prohibited activities. Businesses could operate as long as they followed the standard operating procedures (SOP).²

² Some examples of these SOPs include businesses having only 30% of their essential operation teams on the premises. Non-essential staff members were instructed to work from home. Stores

---

### Table 9.1 Daily reported cases from 25 September to 12 October 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date (2020)</th>
<th>New cases</th>
<th>Total active cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 September</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 September</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 September</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 September</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1,011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 September</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 September</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 October</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 October</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>1,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 October</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>1,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 October</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>1,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 October</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>2,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 October</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>2,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 October</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>3,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 October</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>3,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 October</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>3,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>4,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 October</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>4,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 October</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>5,039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of Health, Malaysia 2020c.
Despite this success story, Malaysia began to experience another spike of COVID-19 cases in late September 2020. On 25 September, the authorities reported a total of 111 cases. In the subsequent months, the country's daily reported cases consistently increased (see Table 9.1). The increase sparked fears of a third wave. Currently, with stringent contact tracing and targeted lockdown orders in place, the Malaysian government has expressed confidence that the situation is under control (Loheswar 2020).

Aside from controlling and monitoring the number of cases, the Malaysian government has also provided economic assistance for the affected populations as part of its COVID-19 measures. The government distributed *Pakej Prihatin* (loosely translated as ‘Care Packages’) in different stages to aid those Malaysians who had been economically affected by the outbreak. The first package was released on 26 February, which gave financial allowance to public healthcare workers, and also financial aid to households in the middle and bottom 40% (known as B40 and M40 households). Households and individual earners were awarded RM1000 to RM1600 (approximately USD$250 to USD$400) and RM250 to RM500 (approximately USD$60 to USD$125) respectively, according to their projected income (Prime Minister’s Office 2020a).

Subsequently, the government released an additional *Prihatin* package on 6 April. These funds were intended to help small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to retain employees and avoid business closures. Following a series of consultations with financial institutions, the authorities announced special packages to aid retrenched employees and locally-based SMEs. On 29 July, the government extended a previous loan moratorium for retrenched citizens by a further three months. Employed citizens who have received pay cuts as a result of COVID-19 have also been able to negotiate with their banks on payment adjustments. Meanwhile, SMEs have been allowed to pay interest to their banks at a later time, to extend their loan periods, as well as to receive other payment exemptions that are reasonable to both parties (Prime Minister’s Office 2020b).

**Issues and Challenges**

Handling a global pandemic can prove challenging even for the most advanced nations. The COVID-19 pandemic shows that economic strength does
not equate to effective governance in dealing with the outbreak. Malaysia has faced its share of challenges in its effort to combat the pandemic: the government has to deal with domestic issues, such as a lack of compliance by some sectors as well as inconsistencies in policy announcement and enforcement. In Malaysia, one of the biggest challenges that the pandemic has caused is linked to the issue of controlling the movement and migration of people. This section will explore two major challenges that Malaysia faces. The first is the way that cases involving foreigners have been linked to the larger issue of illegal migration, raising questions about how migrants are treated in Malaysia. The second concerns the implications stemming from the extended entry restrictions that Malaysia enacted.

On 18 September 2020, Malaysia recorded 21 new cases, of which only one case involved a non-Malaysian. This positive turn of events however was preceded by a tumultuous period where a large number of cases had been found amongst groups of low-skilled migrant workers. Between April and May 2020, clusters of infection were traced back to migrant workers ranging from security guards to construction workers (Code Blue 2020). For example, the Ministry of Health disclosed on 25 April 2020 that from 14,187 foreign workers who were tested, 676 had tested positive for COVID-19. This was followed with the disclosure on 1 June 2020 that 2014 individuals out of 35,811 non-citizens tested were found to be COVID-19 positive (Tan, Mohd Noor, and Khalidi 2020).

The organization Business and Human Rights Resource Centre (2020) warned about the relatively high exposure of migrant workers to COVID-19, in particular among those working in unhygienic environments, such as those categorized as working in ‘3D’ employment, meaning that which is dangerous, dirty, and difficult (Sukumaran 2020). The low standards of living in the communities of migrant workers could also be problematic in relation to their exposure to COVID-19. Residences are usually crowded in construction areas, which cram workers into small units. Poor sanitation and inadequate sewage systems impact the living condition of foreign workers and thus increase their likelihood of infection.

To contain the spread of the virus, the Malaysian government has increased immigration raids, made testing mandatory for migrant workers, and prohibited the hiring of new foreign workers (Babulal 2020). The news organization Al Jazeera produced a documentary about the Malaysian government’s treatment of migrants during the pandemic, criticizing what it saw as draconian measures which included inhuman conditions of detention and deportation (Al Jazeera 2020). In response, the Malaysian authorities deported a Bangladeshi worker interviewed in the documentary
and investigated the news agency for defamation and sedition (Rodzi 2020). There has been a mixed reaction to the documentary and the government’s response. Some news media have accused the Malaysian government of being authoritarian and anti-freedom-of-speech (Peter 2020; Smith 2020). Others have given the government their support. They state that the news channel purposely misrepresented the government. They argued that claims that the government’s actions were racist misconstrued these actions and that the government’s measures have been based on containing the virus and not on any racial discrimination (Yunus 2020; Malay Mail 2020).

Malaysia has covered the costs of COVID-19 testing for all the workers whose employers contribute to the national social security organization (New Straits Times 2020). The Malaysian government has also continued to provide medical care for all migrant workers infected with the virus, regardless of their immigration status. The government likewise prepared a 600-bed quarantine facility specifically for migrant workers (Landau 2020). It declared that those workers who were found to be in the country illegally would be deported after treatment (Kaos and Sivanandam 2020). There have also been repeated calls from the Ministry of Health’s director-general to ensure that there is no discrimination in the treatment provision (Hermesauto 2020).

Alongside the testing subsidies, financial aid from the government arguably has not reached the bulk of foreign workers as the aid has mostly been channelled to SMEs owned by Malaysians and employing Malaysian citizens. The employment of migrant workers in Malaysia is largely concentrated in large-scale construction firms and restaurants, with a group of migrant workers also employed in individual households as domestic helpers. Migrant workers who were employed on construction sites and in restaurants were seriously affected by the MCO because of temporary closures. Most of the companies in these two industries are not SMEs but larger corporations which have not been fully covered by the Prihatin economic assistance. In all cases, the Malaysian government’s financial packages have not reached migrant workers directly. As such, migrant workers’ livelihoods have largely depended on the performance of their employers in weathering the pandemic.

Leaving aside the debate about whether Malaysia has been unfair in its treatment of illegal migrant workers, the pandemic has revealed major problems with the status quo in Malaysia. Malaysia’s dependency on foreign workers for low skilled jobs means that the government has been inconsistent in handling the issue of undocumented workers in the country. Besides, Malaysia has no separate official policy on refugees and asylum seekers,
leading to a sizable number of unregistered migrants in the country. The conditions of immigration detention centres for arrested illegal migrants are poor, with migrants kept in close and cramped quarters (Global Detention Project 2020).

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the fact that Malaysia needs a major overhaul of its labour and migration laws in order to lessen its dependency on cheap foreign labour and provide better protection for both local and foreign workers in case another pandemic occurs. The International Labour Organization has provided suggestions concerning migrant workers (Sandanasamy, Paavilainen, and Baruah 2020). This includes the observation that one of the best ways to get undocumented migrants to voluntarily come for testing and treatment during the outbreak is to ensure that there is no fear of detainment and that costs are subsidised or borne by the government. At the same time, the enforcement of labour laws still needs to be upheld.

Malaysia’s decision to enact stricter border controls as a means to control the pandemic has had economic and political implications for the country. One economic implication is the impact on tourism. Tourism, which is a big contributor to the Malaysian economy, has been one of the industries hardest hit by the pandemic. At the time of writing (September 2020), Malaysia had extended the travel ban on foreign tourists until the end of December 2020. On 7 September, it also introduced an entry prohibition for countries with over 150,000 cases. The list includes 23 countries, such as the United States, Brazil, and India. The travel ban grants exemption only to diplomatic travellers, while barring students and workers and spouses with long term visas from entering the country for an indefinite period.

The decision has not been a popular one. The government has received appeals from various sectors and especially from members of the business community such as the American Malaysian Chamber of Commerce (Bernama 2020; The Star 2020). It has also received appeals from local investment promotion agencies (Lim 2020). These agencies point out that the entry restrictions not only impact immediate economic growth and employment but could likewise have more far-reaching consequences, such as a loss of trust in the reliability of Malaysia as a trade partner and place of business. Malaysia’s government needs to consider the loss of overseas expertise that companies based in Malaysia depend on.

Similarly, the travel ban may impact other sectors. Restricting international students coming into the country may also affect universities and the attractiveness of Malaysia as a hub for higher education. In addition, Malaysia is known as a medical tourism destination, and thus the travel ban could have consequences in this industry. There are fears that the
pandemic might mean that Malaysia would enforce tighter border controls. As a country that is dependent on foreign workers, this could lead to an increase in illegal migration instead. Such a phenomenon would potentially compound some of the problems that Malaysia is already facing and that have been discussed earlier in this chapter.

Overall, there are many sacrifices and trade-offs that the government has made to enhance public health and safety. Malaysia should learn from its current experience in order to handle future crises in a more consistent manner. What remains to be seen are the long-term consequences of the measures that have been taken during the pandemic. It is not yet known whether the economic impacts of the MCO will be manageable. Although the Malaysian government has continued to provide economic stimulus and financial assistance packages, these solutions are not sustainable. The government will thus need to consider what it can do to help sustain economic growth, not only by maximizing its comparative advantage, but also by ensuring that it remains actively engaged with international markets and sustains international supply chains.

Conclusion

Malaysia provides an interesting case study of how a professional and well-established civil service can hold a country together during the COVID-19 outbreak, even in times of political crisis. Although ministerial posts were changing hands and newly appointed ministers were tasked with facing the national crisis, consultation and dependence on the civil service and experts provided Malaysia with the means to tackle the pandemic. It is still important to note that at the time of writing Malaysia remains under the restrictions of a RMCO. Several new clusters of infections have been detected and are being closely monitored by the government. The government has also imposed quarantine requirements for all travellers coming into Malaysia as well as those travelling between so-called ‘red-zone’ states.

The COVID-19 crisis shows that the issue of migrant workers in Malaysia remains a challenge. Although these workers have received healthcare from the public hospitals, they will still face legal punishment, which includes immediate deportation back to their home country. In terms of economic assistance, the well-being of migrant workers is mostly dependent on whether the company they work for has taken steps to ensure this. It is difficult to estimate the amount of government aid that reaches migrant workers. In the midst of this, Malaysia's political future also remains uncertain, since
there is no clear-cut majority in parliament. It is likely that the political uncertainty will further impact and aggravate the damage that the pandemic has wrought on Malaysia’s economy.
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Analysis of South Korea’s Experience with the COVID-19 Pandemic and its Relations with the WHO

Eun Mee KIM and Jisun SONG

Abstract

This chapter analyses South Korea’s experience in combating the COVID-19 pandemic internationally in the context of the government’s global outreach and development cooperation for developing countries, and the public’s response to global health governance centring on the World Health Organization (WHO). The findings indicate that the South Korean government quickly embraced multilateralism in its COVID-19 response. It did so by providing financial contributions to key global health initiatives for fair and equal access to COVID-19 vaccines, by creating global platforms for dialogue, and by enhancing its participation in global health institutions. However, analysis of South Korean media editorials indicates that, in contrast with the government, the South Korean public showed discontent with the WHO.
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Introduction

South Korea has stood out as an exemplary country in the battle against COVID-19, handling the virus without going through a lockdown. After the first cases of COVID-19 in China were reported in December 2019, the South Korean government was on high alert due to the geographic proximity...
between the two countries. It was on 20 January 2020 that the first COVID-19 case was confirmed in South Korea. Since then, South Korea has encountered several hurdles in its fight against COVID-19. The number of COVID-19 patients gradually increased after this first case. On 18 February 2020, the country saw a sudden spike in the infection number due to a large cluster of cases associated with the Shincheonji Church of Jesus in Daegu, the fourth most populated city in the country. The spread of the coronavirus related to this cluster was eventually contained. However, South Korea witnessed a second major outbreak in late August and early September. On 15 August 2020, the National Liberation Day, a number of infected individuals participated in a large-scale political protest organized by far-right church members in Seoul. This resulted in the spread of the coronavirus across the country. However, South Korea was able to flatten the curve in a relatively short time.

In responding to COVID-19 domestically, the South Korean government has implemented an array of policies and strategies, including tracking, treatment, self-quarantine, immigration, and social distancing. It has adopted a whole-of-government approach, which implies a horizontally and vertically coordinated approach from different government stakeholders. At the same time, the South Korean government’s approach has closely followed the recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO), particularly in terms of limiting travel and trade to and from countries that are undergoing COVID-19 outbreaks (WHO 2020a). The WHO’s recommendations emphasize the need to refrain from imposing excessive entry restrictions. The South Korean government even issued a statement with other United Nations (UN) member countries on the need for a global, coordinated response to avoid unnecessary interference with international traffic and trade while taking into account the movement of goods and people for humanitarian, scientific, and essential business purposes, so long as this does not undermine a country’s disease control (MOFA 2020c; 2020e).

South Korea has also focused on its responsibility towards other members of the international community. As a member of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organization of Economic Development and Co-operation (OECD), South Korea has a responsibility as a donor country to assist its partner countries in developing regions, particularly during the pandemic. South Korea has increased its financial contributions to international organizations as well as global initiatives on health. It has also established platforms for dialogue on global health.

This chapter will analyse South Korea’s experience combating COVID-19, in terms of the government’s domestic response and its international
contributions, and the South Korean public’s response to the role of the WHO since the outbreak began. First, it will examine the South Korean government’s global outreach with a focus on development cooperation for partner countries during the COVID-19 outbreak. Second, it will look at the responses to global health governance and the WHO of the South Korean government and public. It will examine the government’s standpoint on the role of the WHO as a global health institution and its contribution to strengthening global health governance since the COVID-19 pandemic began. The chapter will also pay attention to the South Korean public’s response to, and debates about, the role of the WHO during the COVID-19 pandemic. This chapter shows that there has been a concerted and coordinated effort by the South Korean government to strengthen the role of multilateral health institutions, including the WHO. However, public sentiment has been contrary to this, particularly regarding the WHO’s management of the situation and its position towards China.

**South Korea’s Health Multilateralism**

The South Korean government’s global contribution to combating the COVID-19 pandemic involves: (1) its financial contribution to global health initiatives that are dedicated to the eradication of global infectious diseases including COVID-19; and (2) its creation of global platforms to create stronger partnerships and dialogue on diseases.

First, South Korea has made contributions to several global health initiatives, including the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (hereafter, CEPI), Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance (hereafter, Gavi), the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (hereafter, Global Fund), and Unitaid, an innovative financing initiative to scale up access to medicines. Different global health initiatives are playing pivotal roles in providing global, rapid, and equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines at affordable prices, especially for developing countries. For instance, CEPI acts as a global mechanism for financing COVID-19 vaccine development, while Gavi helps to provide vaccines at a more affordable price for developing countries (Yamey et al. 2020).

South Korea is currently participating in the decision-making body of all three initiatives listed above. It is an independent member of the executive board for Unitaid, a non-voting member of the ‘additional public donors’ group on the board of the Global Fund, and a member of the Gavi board along with the United States, Australia, and Japan. For Gavi, the four-country
group is currently represented by Australia, and Australia will hold the vice-chair seat until the end of 2021. In 2020, South Korea announced its first contributions to CEPI. Although South Korea's motives for funding such initiatives have not been made explicit, its decision to contribute to these initiatives may be influenced, amongst other things, by the way the programmes align with South Korea's Official Development Assistance (ODA) priorities, the effectiveness and impact of the initiatives, and the economic opportunities they offer for South Korean private companies (MOFA 2015).

Table 10.1 shows the size of the financial contributions that the South Korean government has made to the four global health initiatives, as well as its core funding to the WHO. South Korea's funding to CEPI, Gavi, Global Fund, and Unitaid is financed by the Global Disease Eradication Fund (GDEF). This is an innovative finance mechanism based on the air-ticket solidarity levy system in South Korea. The GDEF is managed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the foreign minister has announced an increase of funding in the coming years to help the global response to COVID-19. However, South Korea has already increased its commitments to these initiatives since the start of the COVID-19 crisis. For instance, South Korea's contribution to Gavi increased from an average of US$5 million per year to US$6 million per year, providing a total of US$30 million in the period from 2021 to 2025 (MOFA 2020b). Last year, it also contributed to funding CEPI for the first time, giving it an average of US$3 million per year (MOFA 2020a, 14). Despite an increase in financial contributions, the amounts that South Korea is giving to these initiatives is relatively small when compared to other major donors. For instance, South Korea's pledge to CEPI was US$9 million, which is lower than the pledges of the US (US$20 million), Norway (US$25 million), and the UK (US$296 million), but higher than those of Austria (US$2.3 million), Denmark (US$1.4 million), and Finland (US$4.5 million) (The Economist 2021). South Korea is also one of the five donors to Unitaid. In addition, it is a small donor in the larger global health initiatives, such as the Global Fund, to which it provided US$3.7 million in 2018, in contrast with the US and France which provided US$959 million and US$424 million respectively (OECD 2021).

South Korea's assessed contribution to the WHO, which is determined by the country’s income level, is primarily managed by the Ministry of Health and Welfare. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Environment also fund WHO projects.1 Between 2020 and 2021, South Korea's

---

1 Funding for the WHO is different from that of the other global health initiatives mentioned above (e.g. CEPI, Gavi) as it is measured by the donor’s income level. While the Ministry of
assessed funding to the WHO remained constant at around US$9 million (CIDC 2020a, 28; 2020b, 36).

Another major way in which South Korea makes financial contributions to global partnerships for responding to infectious diseases is through its official development assistance (ODA). South Korea has been committed to increasing its ODA budget since joining the OECD DAC in 2010. Although South Korea's ODA as a proportion of Gross National Income (GNI) was only 0.15% in 2019, which is far below the global target of 0.7%, it aims to reach 0.3% ODA/GNI by 2030 (CIDC 2020a, 7). During the pandemic, the South Korean government announced that it would increase its total ODA budget by 19% (i.e., by 652.3 billion Korean won or US$577 million), from 3427 billion won (US$3 billion) in 2020 to 4079 billion won (US$3.6 billion) in 2021 (CIDC 2020b, 29). This announced increase was made despite the fact that the International Monetary Fund projected South Korea's real GDP growth rate to be -1.9% in 2020 (IMF 2020, 56).

More specifically, South Korea increased health-related ODA by 33.7% (93.4 billion won or US$83 million) from 277.3 billion won (US$245 million) in 2020 to 370.7 billion won (US$328 million) in 2021. This increase was made to help its ODA recipient countries respond to COVID-19. At the same time, the South Korean authorities are going to partner with Korean civil society organizations and the private sector to tap into diverse forms of development finance. For instance, a group of South Korean non-government

---

**Table 10.1 South Korea’s Contributions to the Global Health Initiatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Pledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEPI</td>
<td>– (2020-2022) US$9 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– (2021-2025) US$30 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– (2020-2022) US$25 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>– (2020) Core contribution of KRW10 billion (US$8.9 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– (2021) Core contribution of KRW9.9 billion (US$8.8 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– (2019-2021) US$15 million (US$5 million annually)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Currency converted from Korean Won (KRW) to US Dollars based on the exchange rate from Oanda.com website, converted on Oct 24, 2020.
Source: MOFA (2019a; 2019b; 2020a; 2020b); CIDC (2020a; 2020b).
organizations that focus on international development announced a plan to allocate 60 billion won (US$53 million) to around 60 partner countries to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 (CIDC 2020b, 13). Moreover, at the WHO’s World Health Assembly on 18 May 2020, the South Korean government declared that it would contribute US$100 million in humanitarian assistance to help developing countries tackle the outbreak (GoK 2020a). Increasing humanitarian aid is in line with South Korea’s aim of carving out its role as a middle power while responding to the growing demand in partner countries (CIDC 2020b, 3).

In addition to the monetary contributions, South Korea is participating in multilateral platforms that aim to provide fair and equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines for all countries, regardless of the level of economic development. For example, South Korea participates in the COVAX Facility, which is a global collaboration co-led by CEPI, Gavi, and the WHO to assure the development and equitable distribution of COVID-19 vaccines (Yonhap 2020). The South Korean government has urged other countries to do the same. It also provided US$10 million to COVAX Advance Market Commitment (AMC) for developing countries’ better access to COVID-19 vaccines (MOFA 2020e). South Korea is also a facilitation council member of the Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator (ACT-A), which was co-launched by the WHO, European Commission, France, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (KBS World 2020; WHO 2020b).
Furthermore, in May 2020 South Korea launched three global solidarity groups contributing to the COVID-19 response at the UN, WHO, and UNESCO. The UN Group of Friends of Solidarity for Global Health Security is dedicated to strengthening the UN’s response to health security issues, including COVID-19. The WHO group seeks to build an effective global infectious disease response system. Meanwhile, the UNESCO group aims to galvanize global cooperation and discussion on discrimination and other forms of inhumane acts provoked by COVID-19. South Korea participates as a chair or core-member of all three platforms, which are open to all countries. In addition to this, on 19 May 2020 South Korea was chosen to serve as a WHO executive member in the period from 2020 to 2023, with the South Korean Vice Minister of Health and Welfare acting as the representative. Participation in such multilateral platforms can consolidate the country’s influence as a global agenda-setter. For instance, by proactively participating in board meetings where budgets, programmes, and strategies are discussed, South Korea is able to ensure that its own agenda is reflected in these organizations’ decision-making processes (MOHW 2020).

As one of the countries severely affected by COVID-19, South Korea has quickly and effectively reacted to the outbreak to prevent further spread of the disease domestically. At the same time, the above analysis has shown how it has taken a proactive role in contributing to the global discussion and cooperation in responding to COVID-19. It has done this by utilizing existing global health initiatives and increasing its financial contributions to these, as well as by establishing multilateral arenas for the discussion of global health security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Participating Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 12, 2020</td>
<td>UN Group of Friends of Solidarity for Global Health Security</td>
<td>Co-chairs: South Korea, Canada, Denmark, Qatar, Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 20, 2020</td>
<td>WHO Support Group for Global Infectious Disease Response (G4IDR)</td>
<td>Core-members: South Korea, Kenya, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Singapore, Turkey, United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26, 2020</td>
<td>UNESCO Group of Friends for Solidarity and Inclusion with Global Citizenship Education (GCED)</td>
<td>Inaugural members: South Korea (Chair), Armenia, Austria, Bangladesh, Colombia, Italy, Jordan, Kenya, Philippines, Serbia, Senegal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MOFA (2020f; 2020g; 2020h)
South Korea's Reactions to the COVID-19 Measures of the WHO

As part of its strategy to tackle COVID-19 domestically, South Korea has followed the WHO's recommendations while making necessary adjustments. However, the South Korean public has displayed negative reactions to the WHO's slow response and the position of the organization towards China.

To assess the South Korean public's attitudes towards the WHO, we analysed editorials published by domestic news agencies between 20 January 2020, when the first case of COVID-19 was reported in South Korea, and 18 October 2020. Although editorials are based on the authors' opinions, there is not only room for such pieces to influence public policy (Sommer and Maycroft 2008), but these can also act as a mechanism in shaping the agenda and public opinion (Coppock, Ekins, and Kirby 2018). Our study therefore assumes that the editorials represent public opinion to a certain degree.

We obtained the editorials using the Big Kinds database run by the Korea Press Foundation, which stores all the articles written in either Korean or English that have been published by 54 different news agencies. We searched for all editorials using the keywords ‘WHO’ or ‘World Health Organization’ in both Korean and English. The first search generated 324 editorials, which we cross-reviewed to determine if the respective editorials were about COVID-19. Editorials that were irrelevant to COVID-19 and South Korea were omitted. This led to the removal of 44 articles. Then, we reviewed the full text of each editorial and narrowed down the number by removing any editorials that did not have an opinion on the WHO. That is, editorials that simply quoted the WHO's data or statements were removed. A total of 262 editorials were omitted from this second screening and the remaining eighteen editorials were analysed. All articles were written in Korean and we translated the contents as literally as possible to best convey the original message. The eighteen pieces are summarized in Table 10.3 with the key events that influenced the tone and content of the editorials.

Public reactions to the WHO were seen after the following events: the initial outbreak of COVID-19, the South Korean government's declaration of COVID-19 as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) and subsequently as a pandemic, and also the suspension of funding to the WHO by then US President Trump. The media and the public especially criticized the WHO's position towards China when the first case was recorded. They were also critical, to a lesser extent, of the WHO's approach
### Table 10.3 Editorials on the WHO in South Korean Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Publisher Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Key Relevant Sentence(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Seoul Shinmun</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Jan 28, 2020</td>
<td>Larger plan to prevent the regional spread of COVID-19 is needed</td>
<td>It is very unfortunate that the WHO postponed declaring a public health emergency during these urgent times. However, the WHO has not yet declared a public health emergency. Restricting the spread of the virus is a race against time. There is a need to run a global disease control cooperation system. In this sense, the WHO's actions are regrettable and unfortunate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chungbuk Ilbo</td>
<td>Local newspaper</td>
<td>Jan 29, 2020</td>
<td>Must focus on blocking the second wave of ‘Wuhan pneumonia’</td>
<td>There is criticism that the WHO’s declaration of a global health emergency was belated. The WHO Director-General Ghebreyesus showed his consideration for China in the press conference after the declaration by saying “this is not a vote of no confidence in China.” It is difficult to understand the WHO’s slow response after COVID-19 first broke out last December. It is evident that the WHO has missed the opportunity by running about in confusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Seoul Shinmun</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Jan 31, 2020</td>
<td>Belated WHO declaration of global health emergency. [The Korean] government must strongly recommend refraining from travelling to China</td>
<td>As the infectious disease spread globally, the WHO, that had continued to protect China, had no choice but to declare a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC). The US Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which has higher scientific authority than the WHO, emphasized the need to limit the entry of foreigners who had visited China and said: “science should come before anything else”. The WHO, which China is using as a shield, is an institution that is under the influence of 'China money'. China announced that it will give the WHO US$10 billion in funding in 2017. The current Director-General of the WHO also received support from China during his election. It is an institution that has lost objectivity concerning China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Seoul Shinmun</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Feb 3, 2020</td>
<td>Response to the spread of COVID-19 must be faster and stronger</td>
<td>Chinese ambassador says it is “not necessary to limit travel”. To which (Korea’s) ruling party says it “must judge those who aggravate fear”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chosun Ilbo</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Feb 5, 2020</td>
<td>Response to the spread of COVID-19 must be faster and stronger</td>
<td>Chinese ambassador says it is “not necessary to limit travel”. To which (Korea’s) ruling party says it “must judge those who aggravate fear”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Publisher Type</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Key Relevant Sentence(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Seoul Shinmun</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Feb 6, 2020</td>
<td>Seek international cooperation on COVID-19 and strengthen airport disease control</td>
<td>While the WHO reacted in a lukewarm manner, COVID-19 spread faster than SARS or MERS had in the past […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Financial News</td>
<td>Financial newspaper</td>
<td>Feb 10, 2020</td>
<td>It is right to hurry the return of Korean residents living in Wuhan</td>
<td>Although the WHO sees a low probability of a global pandemic, it’s evident that at least in China the spread of infections has not slowed down. … This is why it’s difficult to rely on the optimistic long-term predictions of the Chinese government or the WHO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The Korea Economic Daily</td>
<td>Financial newspaper</td>
<td>Feb 19, 2020</td>
<td>Exploding ‘COVID-19’ … Do not walk on eggshells, only focus on people’s safety</td>
<td>(Sentence on South Korean government saying it is unnecessary to limit travel). This is contrary to 133 countries including the U.S., France, Germany, Canada, and Australia who have adopted widespread entry limitation measures, ignoring the WHO that has shielded China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Joong Ang Ilbo</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Mar 11, 2020</td>
<td>Shaking trust in the WHO […] must create new norms for ‘COVID-19 international cooperation’</td>
<td>International Organizations, either the WHO or the UN, are not performing their role and have in fact lost their grip on the problem. […] The WHO has been criticized since the outbreak of COVID-19 in China that it has reacted too passively. It has made ambiguous remarks or even shielded China, which provides around 10 trillion Korean Won. … The WHO’s behavior has been very disappointing so far. … Although the WHO does not have any legal force, it has to now improve international norms and regulations to fit the changed reality. [The author] urges the WHO to properly fulfill its role now as a ‘doctor of humanity’ and promote global cooperation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The WHO finally announced a global pandemic on COVID-19. However, it was criticized for its belated response, with COVID-19 having spread over 110 countries. Also, the WHO’s behavior so far has been inconsistent. It has received much criticism for protecting China from the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak. Just before, it mentioned Italy, Iran, Japan, and Korea as countries of concern regarding COVID-19. However, it omitted Japan from its materials the next day. Based on the Japanese press’ investigation into the WHO’s sudden change of behaviour, this was due to Japan’s protest. Japan asked the WHO to not give the same treatment to Japan as it had to Italy, Iran, and Korea. This is the reason for the criticism that the WHO has lost fairness and is being swayed by certain countries. This was predicted when the WHO excluded the number of COVID-19 patients from the cruise ship docked in Yokohama from the number of patients in Japan. The next day, the WHO thanked Japan for its contribution of US$10 million. This is one aspect of the WHO being controlled by Japan whose strong economic power cannot be ignored.

Although a belated response, the WHO declared COVID-19 a global pandemic.

The WHO, which was dragging its feet about saying COVID-19 could be characterized as a pandemic two days ago, finally announced that it was a pandemic yesterday. […] Although many experts had already warned that COVID-19 had reached the pandemic level, the WHO had been on the fence, adjusting the global risk assessment to ‘very high’.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Publisher Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Key Relevant Sentence(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Herald Economy</td>
<td>Financial newspaper</td>
<td>Apr 2, 2020</td>
<td>The WHO’s confusion over masks worsened global COVID-19 disaster</td>
<td>The WHO finally stated the usefulness of wearing masks in curbing the spread of COVID-19. […] This is too late. Also, the WHO is being inconsistent. It has not apologized for its wrong judgment. It is almost shameless that it is changing words after causing the global COVID-19 disaster due to the senseless argument of masks being useless. …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Apr 15, 2020) U.S. President Trump announces that the US will suspend funding to the WHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kyunghyang Shinmun</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Apr 15, 2020</td>
<td>Trump’s suspension of WHO funds goes against COVID-19 response</td>
<td>The WHO has contributed to curbing the spread of COVID-19 by providing guidelines on social distancing. It is wrong to blame the WHO for the spread of COVID-19 at this point. Although the WHO’s COVID-19 response has been unreliable, its role is more important than ever.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Seoul Shinmun</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Apr 17, 2020</td>
<td>Trump’s narrow-minded suspension of WHO funds is worrisome</td>
<td>It is evident that the Director-General of the WHO has been running about in confusion during the early stage of COVID-19 by making remarks that side with China to oppose restrictions of movement and trade. However, for the US, which funds over one-fifth of the WHO budget, to cut its funding only means that it will prevent the WHO from helping developing countries with a weak disease control system. […]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Joong Ang Ilbo</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>Jun 29, 2020</td>
<td>Global COVID-19 patients surpass 10 million…must tighten disease control measures</td>
<td>The US and China are playing a blame game and the WHO is helpless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Moo Deung Ilbo</td>
<td>Local newspaper</td>
<td>Jul 19, 2020</td>
<td>Many countries wrongly responding to COVID-19?</td>
<td>With COVID-19 threatening the world at a fast pace, each government and the WHO should put their heads together to find a solution on what is wrong with the COVID-19 response.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Big Kinds (2020)
Note: All articles were retrieved from the Big Kinds database. The authors translated the articles from Korean to English as literally as possible to best convey the original message.
to Japan and the way it had downplayed the number of COVID-19 cases by not including the number of infected patients on the Diamond Princess cruise ship that departed from Yokohama in Japan.

Soon after the first case of infection was reported in China, the South Korean media urged the WHO to announce a PHEIC. The media viewed the delay in the announcement of this as the result of the close political relationship between the WHO, especially the WHO Director-General, and the Chinese government. This view was found in most of the editorials published during February 2020 that were analysed. Due to its geographical proximity to China, which meant a large number of people travelled between the two countries, the media criticized the WHO for not recommending strong travel restrictions. They also criticized the South Korean government for following the WHO’s recommendations while other countries had done the opposite and had limited the entry of people from China. This latter view was reflected in editorials 3 and 8. Most editorials, published in both conservative and liberal newspapers, criticized the role of the WHO during the crisis. Several editorials (i.e., numbers 3, 6, and 7) even condemned the WHO for aggravating the situation.

Even after the WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic in March 2020, the editorials published at the time unanimously criticized this as being a belated response. The WHO’s conflicting guidelines on wearing masks also confused the public. The WHO had stated that a ‘medical mask is not required for people who are not sick as there is no evidence of its usefulness in protecting them’ (WHO 2020a). In contrast, the South Korean government strongly recommended wearing masks in public places.

A change in the tone of the editorials emerged when the then US President Trump announced the suspension of funding to the WHO. After this, while acknowledging the limitations of the actions taken by the WHO, the editorials also stated that for a major donor like the US to pull back its large funding was unfair and would set back global COVID-19 responses. These editorials argued that the contributions of the donor countries were important for helping the international community, and particularly developing countries, fight the pandemic (see editorials numbers 14-17).

The South Korean government has maintained its political support for the WHO and voiced concerns over diminishing support for multilateral platforms including the WHO. Table 10.4 shows that the messages coming from President Moon Jae-in have been consistent, expressing the government’s support for the WHO at both domestic and international events. In a joint op-ed published with the heads of eight countries including Canada
and Ethiopia, leaders specifically pinpointed the WHO as the leading global health agency in fighting the current pandemic.

Other ministers, including the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Health and Welfare, have echoed this support for the role of the WHO. For instance, at the Annual Reunion of Romanian Diplomacy, which was held on 8 September 2020, the South Korean Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha expressed concerns over the divisive dynamics of WHO member states and emphasized the need to ‘prize, respect and enhance the WHO’s technical
and scientific expertise’ (MOFA 2020b). This shows how the South Korean government, unlike the media and the public, has not wavered in its position on the WHO. Instead, throughout the outbreak it has called for a further strengthening of the institution.

The difference in attitude between the South Korean government and society at large can be explained by the South Korean government’s aim to solidify its role as a middle power country and augment its leadership in multilateral platforms. In other words, although South Korea lacks the influence of a major power such as the United States, the current administration has aimed to reinforce international cooperation through diplomacy by utilizing various regional and global arenas (GoK 2017).

As such, despite the negative public sentiment, support for health multilateralism is aligned with the government’s diplomatic priorities. In addition, the public sentiment towards the WHO has turned less critical and more supportive as the pandemic has progressed. This means that the initial difference in the views of the government and the public is unlikely to have any consequential impact on South Korea’s relationship with the WHO.

Conclusion

Given the international community’s efforts to combat COVID-19, this chapter looked specifically at South Korea’s efforts to strengthen global health security by offering foreign assistance and participating in multilateral platforms. South Korea has not only increased its bilateral and multilateral assistance, but it has also created new venues for global discussion and cooperation on global health issues. At the same time, the chapter examined the contrasting opinions of the South Korean government and the public about the WHO and its responses to COVID-19. The analysis shows that while there had been severe criticism of the WHO’s leadership and its early responses, the public became more supportive of the WHO’s role in the global response after the US suspended financial contributions to the health organization. Contrary to the shifting public opinion, the South Korean government has displayed consistent support for the WHO and its guidelines, while at times being criticized by the public for abiding by the WHO’s recommendations. This implies that the South Korean government’s goal of fortifying its global leadership in multilateral organizations took priority over appeasing domestic public opinion.
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State-Society Relations as Cooperative Partnership and the COVID-19 Response in Vietnam

Mirjam LE and Franziska NICOLAISEN

Abstract
The Vietnamese government used symbolic nationalism to gain public support for its containment strategies over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. This included a transparent communication strategy that portrayed citizens as part of the solution. This chapter argues that this approach is rooted in an emerging cooperative partnership between state and society in Vietnam, and that these comprehensive governance strategies have strengthened trust in the Communist Party of Vietnam, bolstering its legitimacy. However, this approach has also led to questions about the government’s lack of transparency during past crises. If the public feels that the government is not protecting national interests against others, particularly China, this will reduce the gains in legitimacy made during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Keywords: state-society relations, Vietnam, public health, COVID-19, political legitimacy, symbolic nationalism

Introduction
Vietnam has been relatively successful in handling the COVID-19 crisis, with a low number of deaths (35 deaths until 7 March 2021) and a low number of cases (2512 cases in a country of 97 million people [World Health Organization 2021, 1]). Regional experts and health officials have praised the Vietnamese response to the COVID-19 pandemic as exemplary (Dabla-Norris, Gulde-Wolf, Van der Veere, Anoma P., Florian Schneider, and Catherine Yuk-ping Lo (eds), Public Health in Asia during the COVID-19 Pandemic: Global Health Governance, Migrant Labour, and International Health Crises. Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press 2022 doi: 10.5117/9789463720977_CH11)
and Painchaud 2020). This chapter gives an overview of the underlying factors producing this effective response: timeliness in implementation of policies, experience with previous infectious diseases, transparency, and commitment. It analyses the strategies which emerged from these factors, with a focus on transparent communication, a broad social mobilization based on national identity, and the central involvement of the Vietnamese labour movement. The relative success of these strategies provided legitimacy for the Vietnamese state.

This chapter argues that the strategies employed by the government are representative of an emerging cooperative partnership between state and society in Vietnam. This has allowed for the level of transparency and sense of accountability that have been essential for Vietnam's communication and mobilization strategy during the pandemic. However, some of the contradictions inherent in these strategies might threaten the political leverage gained.

Health Governance in Vietnam and the COVID-19 Pandemic

Several factors have contributed to Vietnam's success in combating the coronavirus (Bui et al. 2020). The first factor leading to this success has been the Vietnamese government's timeliness in taking action. The Vietnamese government often took action before the World Health Organization (WHO) issued related advice (Bui 2020). The virus was first detected in Vietnam on 23 January 2020 (Murray and Pham 2020). Then on 28 January the government developed an action plan based on a pandemic scenario (Bui 2020). On 1 February, while case numbers were in the single digits, the government cancelled all flights from China and stopped issuing tourist visas to citizens of affected countries (Murray and Pham 2020). Vietnamese schools were closed and did not reopen after the Lunar New Year holiday but were ordered to extend their holidays on a week-by-week basis (Murray and Pham 2020). Vietnam completely closed its borders to foreign nationals on 22 March (Elegant 2020).

In July 2020 the virus emerged again in the city of Danang following 99 days without confirmed community transmission. After the detection of two new cases, the authorities immediately imposed a lockdown in Danang, implementing social distancing measures and preparing to evacuate 80,000 domestic tourists (Peer 2020). These tourists were ordered to quarantine for fourteen days after returning home (Elegant 2020).

According to Murry and Pham (2020), the Vietnamese Communist Party implemented this rapid response to COVID-19 because it understands the
inner workings of policy- and decision-making in Beijing and distrusts official Chinese communication. Because of this distrust, the Vietnamese government sought its own information through informal channels to understand the situation in Wuhan (Thayer 2020; Stubbs and Satter 2020).

A second factor in Vietnam's effective response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been its previous experience of handling infectious diseases, including the SARS pandemic in 2003, as well as other infectious diseases such as dengue fever (Bui 2020). Measures that were applied in 2020 had already proven successful earlier (Bui 2020). Since the SARS pandemic in 2003, Vietnam has expanded its capacity to control emerging infectious diseases (Le S.M. 2020). This meant that, when confronted with the COVID-19 pandemic at the start of 2020, the authorities immediately had effective mass testing, contact tracing, and quarantine measures available (Duong, Le, and Bui 2000).

A third factor in Vietnam's successful handling of the COVID-19 pandemic has been the transparency of government actions. Close and effective coordination and communication among different levels of government ensured that information given out to the public was accurate throughout the initial stages of the outbreak (Bui 2020). This affected public perceptions of how serious the disease was. The way in which the government raised awareness of COVID-19 early on was essential to ensure public compliance and mobilization (Bui et al. 2020, 2). Vietnam suffers from limited resources and fragile health infrastructure. The healthcare system could therefore have been overburdened if a high number of people had been infected. This meant that, particularly during the early stages of the COVID-19 crisis, there was an urgent need for the government to prioritize containment of the virus.

Vietnam's response has been described as aggressive and rooted in authoritarianism (Bui 2020). Nevertheless, its success in minimizing community spread and infection numbers also shows that this level of commitment has been effective in containing the pandemic (Duong, Le, and Bui 2000). Policies have often been harsh in implementation. The government mobilized the military and retired medical personnel to assist the implementation of its response strategy. The authorities issued strict quarantine measures that relied on military supervision. The Vietnamese leadership deemed the use of the military as essential for ‘coordinating food, transport and accommodation required to quarantine thousands of people’ (Bui 2020). The government also mobilized all sectors of the economy to produce equipment to help fight the virus. These measures have been justified as a means for wiping out the virus entirely (Peer 2020).
Strategies of Grassroots Mobilization in Vietnam

Communication Strategies

The Vietnamese government has proven creative and media savvy in communicating with the public. It framed the fight against the virus using the ‘language of war’ (Bui 2020). In a clear reference to the 1968 Tet offensive that took place during the war between Vietnam and the US (1955-1975),1 Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc called the fight against COVID-19 the ‘Spring General Offensive of 2020’ (Murray and Pham 2020). This wartime language was used with the aim of mobilizing all of Vietnam’s citizens as active participants against COVID-19 (Truong 2020b).

Information has been communicated through an array of channels, including the use of social media platforms, as well as messages sent directly to people’s mobile phones. Newspapers reported daily case numbers, COVID-19 deaths (or the absence of deaths until July), and the number of Vietnamese repatriated from abroad (La et al. 2020, 12-14; Truong 2020b). When the virus re-emerged in the city of Danang in late July, the state again used the same methods of communication to prevent a public backlash against the strict containment measures. The Vietnamese state presented itself as a competent and caring actor that was promoting the common good. This has helped drive up support for the Vietnamese government’s message: that the people of Vietnam should feel national pride in the successful pandemic response, and that success has been a result of cooperative efforts. A study from 30 March 2020 showed that 62% of the survey respondents saw the government’s response as adequate, which was the highest percentage in 45 countries assessed. Only 13% of respondents thought that the Vietnamese government should do more and 12% thought that the government had overreacted (Dölitzsch 2020). International recognition of Vietnam, as a model for low-income countries in how to handle the pandemic, has further strengthened this message (Dabla-Norris, Gulde-Wolf, and Painchaud 2020).

The production of coronavirus messaging also involved the creative sector. In late February, the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health funded and released a music video by the singer Khac Hun on YouTube called ‘Jealous Coronavirus’ (Ghen Cô Vỹ) that promoted basic preventive measures

---

1 We are aware that the term used in academic literature is ‘Vietnam War’. However, the use of this term reflects a US-centric narrative. This paper is written from a Vietnamese perspective, and in the spirit of decolonising academia we decided to use the above description and will continue to use ‘Vietnam-US War’.
The video portrayed the coronavirus as a common enemy against which the Vietnamese nation and every citizen should mobilize. This video was very popular, including outside of Vietnam. It was spread by global media outlets such as HBO and inspired a viral TikTok dance trend that further engaged the public (La et al. 2020, 12-14; Last Week Tonight with John Oliver 2020).

While this music video used cartoon animation, other imagery in the public sphere primarily used a form of symbolic nationalism. The use of historic imagery reminiscent of war propaganda on billboards nationwide is a staple of political communication in Vietnam, reminding the public of a shared history and identity (Humphrey 2020; Kirubakaran 2020; Nguyen M. 2020).

Due to this direct, open, and clear messaging strategy from the state, the pandemic has been successfully framed as a national emergency which demands sacrifices and the participation of every citizen. This strategy has stressed national unity and the role of each individual, and it has thus framed every citizen as part of the crisis management. In this way the COVID-19 response has essentially been a campaign of national pride in accordance with a longer tradition of the ‘war against imperialism’ that extends back to the Vietnam-US War as well as the fight against French colonial rule (Truong 2020b; Hartley 2021, 159). War metaphors are a common rhetorical tool in public discourse. They relate to an emotional experience and an adversarial threat which needs to be defeated as a common enemy. These metaphors are easy to understand and can be very useful in mobilization. However, they might create adversarial relations and reduce moral complexities (Flusberg et al. 2018, 25). The war metaphors in the Vietnamese public discourse on COVID-19 relate back to the Vietnam-US War, and the sacrifices demanded from Vietnamese citizens during that time. It establishes an emotional continuity. The focus is on the need for sacrifices and behavioural changes from everyone as well as the acceptance of state control to counter the threat. This was successful in mobilizing large parts of the population to follow rules and accept quarantine measures and limits to free movement. However, it might also paint all those who are less willing to make sacrifices, including those who are infected, as threatening the success. It might also push a social narrative in which neighbours police each other.

Social Participation and Communication

The Vietnamese government portrayed every citizen as an integral part of the national solution to the COVID-19 pandemic. Its open manner of
communication has helped increase the willingness of the public to comply with regulations, and there has been a high acceptance of measures such as the quarantining of people and contact tracing (La et al. 2020, 18-20; Tran, DiGregorio, and Nixon 2020). In addition, masks were already widely used in urban spaces because of concerns about air quality (Onishi 2020; Duong M.C. 2020). As a result, instructions to wear masks to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 have met with little resistance (Le S.M. 2020). The government published lists of locations with contact tracing dates, urging anyone who visited these spots in the given timeframe to report to health officials, and social pressure reportedly also increased the willingness of the public to be named as contacts by family members or friends (Bui 2020; Tran, DiGregorio, and Nixon 2020). For example, in a much-reported case in May 2020, a man was reprimanded by his aunt after illegally crossing the border from Cambodia into Tay Ninh province to visit his family. Thereupon, he presented himself to the nearest police station for quarantining (Le N. 2020).

The Vietnamese public's solidarity in tackling the pandemic can also be seen in several grassroots initiatives. In one widely publicized initiative, a Ho Chi Minh City entrepreneur set up rice ATMs to dispense rice to low-income families. These ATMs found official support and can now be found nationwide (Duong and Yen 2020). This cooperation between state and citizens for the public interest was central in official communication, as it exemplified the official message of citizens contributing to the state's efforts (La et al. 2020). The enforcement of quarantine measures has also been widely supported by the public. Social media, newspapers, photos, and paintings, have presented positive narratives about quarantine experiences, supporting the government's strategy (Nhat Minh 2020; MacDonald 2020; Ng 2020; Snell 2020; La et al. 2020, 12-14). For example, Gavin Wheeldon, a British citizen living in Vietnam, shared his positive experience of being quarantined in a government facility on Facebook and wrote an online article (Wheeldon 2020). His story was then picked up by the Vietnamese press and he was interviewed for a documentary on national television (Talk VietNam 2020). This episode showcases how the Vietnamese government has actively presented a positive narrative regarding its response in its communication to the public during the pandemic.

However, social pressure and uncertainties during the pandemic can also have significant side-effects. In early March, a social media influencer and daughter of a wealthy Vietnamese family in Hanoi returned from traveling in Europe and subsequently infected numerous people. The government locked down her neighbourhood, shared private information, and invited the press to a live-stream meeting concerning the woman's health. The
government used the case to make an example of her. After people figured out her identity, she was harassed on social media, particularly on Instagram. People circulated rumours about her being the cause of a new wave of infections, as the first large outbreak in Vietnam in almost a month directly followed her arrival (Max 2020). The government has leveraged this case to emphasize a moral responsibility towards the community, and those defying this morality are perceived by the public in a negative light (La et al. 2020, 12-14). Referring back to the martial language used by the administration, the framing of the pandemic using wartime language thus turns the COVID-19 pandemic into an existential struggle, which can, in turn, heighten anxieties and inspire self-righteous bullying and mobbing (Flusberg et al. 2018, 21-22).

However, public support went beyond observing preventive measures and moral responsibility, as demonstrated by the public interest in the case of a British pilot working for Vietnam Airlines. For months, national media reported on his critical condition almost daily, as many feared he would be the first COVID-19 death in Vietnam. Calls by the local administration for lung donors were answered with public support. The pilot’s recovery has been one of the main focus points in the positive framing of the Vietnamese fight against COVID-19. The media attention given here shows the level of community solidarity and moral responsibility the government is trying to convey to the public in its communication during the pandemic. To uphold public morale the government aimed to maintain zero COVID-19 deaths at that time (Vietnam Insider 2020).

However, this particular case also showcases a level of accountability towards the international community (Barnes and Bui 2020). In this narrative, Vietnam takes up the role of saving a European national from death, as though they were a Vietnamese citizen (Truong 2020b). This success story was, in turn, contrasted in the media with the relative failure of many Western countries to effectively respond to the pandemic (Truong 2020b). Set against these Western failings, the effective and level-minded response at home is then emphasized as a point of national pride.

**Labour Activism**

Beyond this broad social mobilization, Vietnam was also the arena for narrower and more specific social activism advancing the pandemic response, particularly in the field of labour rights and protections. Generally, the Vietnam General Confederation of Labour (VGCL), Vietnam’s workers’ union, lobbies for national-level changes to improve working conditions. Workers participate in self-organized struggles, so-called wildcat strike
actions,\textsuperscript{2} to deal with local issues of wages and working conditions. This creates a dual structure that has frequently proven to be effective (Däubler 2018, 153). Local government officials often support local worker strikes and help negotiate solutions (Sui and Chan 2015; Kerkvliet 2011; Buckley 2020). During the COVID-19 pandemic, labour activists have been demanding accountability from the government and the corporate sector in accordance with the idea of this cooperative partnership.

This well-established system has helped mitigate the economic and health risks for Vietnamese workers. The VGCL has followed an educative approach, disseminating information on prevention and distributing masks and hand sanitizers. It has also used a policy approach to lobby the government to find solutions to lessen the economic pressure on workers. At the time of writing, the global economy remained in a recession, and Vietnam’s GDP growth was lower than previously predicted, making this kind of economic support increasingly important (Buckley 2020).

Turning specifically to the issue of labour activism, workers held wildcat strikes to demand personal protective equipment (PPE) and other measures to prevent the spread of the virus in factories. Local union officials organized information events with medical experts at companies. These actions by workers have forced companies to implement at least some safety measures at the local level (Buckley 2020). For example, in the case of the Pinetree garment factory, workers stayed home at the end of January 2020 after two employees fainted due to lack of oxygen. Although they turned out to not have been infected with COVID-19, the workers in the factory demanded that precautionary health measures be implemented in accordance with existing regulations. The company agreed to provide free masks, temperature checks, and disinfectant to over a thousand employees (LDO 2020b; Buckley 2020).

Wildcat strikes have also helped prevent companies from passing the economic costs of COVID-19 onto their workers. Many companies, negatively impacted by the economic downturn, have attempted to reduce their wage burden by refusing to pay their workers or by putting them on furlough. Strikes carried out with the support of local state officials have helped to ensure that these companies continue to pay employees (Buckley 2020). For example, the Seething shoe factory in Haiphong announced at the end of May 2020 that it would not pay outstanding bonuses, overtime payments,

\textsuperscript{2} As Pham (2017) states: ‘a legal strike has to fulfil two criteria: firstly, it can only take place after a procedure stipulated by the law which rules out rights-based strikes; and secondly, it has to be led by a trade union. However, all strike incidents in Vietnam appear to be spontaneous and unorganized, and thus are illegal and referred to as wildcat strikes.’
and social insurance contributions due to a lack of money. Consequently, on 22 and 23 May 2020, a thousand workers went on strike. The company then stated that they would pay the money in instalments but would also put a number of workers on leave without pay. This led to more protests on 25 May, leading to an intervention by authorities who declared that the company was breaking legal regulations and would have to continue paying wages to its workers (LDO 2020a; Buckley 2020).

However, this was not a national standard. In other factories, workers still lost their jobs, either temporarily or permanently. These newly unemployed are now dependent on their social networks and on state assistance for financial support (Buckley 2020). Despite the limits of labour activism, local workers and the VGCL have played an important role in helping confront the pandemic at different levels, both for local implementation and enforcement as well as for policy making (Buckley 2020). Once again, cooperative partnership strategies have been adopted, this time by workers demanding accountability. In fact, by supporting these workers, local state institutions seem to have gained a higher level of public support during the pandemic (Hartley 2021, 160-161).

**State Legitimacy and Emerging Contradictions**

The Vietnamese government has successfully embedded COVID-19 in a historical narrative that depicts the ‘fight’ of the Vietnamese people against external threats. This creates a sense of historic continuity and can potentially provide further legitimacy for the current political system. Legitimacy here can be understood as a ‘quality of a rule which derives from a perception on the part of those to whom it is addressed that it has come into being in accordance with right process’ (Franck 1988, 706). Legitimacy leads to the acceptance of government rule as rightful, in this case based on merit, and thus fosters public support. In the narrative about COVID-19 that the government has presented, Vietnam has not only successfully managed the pandemic without outside help, but has painted itself as exemplary, offering help to others. Its effective and prudent response has been made into a focal point for national pride. At the same time, the COVID-19 response has revealed a number of internal contradictions.

**Nationalism**

The Vietnamese government’s narrative has focused on COVID-19 entering from abroad. Due to the complicated historic relations with China (Strangio
In 2020, the Vietnamese public has been particularly critical of the government’s response towards China and Chinese nationals. Border-crossings were seen in public discourse as responsible for COVID-19 re-entering Vietnam several times, which led to public outrage (La et al. 2020, 12-14; Bohane 2020). In February, factory workers based near the border with China felt that Chinese nationals returning from their hometowns after the Chinese New Year celebrations were not quarantining and being tested properly. Workers went on strike to protest this perceived lack of enforcement of COVID-19 regulations by local officials (Buckley 2020). When the number of infections rose sharply in late July, the public was once again quick to blame China. Some official sources echoed the public in blaming Chinese migrants for the rising infections, while other sources did not (Elegant 2020). However, if the Vietnamese public feels that the government is not effectively protecting Vietnamese interests against China, this will reduce the gains in legitimacy that the Vietnamese government has made during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Participation and Transparency

The government’s handling of the COVID-19 pandemic has increased public cooperation by including citizens in its efforts. However, public space to challenge the state has not increased, and it has maintained an iron grip on public discourse. In recent years, the Vietnamese government has been using repressive means to stabilize the country (Kerkvliet 2014). During the pandemic, this crackdown on dissidents has continued (HRW 2020; Strangio 2020a). There was a particularly intensive crackdown as the party prepared for the 13th National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam in January 2021 (The Straits Times 2021).

Vietnam’s perceived success in containing the virus has proven the capacity and competency of the Party to effectively address public health crises. However, it also produces questions about the government’s lack of transparency during past crises (Truong 2020a). Therefore, how the government deals with political dissent raises questions about its long-term commitment to more open and transparent state communication, which might eventually undermine state legitimacy.

Economic Question Marks

While the Vietnamese government has so far been able to contain the COVID-19 pandemic, its economic recovery is being affected by the situation among its main trading partners such as the United States, Japan, and China.
(World Bank 2020, 23). A major recession has so far been prevented, and at the end of 2020 the government still maintained that Vietnam’s GDP had grown by 2.91% that year (Nguyen P. 2020). The State Bank of Vietnam expected a full recovery of the economy in 2021, and it predicted a GDP growth of 6.5% (Anh Phuong 2020). However, unemployment and underemployment remain severe problems (Nguyen et al. 2020). By September 2020, 31.8 million people, or more than a third of the Vietnamese population, had been negatively affected by the pandemic (GSO 2020). In order to support its citizens, the Vietnamese government announced a US$2.6 billion support package (Buckley 2020). At the time of writing, it still remained to be seen how this support package would be used.

Economic success and growing prosperity are important pillars of the Vietnamese government’s merit-based legitimacy. A long-term economic downturn might have political repercussions for the party-state. If Vietnam experiences economic uncertainties in the wake of the health crisis, this might undo the gains in political legitimacy the government has achieved as a result of its effective response to COVID-19.

### Conclusion

After managing the first year of COVID-19 in the country, Vietnam now faces an uncertain future. Domestically, the general consensus is that the low number of cases and fast return to normal everyday life have vindicated Vietnam’s strategy. This chapter has argued that transparent communication and social mobilization have been the cornerstones of this successful strategy. The Vietnamese response to the pandemic has been based on a cooperative partnership formed between the state and its citizens (Le and Nicolaisen 2021).

Globally, Vietnam’s strict national response has frequently been seen to be rooted in authoritarianism. However, the cooperative relationship between the government and the public has allowed the level of transparency necessary for Vietnam to communicate effectively during the pandemic while still creating a sense of accountability and responsiveness (Koh 2006). In the everyday political reality of Vietnam, these processes often produce localized conflicts (Le and Nicolaisen 2021). Nevertheless, during the recent COVID-19 pandemic, the Vietnamese state and society have been able to

---

3 Following April 2021, Vietnam faced another local outbreak with cases in 39 provinces. By 9 June 2021 this outbreak was responsible for 6,328 cases and 20 deaths. Vietnam is also lagging in its vaccination efforts.
transcend these conflicts by emphasizing a shared Vietnamese struggle, identity, and shared responsibility – all themes that the government utilized in its communication to induce cooperation among citizens.

Once the pandemic ends, a sudden reversal in the transparency of this communication might lead to a loss of the legitimacy built during the pandemic. Economic uncertainties in the coming months might also threaten the gains made in political legitimacy. Additionally, the party-state will need to balance its relations with China with its nationalist narrative. Therefore, to keep the positive momentum going, the Vietnamese government needs to reduce the risk of another local outbreak, find ways to assist citizens suffering economically, and balance the public demand for transparency and national strength with its desire for self-preservation.
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PART IV

The Global Economy and Transnational Migrant Labour in Asia during COVID-19
12 The Coronavirus as the ‘Final Straw’ of the CCP’s Performative Legitimacy?

A New Economic Model in the Post-COVID-19 Era

Catherine Yuk-ping Lo

Abstract
While COVID-19 is still raging worldwide, the Chinese Premier Li Keqiang confidently stated that China had pulled out of the pandemic faster and in better shape than much of the world because of the ‘hard work and sacrifice of [the] entire nation’. However, this ‘hard work and sacrifice’ in curbing the spread of COVID-19 came at a price. The global COVID-19 crisis has further worsened the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)’s ‘shrinking’ performative legitimacy because it has led to a slowdown of economic growth. Considering the ongoing Sino-US trade disputes and the rising suspicion of China and Chinese firms in western economies, the chapter examines to what extent the CCP can save its performative legitimacy through the new economic strategy dubbed the ‘dual circulation strategy’.

Keywords: dual circulation strategy, non-pharmaceutical interventions, Wuhan lockdown, performative legitimacy

Introduction

We live in unprecedented times. COVID-19 has become a pandemic that is having tremendous impacts on societies around the world. After the extent of the pandemic emerged, pharmaceutical companies began to pour considerable efforts into finding a COVID-19 vaccine. While several promising vaccines have been launched since early 2021, before vaccinating the majority of the population, countries have employed an array of
non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) in attempts to flatten the infection curves. These include school and workplace closures, bans on public events, restrictions on mass gatherings, stay-at-home requirements, and internal movement limits.

China is no exception. Three weeks after the first officially reported cases in China, the Chinese authorities ordered a lockdown of Wuhan and its neighbouring cities for a total of 76 days. Travel in and out, for any reason, was prohibited. Authorities stopped public transport and banned most private cars. The authorities suspended free movement and started enforcing mandatory quarantine (BBC News 2021a). While it was a priority to contain COVID-19 as efficiently and quickly as possible, the NPIs China used are likely to have both short and long-term economic repercussions on the Chinese economy. This chapter will first discuss these impacts. After this, it will discuss the extent to which the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) can sustain its performative legitimacy by adopting a new economic model, which has been called a ‘dual circulation economy’. It will also discuss the implications of Chinese economic development in the post-COVID-19 era. In this discussion, the chapter will consider the ongoing Sino-US political disputes and the rising suspicion of China and Chinese firms in Western economies.

Shaking Performative Legitimacy: Economic Impacts of COVID-19 NPI Measures

The legitimacy of a state can be defined as ‘the belief that in spite of short-comings and failures, the political institutions are better than others that might be established and [that these institutions] therefore can demand obedience’ (Yang and Zhou 2015, 70). Weber (1978, 28) proposed three ideal-typical aspects of legitimacy as the basis of state power: First, a state enjoys traditional legitimacy when the people see its power as inherited or always existent. Second, a state has charismatic legitimacy when the state’s leader or leaders are perceived as having exceptional quality as a result of their experiences or personal attributes. Finally, a state possesses legal legitimacy when the state’s power is derived from a set of judicial and administrative principles that bind all members of society. Based on the Weberian classification, Yang and Zhou (2015, 70) developed three pillars of legitimacy with which state power can be justified, including legal-electoral, ideological, and performance legitimacy. A state’s justification of its power is based on legal-electoral legitimacy when top leaders are elected by the
public. Meanwhile, ideological legitimacy means that a state's right to rule is justified by a specific value system. Finally, performance legitimacy implies that a state's right to rule is justified by its economic and/or moral performance (Yang and Zhou 2015, 70).

In the case of the CCP, the Party lacks legal-electoral legitimacy because it is not democratically elected by the public, based on liberal understandings of democracy and democratic election (Yang and Zhou 2015, 70). The role of communism in giving ideological legitimacy to the CCP has been viewed to be declining, because the party has implemented capitalist Open Door economic policies since the 1980s (Yang and Zhou 2015, 73). The CCP's ideological legitimacy was further destabilized in the aftermath of the crackdown of the democratic movement during the 1989 Tiananmen Incident (Zheng 2008, 788). Therefore, in the absence of political legitimacy and with fading ideological legitimacy, performative legitimacy serves as the main pillar that justifies the rule of the CCP (See Zhao 2017). However, the performative pillar has been weakened since 2012 because the Chinese economy has reached the limits of its quantitative growth, which had been driven by investment and exports over the past thirty years. China's real GDP growth rate was on average more than 10% for the period 1981 through 2010, but it dropped to 7.86% in 2012 and to 6.11% in 2019 (The World Bank 2019). The Chinese authorities refer to this gradually declining trend as the 'new normal'. This concept was first used by Chinese President Xi Jinping to describe China's economic development to an international audience when he delivered a keynote speech at the opening ceremony of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

---

1 In a democratic country: (a) there is political pluralism; citizens are permitted to participate in the political system, (b) legitimacy is obtained via a fair and free election, (c) the human rights of the citizens are protected, and (d) the state is founded on the principle of the Rule of Law. That is, the law applies equally to all citizens, including the president and those who make and enforce the law. Therefore, China lacks legal-electoral legitimacy, a point also argued by Yang and Zhou (2015).

2 There was a shift from ideological to performative legitimacy during the 1980s. The open-door policy attracted a large number of overseas Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong and other parts of the world. These people not only brought into China new ways of life and ideas, but shocked their mainland relatives by their affluence. The old state propaganda on the superiority of socialism over capitalism, that many Chinese people had believed in, was invalidated (See Yang and Zhou 2015).

3 After the crackdown on demonstrations in Tiananmen Square in 1989, the Chinese government knew that continuous economic reform was key to remaining in power. Facing resistance from the leftists in the Party, Deng started his southern China tour in 1992, calling for more radical economic reforms. Deng's southern China tour was decisive. After the tour, top Chinese leaders all stepped out to show support, leftist propaganda disappeared from mainstream media, and the state seemed to have quietly abandoned communist ideology as the basis of state legitimacy (See Yang and Zhou 2015).
(APEC) CEO summit in November 2014 (Xinhua 2014). Apart from slowing economic growth, the continuous rise in the debt-to-GDP ratio in China has further jeopardized the CCP’s performative legitimacy. As of 2009, China’s total corporate, household, and government debts amounted to 189% of its GDP (China Power Team 2017). The debts reached 303% of GDP in the first quarter of 2019 (Reuters 2019). Although a debt-to-GDP ratio exceeding 100% is not unusual, China’s credit expansion over the past decade has been so large and rapid that this could threaten the long-term stability of the CCP’s performative legitimacy. The three pillars of legitimacy developed by Yang and Zhou (2015, 71) suggest that a one-party government could collapse if the performative pillar is no longer sustainable. As a result, some commentators have speculated that a big crisis, like COVID-19, could be the ‘ultimate’ cause of the collapse of the one-party system in China (Zhou 2020).

The CCP, however, has attempted to boost its legitimacy in the way it contained the COVID-19 outbreak. On 20 January, President Xi gave ‘important directions’ for responding to the coronavirus (Xinhua 2020). This was the first public speech that Xi made after the first cases were reported in China in December 2019 (Wang et al. 2020). In Chinese bureaucratic politics, officers tend to care about self-preservation. Local officials fear to take actions that would anger their superiors; they would rather wait for their superiors to make decisions and are only accountable to their superiors instead of to the people (Li 2020). As such, when the top leader openly admits to an outbreak, all related departments and officials understand that they are granted the permission to react to the outbreak. Following the speech given by Xi, two State Council special meetings were held, the first on 20 January and the second between 23 and 24 January. On 26 January, the Chinese authorities established a policymaking and coordination body in the State Council, chaired by Premier Li Keqiang and named the Central Leading Small Group for Work to Counter the New Coronavirus Infection Pneumonia Epidemic, also known as the Coronavirus Leading Small Group (China Daily 2020).

This proactive approach from the Chinese authorities resulted in a series of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) that some commentators have described as being ‘draconian’ (Gunia 2020). One well-known measure that the Chinese government implemented on 23 January was the lockdown of Wuhan and two neighbouring cities. The restriction banned travel in and out of the three cities for any reason. Authorities suspended public transport and banned most private cars. They eventually began house-to-house inspections and enforced quarantine (BBC News 2021a). In terms of the number of people being quarantined (which was around twenty million in three cities), the scale of lockdown was unprecedented in human history.
Other cities in China were also placed under semi-lockdown. For instance, many residential districts and housing estates put in place a system of ‘enclosed management’. Under this system, non-residents were not allowed to enter residential districts. One person in each household was permitted to go out for grocery shopping every two to five days. This person had to wear a surgical mask and present their identity card upon entering and leaving. They were given a temperature check at the gate (Gunia 2020). The government has also used a system to monitor the health status of individuals through digital barcodes on an app (the Alipay Health Code) that is installed on people’s smartphones (Burgers and Sicinski 2020, 15).

To deal with the outbreak, the Chinese government also built two new hospitals in Wuhan, with construction of these taking only ten days. These hospitals can admit and treat around 2000 patients (Williams 2020). Another sixteen makeshift hospitals were later set up in Wuhan to admit patients with mild symptoms. In 2003, during the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak, the Chinese government had similarly built a hospital on the outskirts of Beijing, with construction taking seven days in total (BBC News 2020). This previous experience with the rapid construction of emergency hospital facilities may have helped the Chinese government in its response to the new COVID-19 pandemic seventeen years later.

China was the first country to implement large-scale lockdown measures and also the first country to ease COVID-19 restrictions. At the opening of the National People’s Congress (NPC) on 22 May, Premier Li confidently stated that China had pulled out of the pandemic crisis faster and in better shape than much of the world because of the ‘hard work and sacrifice of our entire nation’ (Li 2020).

However, this claimed ‘hard work and sacrifice’ of the ‘entire nation’ in curbing the global spread of COVID-19, came at a price. Global supply chains have been disrupted due to complete and partial lockdowns in various industrial provinces of China. One prominent example of such disruption has been the way in which COVID-19 has affected the China-based production of Apple’s iPhone. In February 2020, Apple warned of global ‘iPhone supply shortages’ as a result of its Chinese factories being shut because of the coronavirus outbreak. The Californian company told investors that it would fail to meet its quarterly revenue target of US$63-67 billion because of both a ‘temporarily constrained’ supply of iPhones, as well as a dramatic drop in Chinese shoppers during the health crisis (Neate 2020).

In February 2020, the manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) registered 35.7%, which was the lowest it had ever been, indicating a serious
contraction of manufacturing activity. However, the figure released in August 2020 showed that the index rebounded to its baseline of 50% (National Bureau of Statistics of China 2020). A private manufacturing survey in China, the Caixin Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), also indicated that manufacturing activity expanded in September with an index figure of 53% (Trading Economics 2020). Furthermore, China’s economy has seen a strong rebound since July 2020, from a contraction of 6.8% in the first quarter of 2020 to a positive growth of 6.5% in the fourth quarter of the same year (BBC News 2021b). Overall, China’s economy grew 2.3% in 2020, making it the only major economy that had a positive GDP expansion during that year (BBC News 2021b). Nevertheless, despite these positive figures, the prospects for economic development in China remain uncertain. China’s key trading partners, including South Korea, Japan, Europe, and the US, are still struggling with the impact of coronavirus. That the Chinese government did not set a target for economic growth during the 2020 National Congress might imply that the authorities are being cautious about COVID-19’s impact on other economies and the possibility that COVID-19 could resurge in China.

US-China Economic Decoupling amid the Sino-US Cold War

Before the COVID-19 outbreak, the CCP’s performative legitimacy had already been challenged as a result of changes in the long-standing US policy of engagement with China. The radical turn to a more critical US posture towards China was first seen in the speech delivered by former Vice President Mike Pence at the Hudson Institute in October 2018 (White House 2018). Another speech delivered by Pence in 2019 then further outlined the end of US engagement with China:

As history will surely note, in less than three years, President Donald Trump has changed that narrative forever. No longer will America and its leaders hope that economic engagement alone will transform Communist China’s authoritarian state into a free and open society that respects private property, the rule of law, and international rules of commerce (White House 2019).

PMI is a critical indicator of China’s manufacturing activity. An index value above 50% indicates a positive development in the industrial sector, whereas a value below 50% indicates a negative situation.
The speeches by Pence have been materialized in a ‘trade war’ between China and the US. The US delivered three rounds of tariffs on Chinese goods in 2018, then a fourth round in September 2019. Together, these mean that the US has imposed tariffs on more than US$360 billion of Chinese goods (Yong 2019). Meanwhile, in response to the US tariffs, China has imposed tariffs on more than US$110 billion of US products (Yong 2019). Negotiations between the two sides resulted in the ‘phase one’ deal signed on 15 January 2020. China agreed to increase purchases of American products and services by at least US$200 billion (The Straits Times 2020). The deal also includes stronger Chinese legal protections for intellectual property rights, and to some extent China also made concessions to financial services by agreeing to speed up the offering of business licenses.

While the Sino-US trade war is still ongoing, the current pandemic has accelerated the decoupling of the Chinese and American economies (Rachman 2020). The naming and origin of the new coronavirus is one source of diplomatic tensions between the two countries. The virus was called ‘Wuhan Pneumonia’ (Wuhan feiyan) by the Chinese authorities when the first cases were reported in Wuhan. Later, the central authorities replaced the name ‘Wuhan Pneumonia’ with ‘New Coronavirus’ (xin guangzhuang bingdu) so that people in other parts of the world would not connect the virus with China. To divert the anger of domestic and international audiences regarding the initial slow response to the outbreak, in mid-March 2020, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian promoted the theory that the virus had originated in the US and was brought to Wuhan by a US delegate who attended the Military World Games (Westcott and Jiang 2020). Responding to the Chinese accusations about the spread of the ‘American coronavirus’ to Wuhan, President Trump engaged in a war of words by framing the disease as the ‘Chinese virus’.

In May 2020, Trump also announced the termination of the US’s relationship with the WHO. This can be seen as another move by the US to show dissatisfaction with the ostensibly growing Chinese influence in the international organization. Trump alleged that, by covering up the COVID-19 outbreak, the Chinese government had caused the loss of more than 100,000 lives in the US and over one million lives worldwide. He also alleged that the WHO has been effectively controlled by Beijing. Based on the survey conducted by the Pew Research Centre in 2020, around two-thirds of Americans (64%) say ‘China has done a bad job dealing with the coronavirus outbreak’. Around three-quarters (78%) ‘place a great deal or fair amount of the blame for the global spread of the coronavirus on the Chinese government’s initial handling of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan’ (Silver et al. 2020).
The political rift between the US and China has deepened during the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in further economic decoupling between Beijing and Washington. During 2020, the Chinese smartphone apps TikTok and WeChat were singled out for attention by the Trump administration. In mid-September 2020, the US Department of Commerce said that it would ban both TikTok and WeChat from app stores and would bar the apps from accessing critical Internet services in the US (Arbel et al. 2020). A US federal judge later issued a temporary injunction blocking the WeChat ban. However, TikTok faced having to shut down operations unless its Chinese owner ByteDance could sell TikTok’s US operations to a domestic company to satisfy US national security concerns (Arbel et al. 2020). The dispute was supposed to be settled when Trump approved a deal in which Oracle and Walmart partnered with TikTok to form a new, US-controlled company, but the final deal has been pushed back indefinitely by the Biden administration (Feiner 2021). That said, with the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee passing the Strategic Competition Act in April 2021, it is speculated more US decoupling actions might continue under the Biden administration (Hsu 2021).

Chinese Responses to the US Economic Decoupling: Dual Circulation Strategy

To sustain its performative legitimacy, the CCP has implemented consistent economic reforms during the past four decades. One of these has been the ‘supply-side structural reform’ (SSSR) policy implemented in 2015. This has attempted to reduce overproduction in selected products such as coal, iron, and steel. Another such policy is the ‘Made in China 2025’ plan announced in 2018. This plan intended to shift China from being an ‘export and investment-led’ economy to a ‘demand and innovation-driven’ economy by using government subsidies, mobilizing state-owned enterprises, and pursuing intellectual property acquisition to catch up with – and then surpass – Western technological prowess in advanced industries.

In response to the US’s recent economic decoupling, in October 2020 China unveiled its own decoupling strategy, named the ‘dual circulation strategy’ (DCS). In this strategy, ‘circulation’ refers to the production and consumption of goods and services. The first or international circulation in the ‘dual’ formulation concerns maintaining integration with the rest of the world. The second or internal circulation focuses on increased reliance on domestic demand and reducing economic dependence on the rest of the
world (Garcia-Herrero 2020). President Xi is demanding that China both continues its commitment to global integration and exports, or international circulation, and also emphasizes domestic production for home consumption, or internal circulation (Pettis 2020). The ‘dual’ formulation has become a key priority in the Chinese government’s 14th five-year plan (2021-2025), replacing the supply-side structural reform (SSSR) and ‘Made in China 2025’ designated in the previous five-year period (Huang 2021).

The concept of ‘internal circulation’ remains contested. Some analysts believe that it is an attempt to present old wine in a new bottle. A similar concept was proposed in 2011 by the then-premier Wen Jiabao in the country’s 12th Five-Year Plan, claiming that the Chinese government would prioritize domestic consumption-led growth over export-led growth (China’s National People’s Congress 2011). Pettis (2020) argues that internal circulation conflicts with international circulation. Boosting domestic consumption requires policies that would increase wages and benefits for workers. This would weaken international circulation, which requires low labour costs to maintain export competitiveness. Blanchette and Polk (2020) state that the dual circulation strategy will be inward-looking and that if the authorities focus on internal circulation, China will close its door to the outside world. Young (2020) suggests that China will retreat into the kind of ‘self-reliance’ developmental policy begun by Mao Zedong during the Chinese Civil War (i.e., ‘regeneration through one’s own efforts,’ or zili gengsheng).

Given that the dual circulation strategy is the Chinese response to the US decoupling, internal circulation entails greater technological self-reliance. The vulnerability of Chinese companies to bans on sales of US computer chips has intensified China’s drive to become self-sufficient in critical technologies. In light of the US sanctions, Huawei announced that a chip plant would be set up in Shanghai to secure supplies of semiconductors for its core telecom infrastructure business (Hille et al. 2020). Xi has likewise stepped up calls for China to achieve ‘self-sufficiency’ for crucial components. During a meeting of the CCP’s Central Committee, Xi declared that China would make enhanced technological self-reliance a priority over the next fifteen years and would make it ‘a strategic pillar of national development’ (Buckley and Myers 2020). From a technological development point of view, China may benefit from the current situation because this could move it to shake off its over-dependence on US chips. That said, the success of international circulation depends on the openness of the existing liberal world order established by the US. If the US decides to further decouple from China, its allies might follow suit with similar policies. Recently, for example, Australia has decided to diversify its export markets and supply
chains away from China. Some European countries have similarly begun to reconsider trade and investment ties with China (Johnson and Gramer 2020). Again, the dual circulation strategy cannot be successful in the absence of international circulation.

Concluding Remarks

In 2019, the CCP celebrated the 70th anniversary of the founding of New China in 1949. Historically, one-party governments have rarely survived longer than 70 years. I would argue that because of a lack of ideological and political-electoral legitimacy, especially in recent years, economic performance has been the key pillar legitimatizing the CCP’s rule. The slowdown of economic growth since 2015 and the possible financial repercussions of the Sino-US Trade War since 2018 have threatened to impact the Party’s legitimacy. The COVID-19 crisis and the related NPIs that were implemented in China further risk eroding the CCP’s performative legitimacy. Therefore, the CCP recently put forth the dual circulation strategy as a new economic model to respond to the US economic decoupling from China. While the internal circulation contributes to the advancement of Chinese technology and innovation, continuous US decoupling could have a detrimental effect on the success of this strategy.
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Abstract
Taiwan's government was quick to act against COVID-19 with a quarantine decree, mask mandates, detailed tracking of confirmed cases, and the nearly 100% coverage rate of universal health insurance. This approach proved successful during 2020. However, at the same time, Taiwan's ‘guest worker policy’ deprives migrant workers of the right to permanent residency/citizenship, freedom of employment, social security benefits, and residency arrangements. They lack access to health care and financial support, and they have faced wage cuts and dismissals during the COVID-19 pandemic, making them a vulnerable minority. This chapter argues that Taiwan needs to reconsider its ‘divide and exclude’ guest worker policy, not only for the sake of migrant workers themselves but also to safeguard public health.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought the momentum of globalization to a near halt, causing unmeasurable ramifications in terms of economics, human rights, and social inequality. Taiwan's government was quick to act in tackling this unprecedented global health crisis. During the first year...
The low infection rate achieved in Taiwan during this period can be attributed to various causes, such as widespread mask-wearing and an effective quarantine decree. The early success handling COVID-19 is also partly due to Taiwan’s universal health insurance that covers everyone, including blue-collar migrant workers. In contrast to the benefits brought by this universal healthcare system, however, Taiwan also has a ‘guest worker policy’ that deprives migrant workers of the rights to permanent residency/citizenship, freedom of employment, and social security benefits, making them vulnerable during crises. This chapter both examines the successes Taiwan had dealing with COVID-19 during the first year of the pandemic and also looks at the ways that the pandemic has exposed the vulnerabilities of migrants in Taiwan. COVID-19 has revealed that migrants face disadvantages in access to health care and financial support, as seen in wage cuts and dismissals. The chapter argues that it is therefore time to reconsider the ‘divide and exclude’ nature of Taiwan’s guest worker policy.

Globalization and its Challenge to Public Health

With proponents of globalization optimistically proclaiming the ‘end of history’ (Fukuyama 1992) and the benefits of a ‘flat earth’ (Friedman 2005), globalization seemed to herald a promising new world. However, as the so-called ‘globalization’ of the world has progressed, these prophesies have been turning into a bleaker picture. This is especially the case for those who have been denied a share in the new prosperity globalization has brought, something which is exacerbated by rising inequality among the northern and the southern hemispheres (Chomsky 2006, 2012; Stiglitz 2002, 2015). On the one hand, globalization has enhanced the free flow of people and capital, boosting the global economy. On the other hand, it has increasingly jeopardized state sovereignty, leaving nation-states subject to the consequences of heightened interconnectivity. This is something that has been made clear by the world’s vulnerability to global pandemics.

Under conditions of increasing globalization, conflicts and turmoil have become more pronounced since the start of the new millennium with different regions hit by refugee crises and a series of new infectious diseases. Five new viruses have led to extensive human casualties over the past decade, namely H1N1 (2009), Polio (2014), Ebola in West Africa (2014), and Zika (2016) and Ebola in the Democratic Republic of Congo (2019). Each of these viruses was declared
a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) by the World Health Organization (WHO). The devastating effect of virulent viruses has made global health governance an urgent issue on the international agenda in recent years, with calls for making it a joint global endeavour (Kickbusch 2016; Friedman and Lawrence 2017; Gostin, Moon, and Meier, 2020).

The COVID-19 pandemic, an unprecedented global crisis, has brought to the fore a pressing concern for the protection of fundamental human rights. In different countries, human rights have been jeopardized during the pandemic by the restriction of people's movement for health reasons, as well as a shortage of health care provisions. COVID-19 has devastated economies, livelihoods, and the way people interact with each other, meaning that concerted public health actions, both globally and locally, are now imperative.

Migration and its Challenge to Global Health Governance

The international community has been overwhelmed by the virulence and mutating adaptability of the COVID-19 virus, posing a real challenge to delivering effective, as well as coordinated, measures to ensure health safety for all. In one attempt to do so, the WHO launched the COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund in partnership with the UN Foundation. This Fund is intended to collect donations and financially support public health initiatives seeking to contain the pandemic across the globe (WHO 2020). However, one question about the Fund, is whether it will recognize the plight of migrant workers in different countries. These migrant workers have been particularly hard-hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, often suffering mass lay-offs or wage cuts and thus facing hardships due to the global economic slow-down as well as lack of health protection.

The fact that migration is a significant public health issue and has pervasive global health implications has not yet received enough attention. Studies have shown that the abusive and exploitative treatment that many migrants encounter has led to a wide range of public health issues (Ottisova et al. 2016). COVID-19 has offered a watershed moment, prompting societies to re-examine the public health institutions and policy loopholes that have left those most marginalized even more destitute during the pandemic, especially with regard to access to health resources and information.

Amongst the Sustainable Development Goals of the UN, there is the goal of ensuring ‘healthy lives’ and promoting ‘well-being for all at all ages’ (United Nations 2020). However, even if this goal is largely being realized,
disadvantaged populations still suffer from insufficient access to health services and lack the needed materials for personal protection as a result of discrimination, lack of access to health care services, and denial of welfare benefits (Kickbusch 2016). This is a reminder that even if a nation has excellent universal health insurance, this does not automatically guarantee equal health provision and safety for all unless marginalized segments of the population have received due attention.

In order to tackle the issues related to unequal health provision, a number of measures should be taken. As Zimmerman and Kiss (2017) suggest, preventive measures that address structural determinants (such as discrimination and constrained access to health care services) should be prioritized because of their enormous impact on migrants’ health. It is crucial to have an inclusive decision-making mechanism through which migrants can have their voices heard. Looking at the case of Taiwan, the COVID-19 pandemic might be viewed as a disaster that can be turned into an opportunity by helping to expose the deficiencies in Taiwan’s guest worker policy which follows the rule of ‘dividing and excluding’ that emerged from nationalism and discrimination against migrants. The use of this rule can be seen as detrimental not only to the migrants themselves, but to everyone living in Taiwanese society.

Taiwan’s ‘Guest Worker Policy’ in Danger of Breaching Human Rights

In Taiwan today, the population of blue-collar migrants already outnumbers the population of Taiwan’s officially recognized sixteen indigenous peoples.\(^1\) This is followed in size by marriage migrants totalling 565,299 persons,\(^2\) a significant sum considering Taiwan’s population stands at 23,561,236 persons.\(^3\)

\(^1\) Migrant workers include white-collar and blue-collar workers. Both are regulated through the Employment Service Law (1992), but receive differential treatment. White-collar migrant workers, mainly specialized/technical workers and language teachers, enjoy freedom of movement, choice of employers, and a duration of stay as long as their work permit is valid. All those rights are denied to the 713,454 blue-collar migrant workers (as compared to the 39,439 white-collar migrant workers, as reported by the end of April 2021).

\(^2\) Indicating migrants who enter Taiwan through marriage. Since the 1980s, men from lower social strata turned to Southeast Asian countries, mainly Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand, and Philippines, in search for marriage partners. The annual number of marriage migrants has declined since 2004.

\(^3\) Taiwan used to have four major ethnic groups with Fukienese as the largest, followed by mainlanders, Hakkanese and indigenous peoples, before the 1980s. Taiwan’s census bureau
Migrant workers are covered by Taiwan's highly renowned universal health insurance, which features low premiums, low co-pay, free access, and a nearly 100% coverage rate. However, the utilization rate of this insurance by migrants is minimal. This is due to several impeding features produced by Taiwan's guest worker policy. Instituted through the Employment Services Law of 1992, the migrant worker policy, often referred to as guest worker policy, guides the employment and management of migrant workers in Taiwan. This policy strictly confines blue collar migrant workers to pre-designated employers and places of work even before entering Taiwan. If they leave their employers and start work elsewhere, they become illegal and undocumented, regardless of whether their reasons for leaving are legitimate or not. This policy allows employers to dismiss workers at will, often by sending migrants back to the brokers without worrying about legal consequences (Aspinwall 2020).

Although Taiwan has a high demand for migrant workers, its society has not been ready to accept them as part of the population (Wang 2011). Migrant workers are officially designated as complementary workers, not substitute workers. As a result, they can only sign fix-term temporary contracts which deprive them of the right to attain permanent residency, let alone citizenship (Tseng and Wang 2011). This is regardless of how long they have been working in Taiwan, with live-in domestic migrants allowed to work for a maximum of fourteen years and migrants working in factories and nursing homes for up to twelve years (Ministry of Labour 2018).

Migrant workers are, in practice, denied social welfare benefits, even if most are workers covered by health insurance and labour insurance, with the exception of live-in domestic migrant workers who only enjoy health insurance. Nevertheless, the benefits that migrant workers have from both insurances are not comparable with those that are enjoyed by locals, such as maternity benefits, unemployment benefits, and wage compensation for hospitalization due to occupational injuries as well as disease. 4 This is removed the question on ethnicity in 1990. Therefore, we can only estimate ethnic populations through sources such as the Council of Indigenous Peoples, the Hakka Affairs Council, the National Immigration Agency and the National Development Council, which all have their own surveys to monitor the population. An accurate estimate is beyond the scope of this chapter. The National Immigration Agency produces an annual statistical report on marriage migrants and work migrants, and the Council of Indigenous Peoples has their own survey.

4 Migrant workers are legally covered by both Universal Health Insurance and Labour Insurance, with the exception of domestic migrant workers who are covered by the former but not the latter. However, when it comes to the realization of those benefits promised by both insurances, blue-collar migrant workers have been disadvantaged due to their lack of information, and the complicated procedures required for filing claims, making it difficult to enjoy some of
especially the case when they are claiming benefits for severe occupational injuries that require hospitalization and rehabilitation. In these cases, some employers have brokers who ‘take back’ injured migrants that have not medically recovered. These brokers will then send back the injured workers even before they are able to receive compensation from employers or their insurance benefits.

Living arrangements are another factor affecting the health of migrant workers. Migrant workers in Taiwan are often forced to accept dormitories prepared by brokers/agencies or employers. Employers set dormitory rules in order to effectively monitor and control workers, thus limiting migrants' freedom of movement outside factories and dormitories (Turton 2021). Living in the dormitories also means that migrants have to share fully packed rooms, bathrooms, and toilets (Everington 2018). These kinds of dwelling arrangements are dangerous to live in and make workers more susceptible to infectious diseases (Timmerman 2020). The outbreak of COVID-19 among migrant workers in Singapore in similar conditions exemplifies the health risks associated with close-quarter living conditions (Reuters 2020; Yi et al. 2020).

Another health risk for migrant workers lies in their reluctance to take sick leave for fear of wage loss and the risk of endangering possible contract renewal in the future. This unwillingness of migrant workers puts them at greater health risk, and can lead to unknown outbreaks (Wang et al. 2020; Aspinwall 2020). Moreover, it is difficult for undocumented migrant workers to seek medical help for fear of exposure and deportation. Another reason for their reluctance to seek medical help is financial, as they have to bear the full cost of medical expenses once they become undocumented, which also means losing their health insurance coverage.5

Migrant workers leave their employment and become undocumented for a number of different reasons. Migrant workers might seek to get

5 According to Taiwan’s migrant worker policy, employers have to provide National Health Insurance to migrant workers working in factories and households. However, once they flee, they lose their insurance. Taiwan’s national health insurance is renowned for its fairly low premium (5.17% of monthly income of which employers are obliged to pay 60%, workers pay 30%, and the government pays 10%). It is also known for its extremely low fixed co-pay (about US$1.7 for every clinic visit, US$3.3 for every visit to a regional hospital, and US$5.7 for a visit to a medical centre). Medical expenses will be fully covered by National Health Insurance Bureau. If something happens to them after they have become undocumented, workers may be liable for sizeable medical costs depending on the level of treatment required.
away from unbearable working conditions, sexual assault, or inhumane treatment. Debt-ridden migrant workers have previously fled to avoid repatriation when their contracts were prematurely terminated due to the death of care recipients, plant closure, or mass redundancy. This form of contract termination invited a wave of criticism. As a result, the guest worker policy has recently undergone changes to allow migrants to seek new employment within a limited period. This is under the condition that the termination of their contract is not their fault. However, in such cases brokers are often inactive due to a lack of financial incentives to help migrants in their job search. Brokers frequently resort to regulatory violations by sending workers back home (Lan 2006; Hsia 2005, 343-344; Gu 2013, 96).

Migrant workers also tend to owe large amounts of debt to brokers in order to land jobs in Taiwan. This means that they have to work longer hours to earn enough to pay back these loans. This debt burden has been another reason that migrants flee from their employment positions and become undocumented (Olive 2020; Fleeing Migrants 2012). Once this happens, the government loses track of the migrants and is unable to receive their periodic health reports. A special immigration task force is then charged with hunting them down. This can force the workers to go into hiding. Critics from academia and human rights organizations have been vocal about the inadequacy of current regulations (Hsiao 2020).

In summary, the current guest worker policy restricts the mobility of migrants and their freedom of occupation. It therefore renders the power relations between migrants and employers extremely imbalanced, to the detriment of the migrants. This is what Tan (2014) describes as a ‘governmentality of exclusion’. In his study of Singaporean society, he explains that it is the whole institutional apparatus that discriminates against those deemed ‘less worthy’ and unsuitable for inclusion. This applies to Taiwan as well. The stringent residency policy, denial of the freedom of occupation, as well as limited mobility, together function to drive migrant workers to leave their legal but much constrained employment, and become undocumented. When migrants are forced to become undocumented, the health risks borne by migrant workers increase. The exclusion of undocumented migrant workers from the universal health insurance system thus endangers the whole population.

6 Fleeing Migrants is a collection of 25 stories told by undocumented migrants in Taiwan. As has been discussed here, there are various reasons for them fleeing their employment, with debt burden being the most pressing. The original publication is in Chinese.
Tackling COVID-19 – Protective Measures and Remedies for Migrants

The Taiwanese government was quick to take action when the COVID-19 pandemic emerged at the start of 2020. It immediately implemented thermal imaging at the border. It mobilized factories for the production of masks and coordinated health-insurance-contracted pharmacies and convenience stores to facilitate access to masks. It banned mass gatherings and suspended businesses such as nightclubs where social distancing was not possible. It also implemented mandatory wearing of masks in cinemas, department stores, hospitals, post offices, banks, and on public transportation (Yip 2020). Schools and offices also took preventive measures, such as restricted entry and placing thermal imaging cameras at entrances. Flights were reduced, or suspended, in accordance with the development of the pandemic in different countries or regions (Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2021). The government also implemented a fourteen-day quarantine measure for everyone coming from abroad.

These measures can partly explain why, during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, Taiwan saw very low infection rates when compared to other countries around the world. However, Taiwan’s success in 2020 is not a guarantee for sustained success. Since April 2021 new variants of the COVID-19 virus have started spreading, resulting in 14,157 new confirmed cases and 575 deaths by 23 June 2021. The new virus outbreak has hit eight technology plants, leading to cluster infections among migrant workers, 400 being confirmed by 21 June 2021 (Huang 2021).

Although the clustered spread of COVID-19 among hundreds of migrant workers in Singapore at the end of March 2020 forced the Taiwanese government to reconsider their policies in order to offer assistance to migrant workers, the issue of clustered living conditions did not receive ample attention, eventually leading to the aforementioned outbreak in 2021.

In order to reduce cross-border movement, migrant workers were also encouraged to stay in Taiwan and renew their contracts or take new placements. They were given a transportation subsidy to compensate for the delay or cancelation of their annual leave. Employers were also encouraged to apply for the extension of permits for migrants who had reached the maximum

---

7 This includes providing information about the pandemic at migrant service centres stationed at the airport, installing a hotline, establishing a multi-lingual website aimed at migrants, and using social media, pamphlets, as well as flyers to disseminate information in a bid to reach Taiwan’s migrant populations (Workforce Development Agency 2020).
duration of stay (Ministry of Labor 2020). They were asked to apply for short-
term employment permits of three months or six months for those migrant
workers with contracts due to end. They were also encouraged to release
migrant workers to other employers if there was a slowdown in business.

The government also put in place a measure to cover the hospital expenses
incurred by infected migrant workers to encourage these workers to seek
medical attention without worrying about the possible financial burden.
Wage loss due to quarantine measures has been compensated by the govern-
ment at NT$1000 per day (approximately US$35) when employers have not
paid this (Yang 2020). Meanwhile, the government has also instructed that
quarantine fees have to be paid by employers or agencies. It is forbidden for
these fees to be transferred to migrant workers, with employers/agencies
being fined if they attempt to do so (Everington 2020).

The government migrant worker policy has undergone several changes
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. Home quarantine applied to all in-
coming migrant workers as early as 19 March 2020. However, as the pandemic
escalated, newly arrived live-in domestic migrant workers and factory
migrant workers with re-entry permits were required to undergo centralized
quarantine, while newly arrived factory migrant workers were subject to
employer-provided home quarantines starting from 27 March 2020.

As the pandemic continued to escalate in Indonesia by the end of 2020,
the government’s policy was adjusted to include a temporary ban on all
Indonesian workers (Lee 2020; Taiwan Centres for Disease Control 2020).
Due to a growing number of confirmed cases and a rising death toll, a more
stringent policy was issued on 19 May 2021 to ban all visa applications in
accordance with stricter border control (Bureau of Consular Affairs 2021).

In order to encourage undocumented migrant workers to come out of
hiding and abide by the preventative health measures, the National Im-
migration Bureau has adopted a three-month amnesty policy that exempts
them from the confinement, re-entry ban, and fine that normally would
apply when workers are arrested. In addition, the government has offered
undocumented migrant workers a free anti-virus taxi service to and from
COVID-19 testing centres, quarantine checks, and medication in order to
prevent new infections from spreading.8 During this three-month amnesty
period, nearly 8000 workers reported to the government (Lo 2020; National
Immigration Agency 2020).

8 The government recruits and contracts the so-called ‘anti-virus taxi’ to offer migrant workers
a free service that allows them to use a safe method of transport, in contrast to using regular
transportation methods through which the virus might spread.
The Taiwanese government also initially demanded that migrant workers on fishing vessels underwent a fourteen-day quarantine on their vessels. This rule also applied to those who have a low risk of contracting the virus, such as workers who have not anchored in other nations, have not interacted with other ships, have not changed crew members, and have not been inspected by foreign officials in the 30 days prior to their return to Taiwan. These rules were later tightened, requiring compulsory on-board health management of crew members who did not go ashore, if the ship was to set sail again within fourteen days. However, if crew members leave their ship and enter the community, the rules require either a ‘one crew member one room’ version of quarantine on the ship, or a hotel quarantine for fourteen days.

Eleven security posts were set up in three different cities to provide help and to monitor deep sea fishing vessels. The government has also provided masks to fishing associations and organizations of ship owners, through which crews can purchase them. Those undergoing the ‘one crew member one room’ quarantine also receive a pandemic protection bag that contains masks, a temperature recording card, sanitizer, towels, and a toothbrush. Ship owners receive a subsidy of NT$1500 per crew member per day (approximately US$39) if they are quarantined on this basis (Fisheries Agency 2020).

During the first stage of the COVID-19 pandemic these measures aimed at migrant workers in Taiwan proved relatively successful, resulting in a low rate of infections and confirmed cases related to migrant workers.

Taiwan’s Guest Worker Policy: Ready for an Overhaul?

After the first stage of the COVID-19 pandemic appeared to subside, Taiwan was quick in seeing business resume, schools open, and people getting back to their daily routines. Nevertheless, the number of employers who have put their employees on unpaid leave or have dismissed these employees in large numbers has hit a record high. Migrants are covered by labour insurance but are denied unemployment benefits, unlike their Taiwanese counterparts who are entitled to these benefits. Furthermore, migrant workers are also not entitled to severance pay because their labour contracts exclude this right. This means that, for some migrant workers, even though they have been able to survive the pandemic, they are likely to be in great debt as a result of having been placed on unpaid leave or having been dismissed. Many of these migrant workers might be described as being virtually invisible to
policy makers, who continue to ignore the predicament of migrant workers due to the ‘divide and exclude’ principle that characterises Taiwan’s guest worker policy.

Although Taiwan is a signatory of five major human rights conventions, these conditions have persisted. Taiwan has notably not signed the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families. It can be argued that the key to improving Taiwan’s human rights record lies in the way workers’ basic human rights are protected, such as the freedom of occupation, freedom of movement, a right to family reunion, equal rights to employment and justice, and permanent residency. It is therefore time for Taiwan to transform its guest worker policy, a policy that is still used to structurally exploit migrant workers’ vulnerability by depriving them of their labour rights.

Looking Ahead: Inclusiveness and Solidarity

The unprecedented global health crisis sparked by the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the exclusionary shortcomings of Taiwan’s guest worker policy. The COVID-19 pandemic has hit those most marginalized the hardest and has disenfranchised migrant workers, who have already long been excluded from the Taiwanese government’s worker protections. The way in which Taiwan’s guest worker policy deprives migrant workers of certain rights exemplifies how, in different countries, an ‘us vs. others’ mentality can prevent fair policy and impede global public health challenges in an era of globalization.

As Kickbusch (2016) argues, a paradigm shift is necessary in global health governance, as health governance has deepened rising inequalities. Any country that withholds health as a basic human right, especially to migrants, will be trapped in an ever-worsening health dilemma. Global health governance therefore requires international solidarity.

This pandemic offers a rare opportunity to re-examine what has been achieved in global health governance up until now, and what is left to be amended after the pandemic is over. Normative principles need to be established that require the international community to recognize the importance of committing to inclusiveness, and to incentivize governments to take concerted action so as to include non-state actors that deserve more attention. Ulrich Beck (2011) used the concept of the ‘cosmopolitan imperative’ to describe the urgency that modern societies face in addressing emerging global risks that cannot be confined in space or time. The same
reflection also applies to any society where discrimination, prejudice, and exclusionary policies do no justice to those most vulnerable. The safety of those most marginalized matters significantly when public health is concerned. Therefore, the existing structural inequity of health governance demands a close review in order to safeguard all.
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The Impact of Labour Market Challenges and Welfare on Public Health
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Abstract
Attempts by the World Health Organization (WHO) and national governments to provide direction on public health have been affected by the socio-economic institutions present in different countries. The different national models of capitalism that are in place in different countries have had an impact upon the capacities of these countries to deal with public health during the COVID-19 pandemic. This chapter introduces the relationship between public health and national models of capitalism by looking at the case of Japan, and argues that the problems faced by people as a result of Japan’s neoliberalized labour market and welfare system have created a number of obstacles to the successful management of the pandemic.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) has received much criticism with regard to the legitimacy and effectiveness of its handling of the COVID-19 pandemic, with many political leaders being especially critical. This has made more evident than ever the challenges that international organizations, such as the WHO, face as they seek to coordinate international communities (NHK 2020). The attempts by the WHO, as well as by national governments, to provide direction on public health have been affected by the socio-economic institutions present in different countries. The national models of capitalism in place have had an impact upon the capacities of different countries to deal with public health.
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This chapter first introduces the relationship between public health and national models of capitalism. Here, it highlights the impact of different socio-economic institutions (especially the labour market and welfare system) upon public health. After this, the chapter demonstrates how workers’ problems are intertwined with their health. The chapter then demonstrates how challenging it has been for the WHO to address the pandemic and public health in different nations. This has been challenging because of how its attempts to deal with the pandemic have been influenced by the socio-economic institutions that are present in different nations.

In some nations, these socio-economic institutions include deep-rooted labour market problems that have been produced through an ongoing process of neoliberalization. This is the case, for instance, in Japan. The chapter then goes on to show that Japan’s neoliberalized welfare system also impacts public health and increases social and health risks for many members of the public. Finally, it argues that the problems people face in the labour market and the welfare system have created a number of obstacles to the successful management of the pandemic and the implementation of necessary public health measures.

**WHO, Capitalism, and Public Health**

The national model of capitalism in place in any one country and global capitalism as a whole both significantly influence how public health is achieved (Sell and Williams 2020; Hernández-Álvarez et al. 2020; Hunter and Murray 2019). Many national models of capitalism function in states with a substantial welfare system. However, this system has proven unable to remove the market logic from public health in general, as well as in terms of access to healthcare services and essential medicines (Sell and Williams 2020, 4). Neoliberalism, and the associated preoccupation with market fundamentalism, has seen a prioritization of profit-seeking and austerity. It has also made work more precarious, resulting in growing economic insecurity for workers. This market logic, and particularly the drive for austerity, has led to widespread cutbacks in health services as well as market-driven reforms that have limited the availability of healthcare. During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, these conditions have created the potential for devastating consequences to public health (Sparke 2020, 1). Health is not an accidental outcome, but is ‘shaped by people’s location in terms of generational wealth, poverty and income inequalities within a wider
national and global structure of accumulation’ (Sell and Williams 2020, 4). As An and Tang (2020, 793-796) highlight, both institutional infrastructure and system capacity influence pandemic crisis management. Crucial factors for pandemic management include the capacity of public health institutions, healthcare facilities, medical services, information management technology, and regulatory systems.

This chapter argues that in order to understand the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic upon public health in Japan, we need to consider the country’s institutionalized structures of inequality. In Japan, the medical and healthcare system, welfare system, health insurance system, and the labour market system are key socio-economic institutions that together have largely determined the extent to which the pandemic and public health have been handled. In other words, the model of capitalism present in Japan, as well as the existing patterns of social inequalities in public health, have had a crucial influence on how the pandemic has been managed.

The impact of the pandemic has depended on wealth, poverty, and income inequalities, within a wider national structure of capital accumulation. For instance, in some nations markets fail to deliver access to healthcare to all of the population when this access is dependent upon the ability to pay health insurance contributions, or when people are denied access to basic healthcare. Labour market conditions can also impact how the pandemic affects people. If people lose their jobs and become unemployed during a public health crisis, this can present significant risks to them and their families. Where national welfare systems provide insufficient coverage, this can mean that vulnerable people bear considerable risks during a pandemic (see also Nguyen’s contribution in this volume).

The WHO has sought to advise national governments about responding to the pandemic by issuing a range of guidelines and measures relating to public health, local communities, domestic violence, quarantine, food safety, and safe workplaces (WHO 2020a). However, these guidelines and measures have so far had limited effects. For example, the advice given by the WHO has had a limited effect on securing public health in Japan. This is in large part due to the WHO’s limited ability to deal with questions such as job security and welfare provisions, which play an essential role in addressing public health. In particular, socio-economic institutions have had a considerable effect on health governance and the unequal ways in which people in Japan have experienced the COVID-19 public health crisis.
Labour Market Challenges and Public Health

A number of labour market reforms have sought to address problems faced by workers in Japan. These include the structural reforms and Work Style Reform (hatarakikata kaikaku) that were part of the so-called ‘Abenomics’ policies adopted by former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. These reforms involved an increase in the minimum wage, an attempt to move workers on non-regular contracts to regular contracts, and efforts to encourage a shortening of working hours (Shibata 2020). However, the Abe government’s priority has been the pursuit of labour market flexibility. This means that the proportion of non-regular workers, or those who do not have long-term employment security, within Japan’s labour market has remained high, amounting for nearly 40% of the total workforce. The precarious situation faced by many non-regular workers has not improved under Abenomics (Shibata 2020).

The increase in the number of non-regular workers does not necessarily mean an increase in inequality; not all non-regular workers are precarious, and the employment situation surrounding non-regular workers has become complicated (Imano 2020). Nevertheless, it is under the current labour market conditions that non-regular workers were the first group of workers to face dismissals as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Such dismissals were termed ‘corona dismissals’ by the media, who announced a ‘significant unemployment era’ (Toyo Keizai Online 2020). These dismissals have seen the number of unemployed grow from 1.5 million at the end of 2019 to almost 2 million in May 2020 (Nihon Keizai Shimbum 2020). This also resulted in a rise in the unemployment rate, from 2.4% in 2019 to 3.1% in October 2020 (MHLW 2020).

In addition, workers were denied access to, or received reductions in, the ‘absence allowance’ that they were supposed to receive from employers. This ‘absence allowance’ was a government scheme that promised 80% of wages to staff who were unable to work because COVID-19 had forced the temporary closure of the companies where they worked. The government also provided other financial support, but the absence allowance was the most comprehensive financial support available, covering the majority of workers who were not able to work as a result of COVID-19. The allowance promised to guarantee workers’ wages during the pandemic. Despite this guarantee, 24% of non-regular workers reported that their employers refused to provide the allowance (Nishinihon Shimbum 2020). Not receiving this allowance can impede workers’ access to medical and healthcare services, because this access is dependent on their ability to pay healthcare insurance contributions. It can particularly lead to difficulties accessing medical
healthcare services for foreign workers, female workers, and precariously employed non-regular workers. In particular, foreign workers faced a higher risk of losing their jobs and were more likely to receive low wages, both of which represent obstacles to public health. These workers are often ineligible for Japan's health insurance system while also lacking the informal family networks that offer an alternative means for securing healthcare and social support (Sawada 2018). While these problems existed before this, the pandemic has magnified them.

In different nations including in Japan, gender-based discrimination has intensified during the pandemic. The WHO has used its briefing papers to address the potential for increased domestic violence against women during the pandemic (WHO 2020b). Although this has represented an important source of advice, it is the Japanese government that has had to take the initiative and address nationally specific issues in terms of gender inequality. In Japan, there is a large disparity between male and female workers' wages and employment status. Female workers have tended to be most burdened with home-making and domestic care for family members. This has led to a decline in female workers' participation in the labour market and a corresponding increase in the degree to which women are dependent upon their husbands or partners for health and medical care. This has put single female workers at a considerably higher public health risk.

Female workers appear to have borne the brunt of pandemic-related job losses (Ishibashi and Nakafuji 2020). The number of jobs lost by female workers is significantly higher than that of male workers. For example, 11.4% of female workers lost their jobs between December 2019 and August 2020, compared to 0.8% of male workers during the same period (Statistics Bureau of Japan 2020). This may have contributed to a reported recent rise in suicide among women. According to an August 2020 report on suicide by Japan's National Police Agency, the number of women who committed suicide rose by 51% between April 2020 and August 2020, from 442 to 669, whereas the number of men committing suicide rose by 17% (National Police Agency 2020). The WHO needs to recognize such nation-specific inequalities as crucial for public health policies.

The Transformation of the Japanese Welfare System and Challenges to Public Health

Some observers have highlighted that during the initial stages of the COVID-19 pandemic Japan handled the coronavirus relatively well, maintaining
a low number of infections and deaths in comparison to other countries. It did this despite being a densely populated country with a large elderly population (Iwasaki and Grubaugh 2020; Tashiro and Shaw 2020). In seeking to identify reasons for this relative success, commentators have pointed to Japan's culture, its medical and healthcare systems, the level of sanitation, citizens' behaviour, and the 'cluster approach' used (Tashiro and Shaw 2020, 3).

However, it is not universally agreed that Japan has handled the pandemic entirely effectively, or that it has done so for these reasons. Crump and Tanimoto, for instance, have argued that Japan's situation worsened due to a mismanagement of the pandemic, lack of adequate personal protection equipment, and incompetence among hospital personnel (2020, 2). Similarly, An and Tang argue that Japan has mismanaged the pandemic, highlighting the country's lack of pre-established institutional infrastructure, the lack of legal means to impose substantive penalties, and its limited testing capacity in comparison to other East Asian polities (2020, 795-797). In contributing to this debate, this chapter leans towards the more critical interpretations, but in doing so it seeks to draw attention to the declining quality of welfare provision in Japan, arguing that this has been a decisive factor in explaining how the pandemic has been managed.

The Japanese welfare system introduced a universal medical insurance system in 1961. There was a stable labour market during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. This was characterized by high levels of long-term employment (especially among men) and meant that Japan witnessed an increasing number of workers and increasing insurance contributions. This enabled the state to create a stable welfare system, including a well-functioning public health system. Migrant workers are also covered in this public health system. However, from the 1990s onwards, the neoliberalization of Japan's socio-economic institutions has progressed steadily. This has been accompanied by a greater emphasis upon individual responsibility for health, including through the privatization (or partial privatization) of health, medical, and elderly care. The government raised insurance premiums from 20% to 30% in 2002. In 2011, it reduced the breadth of insurance coverage as part of a gradual increase in the privatization of public hospitals (Ogasawara 2018, 127). Moreover, since the bursting of Japan's so-called 'bubble economy' in 1991, it has experienced low economic growth and economic recessions. This has had a knock-on effect, posing problems for those who have difficulties paying, or are unable to pay, insurance contributions.

As a result, the number of people who are covered by the health insurance scheme has declined from 126,907,000 people in 2010, to 125,877,000
persons in 2017 (MHLW 2018). In particular, there has been a significant decline in the number of people who are covered by the national health insurance, which also tends to cover non-regular workers. The number of people covered by this has fallen from 38,769,000 people in 2010 to 31,475,000 people in 2017 (MHLW 2018). This is also closely related to the increased number of non-regular workers in the labour market in Japan because the monthly contribution for national health insurance can be a heavy burden for people with low monthly incomes, taking nearly 20% of their wages (Sato 2014). The rising numbers of non-regular workers, including migrant workers who receive lower wages, face difficulties in paying their health insurance contributions. Moreover, according to Kin (2015), many employers have gradually shifted to non-regular workers who work for shorter hours. This way, employers can avoid paying the costly employers' contributions towards the health insurance of their employees. This trend for increasing non-regular employment will translate into public health deficiencies. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these risks have become more visible.

As part of the state of emergency introduced in Japan in early 2020, the government announced that it would provide 100,000 yen (or around US$ 920) for every person in the country, including migrant workers and foreign students. However, this money has only been made available for those who had their address registered with their municipal government (Tokyo Shimbun 2020a; 2020b). This stipulation has meant that the government has effectively denied access to financial support for those most vulnerable, especially the homeless. In Japan, support for homeless people has been left to voluntary citizens' groups, reflecting the inadequate nature of public health provision for the homeless (Inaba 2014).

As this chapter has argued, the WHO’s one-size-fits-all approach to giving advice risks being ineffective. For example, in spite of the pandemic the Japanese government has decided to continue cuts to the ‘public assistance system’ (seikatsu hogo seido) that have been ongoing since 2018. This public assistance system guarantees the minimum standard of living for those who have difficulties in making a living. This system provides financial support to enable people to have minimum living expenses (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 2021). The next round of cuts has been announced for October 2020, despite the clear risks to public health these reductions will bring about during the pandemic (Kyodo 2020). The effect will be that 67% of households who receive the benefits will experience a reduction in financial support, which will worsen accessibility to medical care for those on benefits.
While foreign residents with permanent residency or a settlement visa are also covered by this benefit scheme, it excludes migrant workers who are only permitted to live in Japan for a fixed term. As such, the availability of these benefits is neither sufficient nor comprehensive, something which further endangers impoverished households that are already vulnerable during public health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, migrant workers who have lost their jobs during the COVID-19 pandemic, and who are not entitled to these benefits, can suffer significantly as a result of their income loss.

Obstacles also exist for those who are entitled to access public health schemes. A number of companies – known as ‘black companies’ (burakku kigyo) – have a practice of registering employees as self-employed in order to deprive workers of their rights to minimum wage entitlements, overtime payments, the national insurance scheme, health insurance contributions, and medical care. Many migrant workers tend to suffer from this kind of exclusion, even though they are entitled to health insurance. This is compounded by the fact that workers on low pay and with insecure employment contracts have already faced considerable obstacles since before the pandemic began.

Conclusion

The guidance that has been issued by the WHO represents an important step in making public health recommendations for national governments. A key limitation of this guidance, however, is its scope. The WHO does not address nation-specific socio-economic institutions that have a large impact on public health. This chapter suggests that, in the context of Japan, we have to consider the effects of the ongoing neoliberal reforms across Japan’s labour market and public health system. Japan has maintained a relatively low rate of infection, especially in comparison to Western Europe and the United States. However, more adequate employment protections and a comprehensive insurance system would have led to more effective management of the pandemic and long-term maintenance of public health. As the risk of infection has continued into 2021, a rise in unemployment and the fact that a substantial portion of the working population remains in low paid jobs hamper measures to secure public health. As this chapter has shown, the labour market, welfare provision, and public health are mutually dependent upon each other. Social inequality is a public health matter.
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Indonesia’s Response to Global Recommendations on Labour Migration during a Pandemic: Muddling through Priorities and Needs

Sylvia YAZID

Abstract
Policies made to address the global COVID-19 pandemic have significantly affected people’s mobility between countries. For migrant labour sending countries, such as Indonesia, the government has had to deal with the pandemic domestically while simultaneously managing the social and economic impacts and safety of citizens abroad or in transit. This chapter assesses the Indonesian government’s policy responses related to labour migration. It shows that they have been in line with the recommendations made by relevant international organizations, such as the International Labour Organization (ILO), but that such recommendations often fail to address nation-specific issues. In doing so, this chapter contributes to the understanding of transnational migrant labour governance in Asia.
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Introduction

COVID-19, with its rapid transmission rate, has required countries to take strong emergency actions to limit its impact. While SARS and MERS were relatively containable, COVID-19 has seen governments implementing policies specifically targeting highly affected areas and has forced countries
to temporarily close their borders. The pandemic has caused stagnant economic growth, pushing different countries into recessions.

A striking feature of the pandemic has been the effect it has had on the mobility of migrant workers. It has disrupted workers' mobility as countries have implemented protectionist policies such as border and travel restrictions, as well as entry bans for migrants from certain countries. For countries such as Indonesia that send many workers abroad (referred to as 'sending countries'), this has led to postponed departures and the unplanned return of migrant workers. For example, Indonesia's National Board of the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers (BP2MI), reported in early 2020 that 37,379 Indonesian migrant workers had postponed their departure, and 129,202 workers were repatriated (BP2MI 2020). As a result of this, concerns have surfaced about the protection of the rights of these workers. If restrictions continue, labour migration might go underground, with migrant workers departing through unofficial channels.

When it comes to migration governance in Southeast Asia, nations already have limited capabilities (Kneebone 2010, 392), signifying the importance of external parties such as international organizations. Epidemics and pandemics have further highlighted how global health governance requires rigorous coordination between various stakeholders at different levels and the commitment of global, national, and local authorities. This chapter examines Indonesia's policy responses to the pandemic, assessing whether they are in line with recommendations made by international organizations such as the International Labour Organization (ILO). While the COVID-19 pandemic requires collaborative actions led by global authorities, criticism concerning the performance of international organizations and the commitments of member countries grew during the pandemic. This chapter shows how attempts at global governance should take into account the specific characteristics and needs of each country, in this case of Indonesia.

**Method**

The 1990 *International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families* recognizes the need for states to ensure the protection of the rights of migrant workers (Nanda 1993, 161-177). However, the signing and ratification of this convention do not automatically guarantee that these rights will be fulfilled. Two decades later, there remains a gap between the global recommendations and countries' specific needs for protection of migrants' rights.
This chapter analyses whether, in the case of Indonesia's response to the COVID-19 pandemic, these measures are actually closing the gap. It does so by combining a literature study with interviews to analyse Indonesia's response to the pandemic and its conformity to ILO recommendations regarding labour migration during a pandemic. The research relies on publicly available data and information gathered from interviews. The interviews were with Judha Nugraha, Director of Protection for Indonesian Citizen and Legal Entities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, Brian Sriprahastuti, Senior Advisor at the Executive Office of the President of Republic of Indonesia, and Anis Hidayah, Head of Migrant Study Center of Migrant CARE, all of whom kindly agreed to be identified for the purpose of this study.

Protecting Migrant Workers during the Pandemic: ILO Recommendations

The ILO has released several policy recommendations regarding migrant workers and the fulfilment of their rights during a pandemic. This chapter refers to the earlier policy brief titled Protecting Migrant Workers during the COVID-19 Pandemic (ILO 2020). It was released in April 2020 and highlights three key areas of action: ‘migrant workers’ inclusion in national COVID-19 responses, bilateral cooperation between countries of origin and destination, and social dialogue and full involvement of employers’ and workers’ organizations in the development of COVID-19 responses’ (ibid.). For the purpose of analysing Indonesia's responses, this chapter focuses on the first area of action, consisting of six recommendations. Although these recommendations may seem directed toward countries receiving migrants (‘receiving countries’), they are actually quite general and are also of concern for sending countries.

The ILO’s recommendations on the inclusion of migrant workers in national COVID-19 responses suggest different kinds of support for these workers. The first kind of support is economic. The ILO encourages countries to provide financial support for migrant workers, based on reliable data. It also stresses accessible healthcare and social protection for migrant workers of all statuses. Additionally, making sure that these migrant workers are well-informed regarding health and safety information is considered crucial. Alongside this, the ILO also recommends that countries provide workers with access to essential migration services. This is to ensure that migrant workers do not fall into irregular status. The ILO also states that countries should
provide appropriate communal accommodation and quarantine areas, so that migrant workers are free from hazards in their communal or worksite housing. Finally, the ILO recommends that governments provide migrant workers with legal counsel to prevent them from being undocumented or irregular.

The ILO made these six recommendations at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, giving them to governments to address the main challenges that migrant workers face during the pandemic. The next section looks into Indonesia's policy responses to the pandemic and identifies whether these responses fit into the framework that the ILO set out.1

Protecting Migrant Workers during the Pandemic: Indonesia's Policy Initiatives

Indonesia confirmed its first positive case of COVID-19 on 2 March 2020. Since then, the government has taken various steps to address the pandemic at the national, provincial, city/municipality, and village levels. There have also been attempts to coordinate between levels and across neighbouring areas. Indonesia's two main policies related to labour migration are: the Ministry of Manpower Decree No. 151 of 2020 concerning the Temporary Cessation of Placement of Indonesian Migrant Workers (PMI), and the Ministry of Manpower Decree No. 294 of 2020 concerning the Implementation of Placement of Indonesian Migrant Workers during the New Normal Adaptation.

With the first policy, Indonesia sought to slow the spread of COVID-19 by temporarily stopping the placement of Indonesian migrant workers. Indonesia's National Board of the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers, or BP2MI,2 coordinated with a number of related ministries in supporting migrant workers who were delayed in departure, stuck in the country of placement, or who had to return to Indonesia. The enactment of this regulation also temporarily halted the departure of those who wished to leave for placement. However, this was not a full-fledged moratorium or repatriation of Indonesian migrant workers abroad. After

---
1 The discussion in this chapter has been based on the situation in Indonesia, as well as the information and data that were produced, during the early stages of the pandemic. This situation and information determined many of the related policies made at later stages.
2 Indonesia's National Board of the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers (Badan Pelindungan Pekerja Migran Indonesia), or BP2MI, is a non-departmental government agency that oversees the implementation of policies in the placement and protection of Indonesian workers abroad.
the regulation was put in place, those with valid work-visas have still been able to depart if their country of destination allowed arrivals. Those in the country of placement have still been able to reside there in accordance with their work contract (Kemnaker RI 2020a).

To order a complete halt of the placement of migrant workers would have been a difficult choice for Indonesia to take amidst the economic slowdown faced during the pandemic. Therefore, five months after the temporary halt, the placement of migrant workers restarted again, with the sending of migrant workers to thirteen countries. The government adopted this as a new policy, the *Minister of Manpower Decree No. 294 concerning the Implementation of Placement of Indonesian Migrant Workers*, that aimed to regenerate remittances from abroad during what was labelled as a ‘New Normal Adaptation’.

The Indonesian government has been trying to balance protecting public health and safeguarding the economy. This balancing was discussed in several of the interviews conducted for this chapter. According to Sriprarahastuti, the government’s balancing act explains President Joko Widodo’s use of an approach that shifted between acceleration and braking. The balancing act was also discussed by Nugraha, who posited that migration is not only about economic development, but also about human development. However, critics also argued that this approach has not prioritized migrant workers. In her interview, for example, Hidayah argued that the current policy was aimed at generating income for the country rather than protecting the welfare of migrant workers. She warned of the possible increase of migration when the pandemic eventually eases and therefore insisted on the preparation of a concrete welfare protection protocol.

Through the enactment of the aforementioned policies, Indonesia has shown its concerns about economic and human development, social protection, healthcare and safety, information, and documentation schemes. It is apparent that while the safety and health of migrant workers have been considered important, the (re)sending of migrant workers has also been made a part of Indonesia’s economic recovery strategy.

In terms of economic and human development policies, Indonesia has made efforts to refocus activities and reallocate budgets to accelerate support for migrant workers affected by COVID-19 (BP2MI 2020). Consider, for example, the distribution of Pre-Employment Cards (*Kartu Prakerja*) to job-seekers,

3 Brian Sriprahastuti, interview by author, 3 October 2020.
4 Judha Nugraha, interview by author, 6 October 2020.
5 Anis Hidayah, interview by author, 6 October 2020.
including workers who were laid off due to the pandemic. The holders of these cards are eligible to access skill development training and receive paid post-training incentives. As was explained by Nugraha, this initiative is intended to include migrant workers who lost their jobs.⁶ Therefore, the Ministry of Manpower (MoM) collected data on prospective migrant workers (PMW) and current migrant workers (CMW). It has submitted this data to the Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs, so that these migrant workers can be registered for the Pre-Employment Card programme. The National Board of the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers (BP2MI) has also coordinated with local offices of the Ministry of Manpower and the Indonesian Migrant Worker Placement Company (P3MI) to assist in the registration process. This data is also being used for the allocation of the work opportunity expansion programme that aims to encourage labour productivity (BP2MI 2020). Through the programme, it is expected that current and prospective migrant workers will improve their skills and boost productivity, which is hoped to reduce the number of unemployed.

In order to provide social protection for migrant workers, BP2MI has made suggestions to the Employment Social Security Administration (BPJS Ketenagakerjaan). It has made suggestions specifically regarding the filing of benefit claims for current and prospective migrant workers, as well as for utilizing the Social and Environmental Responsibility (TJSL) programme of BPJS Ketenagakerjaan as an effort to ensure the welfare of Indonesian migrant workers (BP2MI 2020). It can be said that by these means, current and prospective migrant workers have been included in the national policies aimed at addressing pandemic-triggered economic issues. This general approach is confirmed by Sriprahastuti, who explained how economic recovery policies such as cash assistance for small and medium enterprises have been given to everyone, including migrant workers.⁷

To ensure access to health services during this pandemic, in March 2020 the Indonesian Task Force for COVID-19 (Gugus Tugas Percepatan Penanganan COVID-19) issued the Guidelines for Rapid Medical Response and Public Health Aspects of COVID-19. During the early months of the pandemic, when the repatriation wave was high, the government made efforts to ensure the safety of returning migrant workers by imposing measures such as quarantines and provision of facilities, measures in which migrant workers received priority. For example, an emergency hospital was established on Galang Island that specifically prioritized the care of infected migrant
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⁶ Judha Nugraha, interview by author.
⁷ Brian Sriprahastuti, interview by author.
workers. According to Sriprahastuti, at the beginning of the pandemic when Indonesia was still considered to be safe, more specific attention was given to migrant workers. This specific attention given to migrant workers was based on the idea that they were coming from affected countries.\(^8\) As the pandemic has continued, the greater attention given to migrant workers has decreased. The direction of efforts has been reversed, from dealing with migrant workers coming back to Indonesia to facilitating their employment abroad. As Nugraha pointed out, the government is now trying to make sure that the immigration services for migrant workers follow the COVID-19 protocols of the destination country both upon their departure and arrival.\(^9\) Therefore, specific measures regarding health services and social protection have become associated with the mobility of migrant workers. However, once they receive official clearance for entry, workers are again considered part of their local community and are not specifically targeted as migrant workers in official policy. While this approach can be considered fair, migrant workers’ advocates have argued for the specific identification and treatment of migrant workers while they are at home in Indonesia. They claim this is necessary because these migrant workers do not face exactly the same problems as the local unemployed.

In ensuring accessible information, the government has made attempts to increase the effectiveness of communication on health and safety with workers and related organizations. BP2MI and the MoM have coordinated with the Representatives of the Republic of Indonesia (KBRI) in migrant workers’ countries of placement to provide for logistical needs and repatriation. A 24-hours complaint service for Indonesian migrant workers abroad has been established (Kemnaker RI 2020a). To help overseas workers manage the risks of COVID-19, they have provided protective equipment (such as masks and sanitizers) and risk assessment for individuals with higher risks of being infected (WHO 2020a).

In addition, the government has communicated with employers in placement countries to enable workers to get more flexibility in working hours, while still receiving wages. The government has coordinated with figures in the placement countries to ensure the implementation of the WHO COVID-19 risk management protocols both at work and in the workers’ housing facilities. Efforts have also been made to provide information through organizations, public figures, social media platforms, and various other media (Kemnaker RI 2020a).

---

8 Brian Sriprahastuti, interview by author.
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Nugraha stated that, although efforts have been made to ensure the dissemination of complete and accurate information, there is still room for improvement, such as extending the coverage of public awareness campaigns to villages.¹⁰ Hidayah also suggested that the information available has tended to be generic, leaving workers to struggle with more specific conditions that are not included in this available information.¹¹ With the reopening of Indonesian borders for workers, the availability of comprehensive information is crucial.

The MoM and the KBRI have taken measures in the placement countries of migrant workers to ensure the proper documentation of Indonesian migrant workers. At the beginning of the pandemic, these focused on returning migrant workers. As the pandemic continued, the measures then sought to ensure the sustainability of the placement programme for prospective workers after the COVID-19 pandemic ends, to synchronize labour migration policy with the policies of the country of placement, and to make sure that all workers are documented and receive training according to existing procedures (Kemnaker RI 2020b).

In the ‘new normal’ adaptation period which Indonesia has moved into now, the sending of migrant workers abroad is being resumed. The MoM has issued a policy directive to regulate the verification and legalization of Request Letters for migrant workers that overseas employers provide. It has also issued a directive to regulate the quota approvals submitted by employers or business partners through the KBRI or the Indonesian Economic and Trade Office (IETO) abroad. Before departure, the MoM will verify and legalize the Requests for Indonesian Migrant Workers and the quota approvals that employers have submitted (Kemnaker RI 2020b).

The employer and/or the government of the placement country are expected to take responsibility for matters such as workplace safety, working conditions, the cost of implementing the health protocols in the country, and other costs incurred if a worker is infected while abroad. They are also expected to provide a guarantee for the well-being of Indonesian migrant workers. Also, at the time of arrival in their country of placement, workers are required to report their arrival to the KBRI, either offline or online through the SafeTravel application and the Portal Peduli WNI. The Portal Peduli WNI is a digital platform which Indonesian citizens can use to report their own arrivals, transfers, and returns.

¹⁰ Judha Nugraha, interview by author.
¹¹ Anis Hidayah, interview by author.
These measures the Indonesian government has taken have been focused on repatriation and facilitating mobility. They are based on previously existing mechanisms, only now with the added health protocol and requirements that the WHO provided. Unfortunately, as Hidayah pointed out, some immigration services in Indonesian embassies have been disrupted as a result of the change to online services made necessary by COVID-19. This has resulted in administrative problems such as challenges to the collection of data about migrant workers’ mobility. It has also meant disruption to some consular services. Moreover, as Nugraha stated, protection efforts depend on the procedural or non-procedural nature of workers’ mobility, which may be influenced by other countries’ policies.

The government has taken steps to ensure the provision of healthy living conditions at communal or worksite housing. In Indonesia, it has made efforts to minimize the amount of communal living during the pandemic by sending home those waiting for departure and vacating shelters and the Overseas Training Centre (Balai Latihan Kerja Luar Negeri) (BP2MI 2020). However, the government has not been able to do so much to impact the communal living of Indonesian migrant workers overseas. In terms of communal living arrangements in the country of placement, the BP2MI and the MoM established the aforementioned 24-hours service for complaints of Indonesian labour migrants in placement countries. They also coordinated with relevant stakeholders to monitor the repatriation of prospective workers to their areas of origin (BP2MI 2020).

There have been no reports from migrant workers of serious legal issues resulting from the pandemic. So far, the legal process in place for these workers has been a continuation of what was already in place before the pandemic (Kurniati 2020). Nevertheless, to ensure access to legal remedies for all migrant workers, the MoM continues to monitor condition reports, placement country policies, handling efforts, and potential problems that may occur in fulfilling migrant workers’ rights (Kemnaker RI 2020b). The MoM also coordinates with all relevant stakeholders to continue reporting, monitoring, and evaluating the placement of Indonesian migrant workers. In doing this, it focuses on matters such as complaint services, health conditions, numbers of prospective Indonesian migrant workers, and the current condition of the country of placement (Kemnaker RI 2020b). In short, efforts made to ensure access to legal remedies have been similar to pre-pandemic policies.
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Migration Governance in Indonesia during the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Response Aligning with Global Recommendations?

This outline of the situation regarding migrant workers during the early stages of pandemic, and the steps that the Indonesian government has taken on this issue, shows that the government policies and initiatives are essentially in line with the ILO’s recommendations. The government’s economic and social policies have included migrant workers as beneficiaries, treating them like other citizens of Indonesia. The government of Indonesia has made an effort to give migrant workers access to services and information. There have still been challenges in the implementation of these policies, however, some of which are the result of the need to balance the safety and health of the people and economic recovery. It is difficult to determine whether or not the policies the Indonesian government has taken were made based on the ILO’s recommendations. This is particularly as the recommendations made by the ILO are not legally binding and their power depends on the willingness of governments to adopt them. Therefore, to establish correlation between Indonesia’s national policies and the ILO’s recommendations, the shape of Indonesia’s pandemic response needs to be explored in relation to the role that has been played by international organizations during COVID-19.

According to Nugraha, the relevance of international organizations has increased during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is because countries frequently lacked the resources to address problems individually, particularly in terms of labour migration.14 Nugraha emphasized the importance of joint efforts through initiatives such as the Travel Corridor Arrangement (TCA).15 The TCA is a bilateral agreement between Indonesia and countries including the United Arab Emirates (UAE), South Korea, Malaysia, and Singapore. The agreement was made in order to boost economic relations through travel permits for business essentials and diplomatic visits. Nugraha said he was hopeful that this arrangement would soon be implemented multilaterally.16 The TCA is evidence of the way in which solutions so far have tended to be sought on a bilateral basis with the countries involved. Since recommendations from international organizations such as the ILO have been quite general, countries have tended to work out their own solutions and arrangements based on their own specific needs.

14 Judha Nugraha, interview by author.
15 Judha Nugraha, interview by author.
16 Judha Nugraha, interview by author.
Sriprahastuti argued that, in making health policy, the Indonesian government has acted in accordance with WHO recommendations. She said, for example, that Indonesia had followed the WHO guidelines in the activation of the initial emergency response. She claimed that Indonesia has adopted two out of the three WHO recommendations: prevention and response. Recovery is yet to be implemented, but social distancing and testing have been adopted. In general, practical and direct recommendations have been easier to adopt. However, there are complex factors that need to be considered. As a sending country, with a large population and approximately 135 entry points, Indonesia is currently facing two major emergencies: the handling of health matters, and the challenge of ensuring economic development.

Nugraha explained how Indonesia has implemented the ILO recommendations with local adjustments based on domestic needs. The current challenge is establishing coordination between stakeholders. In this respect, Sriprihastuti argued that, if the policies it has put in place are to have their desired effect, Indonesia needs a more binding structure to ensure the enforcement of new regulations while also considering the economy. It is notable that the leadership of the task force responsible for the pandemic response in Indonesia has changed several times. It has moved from the President’s Staff Office, to the Head of The National Agency for Disaster Countermeasure, and then finally to the Minister of State Owned Enterprises. This corresponds to a changing policy focus. As the pandemic has continued, the targets have shifted to economic recovery. This also indicates a change in how the issue is perceived, with it moving from being solely a health issue, to a health and economic issue.

Regarding the functioning of international organizations, however, Sriprahastuti also argued that more leadership is needed to improve global governance systems. She argued that the recommendations made by these organizations still treat the economy and health as separate which is detrimental for a comprehensive understanding of labour issues during a pandemic. Sriprihastuti described how, rather than the organizations leading the way, some countries have come up with their own innovations, to which the WHO then responded. On a similar note, Hidayah stated that the ILO’s recommendations provided a necessary policy framework. However, whether these recommendations are known and understood by
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20 Brian Sriprihastuti, interview by author.
those making policy in Indonesia, and whether they are accommodated in national and local policies, remains unclear.

Conclusion

In managing the issues of Indonesian migrant workers, the government has taken several measures and initiatives to protect and ensure their welfare. These measures have been implemented through the enactment of the Ministerial Decrees No. 151 and No. 294. The government translated this decision into policies in economics and human development, social protection, healthcare and safety, information, and documentation. Meanwhile, on the global scale, the ILO has published policy recommendations for nations to implement in assuring the fulfilment of migrant workers’ rights. This chapter has shown that, in general, the policies and programmes carried out in Indonesia have corresponded with the ILO recommendations. However, in the implementation of these policies, challenges prevail both domestically and internationally.

There are two key takeaways that can be drawn from Indonesia’s case. First, issues concerning migrant workers during a pandemic should not be perceived only as issues faced by receiving countries. There are also problems when workers are forced to go back to their country of origin. This then requires policies from the sending countries’ government. This government may consider the migrant workers returned from abroad as either a regular part of society, or as a particular group that requires specific policies. Second, the general solutions to handling the pandemic proposed by international organizations will eventually reach their limits. Each country has its own issues that require specific, localized solutions. Therefore, recommendations made by international organizations as part of an attempt at global governance should take into account the dynamic and specific characteristics and needs of each country.
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